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Victims of crime get Sidney support
Sidney appears to be the 
sole supporter for a victims of 
crime program which RCMP 
Staff Sergeant John Penz says 
“is a much needed service’’ on 
the peninsula.
Sidney council agreed 
Monday night to support the 
program which now operates in 
the four core municipalities, 
and to pay $1,000 per year for 
the next three years to aid vic­
tims of all types of crime 
Sidney.
in
Once a federal government 
grant expires in three years, all 
municipalities involved must 
bear the total costs for the pro­
gram. The core municipalities 
of Victoria, Oak Bay, Saanich 
and Esquimau already belong,
Sidney council agreed to 
the program following a presen­
tation by members of the Vic­
toria and Saanich police depart­
ments last week who organize 
the volunteer based service.
“They are willing to work 
with the PCA (Peninsula Com­
munity Association) to ensure 
their services are not 
duplicated,’’ said Mayor Nor­
ma Sealey.
Council’s concern that the 
PCA’s mandate would be 
duplicated by the program was
resolved in meeting with the
organizers Sealey explained.
“It does offer some ser­
vices not offered by the PCA,’’ 
she said.
Immediate support is of­
fered to victim’s of all types of 
crimes by a group of trained' 
volunteers. One full-time co­
ordinator will be hired once the 
program is extended beyond the 
core municipalities.
North Saanich council 
decided Jan. 20 not to support 
the program for financial 
reasons and because they 
believe it is a social issue which 
the PCA should handle.
“The program is a good 
idea in the core municipalities.
but the PCA is quite capable of 
handling these issues,’’ .said 
Mayor Lloyd Harrop.
Central Saanich Mayor 
Ron Cullis said his council has 
yet to receive any notification 
from the sponsoring agencies,, 
but confirmed the municipali­
ty’s police force does use the 
program.
“Our own members are us­
ing the services more and more. 
If they made recommendations 
we would listen,’’ he said.
Cullis added his council 
was not adequately aware of 
costs.
“We don’t know enough to 
say anything until we get more
information.”
Penz said the service is 
especially valuable for seniors 
who most often suffer trauma 
when victimized.
He added that due to ex­
tremely positive response in the 
year the program has operated, 
organizers do intend to extend 
services as far as funding will 
allow.
“If it were to go into Cen­
tral Saanich or Sidney, it would 
be interesting to see what service 
would be forthcoming to North 
Saanich,” said Penz.
“If the service is expanded we, 
will definitely give the names of 
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35 Cents
Farm dream a dismal prospect
-•a
\ rL''-'-'-’''-’.-:-. .
i SSiat' ALR subdivision
gCercomm Electronics 
aLtd. of Nanaimo is get- 
;|ting a $21,600 interest- 
hfree loan from the 
i; federal government to 
I design and develop an 
^electronic device to 
i^measure the overall size 
tof vehicles and trailers 
a for possible use at ferry 
I terminals.
aj Using a camera, com- 
aputer and video display 
jiunit, the device will 
almeasure the length, 
a width and height of the 
I vehicles and trailers.
The unit is expected to 
y perform an almost in- 
flstantaneous measure- 
yment, accurate to within 
II10 centimeters, and have 
=1 it displayed on a video 
y monitor.
gf No more cheating!
I-:-.,. ;; • I"':.,.. ■'
Newslnside '......................... ||l|:||gg|
appears unlikely
Monty and Adelle 




Bankruptcies are up, 
fjbut according to Saanich 
jPeninsula Chamber of 
ICommerce President 
iRick Roberts, local 
^business confidence is ac­
tually up, too. And real 
testate is selling well ac- 
Icording to two local com- 




But to do that, they may 
have to wear a land developer’s 
hat and request their 20-acre 
parcel be subdivided in half.
That may be the only way 
the Clements can build a second 
house on their property and be 
farmers.
The existing house is rented 
out to a retired couple who look 
after the Clements’ goats, pigs, 
chickens and registered Angus 
cows during the day. '
Monty; a professor at the 
University of Victoria, and 
Adelle, a high school teacher at 
Spectrum, hope to sell their pre­
sent Oak Bay home and build a 
new house on their farm, 
located on Central Saanich Rd.
But Central Saanich coun­
cil is apprehensive about the 
Clements’ plan.
Council cites the zoning 
regulation requiring farmland 
owners to derive at least 80 per 
cent of their income from their 
farm before allowing more than 
one house on a property.
And council is also wary of
farmland being subdivided.
But the Clements have to 
work in order to afford to 
operate the farm.
Adelle says they could 
displace their tenants but that 
wouldn’t solve the problem.
“We would still have to 
have someone look after the 
animals during the day. Our 
sheep and cows will be calving 
in March and they have to be 
kept under constant attention in 
case there are problems,” 
Adelle said.
She has asked council to 
consider subdividing their land 
as a single dwelling is allowed 
on 1 b-acre parcels without the 
income restrictions.
The Clements would also 
sign a statement revoking all 
rights to future subdivision of 
the property for development 
purposes.
“We have no interest in 
building a high rise con­
dominium or anything like that. 
We just want to have something 
to show for the money we have 
earned working,” Adelle said.
“And we think the farm 
would be a good environment to 
raise our 12-year-old daughter
m.
A relatively new FM 
■signal is bcaining across 
lithe peninsula, bringing 
Ian eclectic style to the 
-airwaves. The jockeys 






Want to win the fight 
against computer phobia 
in an easy going environ­
ment. There is a new 
course which could help 
you get over those high 





Robb Meinnis, coach 
of the hapless Caps, got 
his walking papers .Sun­
day following another 
lo.ss, this time to the Clip­
pers 6-4. A replacement 
ha.s been named. See 
story All.
The Central Saanic’ bann­
ing and zoning cor r c nas 
recommended cou, , aeny 
Monty and Adelle cicments’s 
application to subclivide their 
farm land.
The committee cited 
precedejjts Monday, set by 
previous councils for 
tinanimously deciding to veto 
the Clements's application,
Alderman Dick Creasy said 
he syrnpaihizetl with the 
Clements’plight.
“But we cannot change our 
regulations just for the benefit 
of the Clements's property, 
That would also in iiirn open 















Ruth Arnaud said the 
municipality is committed to re­
taining Agricultural Land 
llleserve property in large 
blocks.
Aid, Erie Lewis said the 80 
per cent income rule is actually 
discriminatory against the rich,
“If a person is earning 
$80,(KK) a year he can't build a 
second home on his property., 
But if he is on welfare it would 
be allowed because 80 per cent 
of riuiliing is nutliioH,” l.cvsis 
said./'-. '
The committee did ask 
municipal staff to review the 
Larm income policy and repoti 
back to'conncili.''
Adelle says they have in­
vested more than $60,000 
upgrading the fencing and barns 
since buying the property two 
years ago.
Because they earn a living 
outside of the farm, they cannot 
write off all their farm ex­
penses.
She said they can deduct 
only the first $2|,500 and half of 
every subsequent $5,000 spent.
“Wc would eventually like 
to build up our herd and be able 
to earn a living from the farm. 
But it takes time and money to 
do that,” Adelle said.
Adelle admits subdividing 
farmlartd Is a “motherhood 
issue” in Central Saanich.
“Wc don’t want to sec an 
access road split the property in 
half eiiher which Is why we are, 
willing dp revoke pur subdivi­
sion right's,” she said.
She maintains many 
farmer.s in Central Saanich earn 
more than 80 per cent outside of 
their farms. And many of them, 
she claims, have more than two 
houses on their property,
“I'm told that people in 
our situation with more than 
two houses were existing non- 
conforming usek," ,she said,
Adelle says her husband Is 
“pretty exasperated” but she 
remains optimistic a solution 
cat* be found.
It is that optimism which 
allows her to get off work, 
.spend three hours at the farm 
feeding the animals and driving 
home to Oak Bay.
”We don’4 gel home until 
about 7 p.ui. By tin: liiaejiyuu 
get cleaned up its time for bed, 
It also costs a lot of money in 
gas alone to drive from work to 
(he farm and back home 
again,” Addle said.
Clements drives from Oak Day each day to do chores before classes begin at Spectrum School 
but the dream of living on the farm remains elusive.
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Peninsula childretj are being 
forced jnlo temporary, Victoria 
faster hornc.s because there arc 
no local home.s available.
Human resources minisiry of­
ficials say there arc children and 
teens now who want to stay iti 
the community, bui can’t.
As many as a dozen local 
youth were moved into Victoria 
fo,'.ler homc.s and large receiving 
liQincv ovef the i.ui.si ^c.ii, ,said 
Peter Russenti, a ministry social 
worker.
A duve is lutw tniUeiwuy tu 
find peninsula foster homes for 
local kids, he said.
The aliernaiivc for .some is a 
Victoria receiving group home. 
,said llrtiicc, Rcnayi’A". studeni
social worker.
In a receiving home there arc 
children from many different 
backgrouiuts and there is the 
potential for a teen “to get on 
the wrong track,” Ronaync 
said.
Foster homes aie a icrnporary 
tncasure vinlil the vhild',s liomc 
Kitiiation improves t»r until a 
permanent solution Is fonnd, 
Rasscnii said.
I-uster parent inloimation 
meetings are being held at the 
Panorama leisure Centre* to 
help people deeidc if i(,*.'■(ui ing is 
for (hem,
Many people do think abaur 
becoming foster parents, but 
wonder if they have vvbai, it
takes i.h
out that foster parents don't 
have to be special or specially 
trained.
F'oster parents live in houses, 
apartments and townhousesand 
they may be youhg or old, mar­
ried or single, with or without 
children, Ba.sically, Rasscnii 
believes fo.stci p>ncnts are peo­
ple who want to help a child r^r a 
family in need.
And their arc no lypdai 
foster cirildren. A few foster 
children are babies rind loddler.s 
but mo,St are over the age of j 2.
tile ircnmsMlu iidotmattun 
ses.sions for local adults in­
ter esicd in fostering will be held 
Feb. J and Feb, 5 hcgimiiim at 
7:.l,) p.m, at ilie Panorama 
.Leisure Centre., '' ,' T, ^
-y:
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& BEAUTY AIDS. ☆ HARDWARE & VARIETY 
PKrsST & FLOWER DEPARTMENT ☆ CHEESE COUNTER
☆ WIDE SELECTION OF QUALITY MEATS 
☆ LARGEST VARIETY OF BULK FOODS 
GROCERY, DAIRY & FROZEN FOODS
Fresh Veal
We have : Chops, Cutlets 
& Boasts available 
Everyday at Safeway.
.Fresh Lamb
We have: Legs. Shoulder 
chops A Rack of Lamb
availabte Everyday at 
Safeway.
Fresh Turkey Parts
We have: Legs, Breasts. 
Thighs. Boneless Cutlets 
& Ground Turkey 
available Everyday at 
Safeway.
Fresh Frying Chicken







We have: A complete 
selection of highly 
nutritious Livers, Hearts, 




We have: the finest 
quality Grade A Beef 
available Everyday. New 
York Strip Steaks,
Tenderloin, Roasts. Stew, 
Short Ribs and Ground 
Meats.
3AlFEWA Y*S " ®hy reason you are no! satisfied with any
_ _ _ , purchase made at Safeway, we will make an
iVlONcY o/aCK adjustment that is satisfactory to you or refund the 
v-viiAnx »..-ir-r-r- purchase price in full. Proof and return of purchaseGUARANTEE jnay r^ulred.












These Low Everyday Prices, available in every Lower Mainland Safeway Store, 
mean Everyday Savings for you. You get value for your dollar at Safeway! And 








































tOWi>OM«®Ofl...........................................  ............ &
Dog Chow S709
PU«mA. 4 k(J.......................................    I
Gaines Surgers
B8»r.2ko...............................  .......... . 3
Cat Chow $099PURINA. 4 kg................................. ............. - O
Dishwasher Detergent $749ELECTRASOL. 2.5 kg...............................  ... »
Ivory Soap Si79Personal. 4-10flg Bars...... ...... ............... ....... . •
Ivory Soap $-f78Bath. 3.133g Bars........ ......................... ..........  1
Fabric Softener $R53BOUNCE. Sheeta ea’s ... ...................... ....... . W
All-Purpose Flour $749FIVE ROSES. 10 kg ............................................   «
Pancake Mix $*257AUNT JEMIMA. 1.75 kg . ............. . ..........  ...13
Syrup 750 ttiL $079
AUNT JEMIMA Aasl’d...............................  fc
Floor Wax 750 mL $C09JOHNSON'S, FUTURE................ ..................... O
Buggies si‘J38
KLEENEX. Daytime 48’8............... ..................  SO
Enfalac so23Powder. 454g........ .................. .................. .. M
Dream Whip $935Pkg. ol 4. 170g....................................  fc
Dill Pickles $979BICK’S. 1 L...................................................
1000 Island Dressing $099KRAFT 500 mL...................................  *•
Italian Dressing $069KRAFT. 500 mL................................   C
Cucumber Dressing $079KRAFT. Creamy. 500 mL....................... ...........
Heinz Ketchup $099
750 mL............................ .............................
Tomato Sauce qocHUNT'S. 308 mL..........................  ......30
Taco Trio $029LAWaV'S. 2080...................................   «3
....... .......................... *5®
' Cimj{3l»iii»frs map RocCrawm Muehroew fM mL................................. »33
LhW<M1 Soup $«23
t««Mt4i. 4'S......................................... &>
Steak $090PAMtRY. 215g...................................... ifc

















































































Did you know that Salewny sleeks cww 400 
dilforenl klivjG of produce? Thsi's ilgl'ii, 
Safeway produce maeaoers are dedicated to 
giving Ihoir customers the widest selection 
(jossible ol fresh trulls and vegelablas, 
Familiar, Exotic, and Ethnic produce too' 
Flua our produce ornployoes tinsuro th.it all 
























Advertised Prices Effective JAN. ?7 to FEB. 1,1988 
STORE HOURS*
MON. TUBS. WED. 9:00 a.mi to 6:00 p.rn. 
THUHS. FHI, 9:UU a.m. to 9:00 p.rn.
SAT. 9:00 a.rn. to 6:00 p.m.
SUNDAT 10:00 a.m. to 6:00 o.rti.
We Besen/e the Right to limit Sales to Retail Quantities.
mttmmmmm
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Harrop
wants***~~‘~riiMMiiftiHMiimi iiimwij mf wirtmi
television
North Saanich Mayor Lloyd 
Harrop is the only member of 
council in favor of using an Ex­
po legacy grant to expand coun­
cil chambers to accomodate 
television equipment.
Aldermen unanimously 
defeated the Mayor’s suggestion 
Jan. 20, and offered several 
alternatives which they believe 
could better serve the communi­
ty.
Aid. Gil Soellner suggested 
council request public input for 
any project which might receive 
money from the Expo Legacy 
Fund.
Aid. Barbara Brennan noted 
that municipal staff “work in 
poor and cramped conditions 
where they swelter in the sum­
mer,’’ and said she would rather 
see money spent there than in 
council chambers.
A joint venture with Sidney 
was suggested by Aid. John 
Stone for “a facility both com­
munities could enjoy and use.’’
Sidney Mayor Norma Sealey 
said her council has had no for­
mal discussions about a joint- 
project, and explained Sidney 
hopes any available funding 
“would complement the water­
front project.’’
“It would depend on how 
North Saanich felt about taking 
part in the waterfront.’’ she 
said.
Other suggestions for North 
Saanich’s project included: 
renovations to the Sidney Teen 
Activity Group clubhouse, a 
lawn bowling club for seniors 
and improvements to 
SANSCHA hall.
VACUUM PROBLEMS?
CALL ON SIDNEYS VACUUM SPECIALISTS!!
• VACUUM TUNE UP®14.95 PiusParu
• EASY-FLO BUILT-IN VACUUM SYSTEMS
• ELECTROLUX WITH
POWER HEAD..........................................^249°°
® HOOVER WITH POWER HEAD.......S175°°
• LARGE SELECTION OF BAGS-BELTS-PARTS
BURNSIDE VACUUM REBUILDERS
101-2527 BEACON AVE., SIDNEY PH: 656-3551
CORNER 




GRAND OPENING SPECIALS 
FREE CASE OF POP
with every case purchased.
Comer 2ncJ and BEVAN
A bunch of bright, decorated balloons were a gift from the sky for Sidney's Gerry Flint. The 
balloons drifted into his garage Monday around noon. “A. nice way to start off the week, ” 
says Flint, but *'does anyone know where they came from?”
A father of one who admitted 
he has a drinking problem, but 
still consumes alcohol, was 
sentenced to 30 days in jail for 
his third impaired driving 
charge, failing to blow and fail­
ing to pay previous fines.
Dean Joseph Weinmeyer, 31 
of Sidney defended himself in 
Sidney provincial court Dec. 22 
and told Judge Darrall Collins 
he did not understand the de­
mand read to him about taking 
a breathalyzer test.
“1 was told by a lawyer it 
didn’t matter if I blew or nol 
and the police never told me the 
con.scqucnces of not blowing,’’ 
he .said of the Feb. 4 incident.
Sidney - RCMP Constable; 
Scott Morrison testified he read 
the demand twice and when 
Weinmeyer still did not unders­
tand explained twice in 
“layman’s language.”
Judge Collins said he believed 
the demand was given in proper 
form and that “nothing in the 
evidence remotely suggests the 
accused had a reasonable excuse 
not to provide a breath sam­
ple.”
Both Morrison and RCMP 
Sergeant Gary Kaminski said 
Weinmeyer was obviously im­
paired.
“He was antagonistic 
towards the police officers and
Campground vetoed
Central Saanidt farmer 
Gordon Mo.svold's proposed 
seasonal campground for the 
Island View beach area was re­
jected by the tlie zoning and 
plaiiaing committee at their 
Jan. 27 meeting.
The committee’); recom- 
meitdation will be voted on by 
council ni next Motulay’s 
regnlar meeting, .
I s 1 a n d VG e vv He a c h 
icsidcnis in the predominantly 
agficniinial tnea svere angeied 
by tlie second pioposnl for a 
rccteaiioii iirca in tltcir 
neigliborhood.
Mosvold's proposal called 
for ni') to 200 Irnllcis on his 63- 
iicie limi) paicel which extends 
from the ensi skle of Homathko 
Rd. hack to Island V'iew ridge.
Mosvold's a|r|»licaiion is 
dowmicaleil from a le/otting 
snhndssion he made In 1984. 
rhal proposid included an RV 
campsite, waiei slide, 
etinesirian ring and pitch'vt putt 
golf cornse,
The majority of Island 
View residents were unaware of 
Mosvold’s new application.
The concerns of local 
residents include increased traf­
fic volumes, lack of sewer and 
water services and added noise 
piobicms,
said; ‘no, 1 won’t give you 
anything,’ when i asked for a 
sample of his breath,” Kamin­
ski, a breathalyzer technician, 
said.
Weinmeyer was ordered to 
serve 14 days for the Feb. 4 im­
paired charge, seven day;; coir- 
current for refusing to blow and 
another 15 days for .$950 unpaid 
fines from two previous convic­
tions.
Also convicted of inipaircd 
driving and fined $350 was 























We don’t shut our doors 
after April 3Qth.
If you need year-end tax planning advice stop in and 
see us before you come to see us in 1986 and we’ll 
do our best to help you make your taxes 
manageable. We’ll give you fast, friendly service 
and an accurate return. Plus, we’re available year- 
round to answer your, questions. Our fees are 
reasonable.
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Land Fight - Economic
Hard economic times have tradtionally been the 
leverage for several initiatives, some of which have un­
fortunate consequences.
Economic realities in the U.S. prompted a lenient 
approach to environmental standards, while in Canada 
it prompted an easing of land use restrictions.
In tough economic times, it is easier to launch a 
new venture, because a community on its knees finan­
cially, will be more willing to accommodate if it means 
jobs and an injection of money into the community.
This argument for jobs and an economic injection 
is being waged full scale on the peninsula. Opponents of 
a loosening of restrictions have a real fight on their 
hands. To them, quality of life is becoming increasingly 
important, and development which interferes with that 
quality, is being resisted.
But, it’s coming on all fronts. There is pressure for 
more moorage space, marinas and water-related ser­
vices, camper parks and tourist amenities, retirement 
villages and condominiums, all of which pose some 
threat to the existing integrity of the peninsula. And all 
of which have tremendous job and financial potential.
The battle is being waged against development, us­
ing the Agricultural Land Reserve as one the of main 
weapons. It does have drawbacks.
Not all land in the ALR is ideal for farm-related ac­
tivities and some non-farm activities are allowed within 
the law.
There are examples of such fights over farmland 
almost every month although the two most notable are 
the Aylard townhouse development and the McGeorge 
Properties development (now the Ocean View Village 
proposal).
Slow growth advocates can use the agricultural 
zoning to their advantage. But, it is clear that although 
the peninsula is ideal for growing and raising, the main 
attraction is rural residential development.
The number of people in farming, despite the pro­
tection of farmland, is on the decline. And those who 
remain are having an increasingly tough time making a 
go of it.
In the short term, the economic potential is not in 
farming. The big bucks are being made on residential 
developments.
However, in the long term, having available 
farmland for food, may be crucial to pur survival.
It’s a tough fight. The pdds are stacked in favor of 
those who offer the quick fix - jobs, an increase in taxes, 
population and so on.
The good fight is having the vision to see how all 
development proposals will affect the future, even in the 
worst-case scenario.
A Case In Point
The Clements family are trying to make a go of a 
farm venture in Central Saanich. They have made 
substantial improvements to their 20-acre farm plot and 
wish the land to be used for agricultural purposes.
The couple has accomplished a great deal. But since 
they don’t qualify as farmers, they can’t build a home 
on the farm. The other house is occupied by a caretak­
ing couple.
Central Saanich council was compassionate in its 
consideration of the couple’s dilemma, but split on the 
solution. Some council members are steadfastly against 
the subdivision of farmland, despite the good intentions 
of the applicant. Those intentions could change, as 
seasoned aldermen know all too well.
It is within council’s authority to allow the subdivi­
sion of the 20 acres into two, 10 acre parcels. This ap­
pears to be a case for mercy. The ALR designation just 
isn’t good ammunition in this case.
Although not strictly within the rules, this applica­
tion appears to reflect the desired spirit of council’s in­
tention to foster and encDurgc agricultural activities.
PENINSULA LIFE
Aylards okay
This letter is written for one 
purpose only and by a very long 
time resident of North Saanich 
and even before it became a 
municipality.
As to the purpose, I am very 
dismayed to read of the oldest 
and most respected families to 
ever have lived in that beautiful 
part of B.C. I refer to the 
Aylard family in general and 
George in particular and one of 
the reasons I claim it to be so 
beautiful is due to the love they 





TOP OF THE PILE
Review siaffei spoiiscs and friciuls spent Sunday ferry­
ing fiirnitui'c between llie old Beacon Streel localion and the 
new locution ai 9781 Second St. It was business, as unusual, 
Monda3',
Scandia Restaiiraitt owners Sven anti Ingti Kristiansen 
ate laking over the old Review U'tcalion for a deli.
Happy Birthday to our new landfady Merlyn C'lirisiiatt 
Who celebrnled her 7th birtlulay on Sunday, Ian. 25;We 
know hei age hilt we’icMtoi telling.
Siltney of Mcr.'lunns, lo'-.v’r'' ofhte C'hrishnas
business decorating comest'i are hosting iheWeniial Saanich 
nnsiness AssocitUion, I’letler knosvii as ilni' winners, to a dance
"Feb..).
.lint Walton, recently rcliicd to Sitlney, aftci 25 years inT.V, 
in Montreal and ti fininei area resident has started a local 
wt iting sitinpaign t(v linergy Minister I'at C airncy to gel a 
lOllback on gas lase;. Write to ihe nninsicr in t,)it£iwa, po.'U; 
free, he SIromdv suggests. W'e concni .
1 seem to be getting more 
than just occasional batches of 
poor juice from B.C. Hydro. 
They are most frequent in mid- 
afternoon and early and late 
evenings and arc manifest on 
the display of my home com­
puter by its image expanding 
and contracting and varying in 
brilliance until it suddenly 
disappears altogether followed 
by a revension to “start up”.
Of course, any program or 
compilation in computer 
memory and not committed to 
disk or print-out is lost along 
with a considerable investment 
in time and mental effort.
B.C. Hydro has been atten­
tive to complaints, hut, so far, 
ineffectual in its remedial ac­
tions,
I think it may he helpful to 
B,<;. Hydro in us.se,ssing the ex­
tent of thi.s nuisance and in trac­
ing, localizing and finding its 
cause,so that it can be corrected, 
if persoi|fi experiencing the same 
problem would phone me at 
652-2.108 for making a con­
solidated report to this public 
utility.
Even the absence of similar 
experiences is useful in localiz­
ing the problem to specific 
distribution circntis or pluiscs.
Living as wc do in a pastoral 
area, some power outages due 
to weather, accidents and other 
natural causes may be expected 
from ilnic-to-time, hut periodic 
voltage spikes or nulls, espceial- 





dollars have been used by the 
left wing CBC and the Socialist 
National Film Board to produce 
a T.V. program identical to the 
NDP position on Northeast 
Coal.
Megadream also shows Goeb- 
bel’s classic dictum about lies 
retold, regularly beginning to 
appear as truth, which applies 
very well to a modern medium 
like television.
Asserting that Southeast Coal 
tonnage has declined since Nor­
theast Coal’s development best 
demonstrates the program’s 
underlying descent. In fact, 
total Southeast Coal tonnage 
has increased from 10.7 million 
tonnes in 1980 to 11.5 million 
tonnes in 1983 to 15.5 million 
tonnes in 1984 and and 
estimated 15.7 million tonnes in 
1985.
Images suggesting casual rela­
tions between Northeast Coal 
and Vancouver food lines are as 
absurd as would be images link­
ing Northeast Coal to similar 
lines in Edmonton, Regina, 
Winnipeg, Toronto, and 
Halifax.
Coincidence akso, no doubt, 
that Lcn Lank, whose CBC 
liegion aired the propaganda, is 
the brother of Gary Lank, the 
self-.same then NDP cabinet 
minister who initially announc­
ed Northeast Coal in 1975, Just 
prior to that year’s election.
Isn’t it nice to use public 
funds for political purposes 






the public turns it down. How 
could they give away something 
that would be so beneficial and 
make a difference in our com­
munity. This project will help 
parents in learning to deal with 
their children, but mostly will 
benefit the kids because they 
will know these people care and 
that they always have a place to 
go especially when they are hav­
ing problems at home.
A large independent associa­
tion that is well known for the 
good that they do, comes into 
our area offering their help and 
support in cleaning up the pro­
blem that no one else is capable 
of dealing with. People talk and 
complain about the situation 
but nothing is ever done about 
it. To set the kids straight, we 
need the people with know how 
to help us.
I have never heard of the 
Salvation Army failing in what 
ever they take over. For the 
small town of Sidney and area, 
there is a large amount of 
disruption, and I honestly 
believe, wlien wc have a chance 
to make it better, wc should ap­
plaud it and have faith. 1 am 
sure that if these young people 
had some place to go and be 
proud of, they would forget 
about distructiveness and edn- 
cemratc on their responsbilities. 
If the parents cannot provide 
fulfillment for their children, 
someone else must; which 
makes (he Salvation Army a 
better alternative.
I do hope that the council af­
fords favorable con.sideration to 






1housanUs of your tax
Open letter to Lloyd Harrop, 
Mayor
1 failed to speak the evening 
of the hearing, not knowing my 
rights.^ Listening to all the pro’s 
and con’s, I would like to cx- 
pre.ss my opinion.
We ■ have a nnmlter of 
juveniles roaming the strecis 
and gcttinjji! into some kind of 
trouble one way or another due 
to a lack of occupation, in­
terests and discipline and in 
some cases, major difficulties at 
home.
As it is, titcre is no end to the 
vandall.sm and destruction 
Slicking gas, breaking street 
lights, dc.stroying mail boxes. 
These examples are only a sninll 
part of it.
Why is it when wc are offered 
help in solvinii these problems,
Give tax back
The vast number of Cana­
dians who take advantage of a 
half cent differential by pump­
ing their own gas, washing their 
own windows and checking
their own oil, for a saving of 
about 35 cents on a tank full, 
would surely indicate the ex­
treme giwareness of gas prices.
Is it any wonder that so many' 
American tourists stay away 
from B.C. and thus avoid their 
having to pay about S5 U.S. ex­
tra on the same size tank full?
Since some Americans may 
gas up near Bellingham before 
they drive on to Vancouver, and 
fill up again on the way back, 
Expo will probably not be too 
badly effected. However, I 
believe that only a comparative 
few will venture on and visit the 
rest of B.C. Those who do, may 
very well go home and repeat 
horrendous stories of how badly 
they were gouged at our gas 
pumps. Any endeavor on our 
part to promote the cheaper 
Canadian dollar might 
therefore, easily be perceived as 
becoming uncomfortably close 
to false advertisisng and T 
strongly fee! that our tourism 
industry is far too fragile to face 
the possible chance of being 
subjected to any such for­
midable obstacle.
May I suggest that your 
government instruct all head of­
fices of the gasoline corpora­
tions to credit all American 
credit card purchasers with the 
amount of provincial gas tax 
which you would normally ex­
pect to receive. Sliricc exchange 
rates must he applied to all 
American ciistomcr.s, I can see 
no problems in the computers 
performing the rebate rc- 
quiremenis.
Tlic amount of gas tax you 
will lose should be replaced 
many times over by additional 
tux revenue accruing from the 
extra sales of other items 
generated by the longer and 
more explorative visits by our 
American friends.
1 feel confident that your pro­
mpt and nffirrnaiivc action will 
benefit all areas in Uritisli Col­
umbia. Dave Tod
Continued on Page A6
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By AlaiB St. CEgaar
Examples of sloppiness abound
In a country that pays such 
fervent lip-service to the im­
portance of literacy — in two 
languages, not one —, we must 
surely be regularly amazed by 
the sloppiness of the language, 
both written and spoken, that 
surrounds us daily.
report on drivers who had been 
convicted of “driving with un­
due care and attention.’’ This is 
such a delightful charge that it 
would seem almost churlish to 
plead not guilty.
Examples leap out at us from 
radio, T.'V., newpapers, and, 
yes, even the expensive signs at 
the bottom of our own drive­
ways, bearing such absurd 
legends as “The Smith’s’’ or 
“The Jones’s’’ (Such happy 
memories 1 have of sending 
whole classes of pupils home to 
examine their own signs, and 
report back the next day! On 
the average, about two thirds of 
those reporting confessed that 
their families were victims of 
the dreaded D.A.S. (or Delin­
quent Apostrophe Syndrome) 
Then there was the radio sta­
tion which used regularly to
Not all the common errors 
are without purpose. One of my 
favorites is to be found in the 
summer-time advertisements 
for chaise lounges’’, in which a 
subtle appeal is made to our in­
nate laziness by the neat 
misplacing of the “u”. The ma­
jority, however, lack even this 
justification. How many 
“flourescent” lights have you 
seen lately? How often have you 
been at a restaurant whose 
wines (or perhaps vegetables) 
are said to “compliment’’ the 
main course? (Can’t you just 
hear that bottle of Chateauneuf 
de Pape cooing softly, “My, 
what a gorgeous little filet you 
are!’’?) And how many people
who should know better have 
you heard learnedly holding 
forth on the subject of 
“nucular” bombs? Such a per­
son is very likely, given half a 
chance, to go on to tell you 
what his criteria is.
Nor is this happy situation 
restricted to English. My French 
is not up to noticing many local 
bloops in that language, but 1 
find it interesting that the signs 
on the airport fence on Mills 
Road south of the Canadian 
Legion Hall read “Defense de 
passer’’, while those to the 
north prefer “Defense de 
passe’’. And have you been in 
the U.l.C. offices recently? If 
so, I wonder if you noticed the 
neat little official signs pro­
claiming that certain areas of 
the inner sanctum are for the ex­
clusive use of “personnes 
autoisees.’’
All these errors, or the
English ones, at least, appear to 
have become firmly entrenched 
in our daily usage, and, in some 
cases, to be well on the way to 
achieving general acceptance. 
After all, the Highway Depart­
ment’s regular misuse of “alter­
nate” (“Alternate route to 
Duncan”, etc.) shows liow little 
time it takes to destroy a useful 
distinction between words. Are 
we all destined, then, to recline 
in chaise lounges, to listen to 
our wine complimenting our 
dinner, to fear a nucular 
holocaust, to light our houses 
with flourescent lighting and to 
drive on alternate routes? It all 
depends on who cares about 
what is happening to our 
language. From the look of 
things, those of us who do, cur­
rently form a dwindling minori­
ty. Why not start by puttying in 
or painting over that aberrant 
apostrophe, if you have one, at 
the bottom of the drive?
CBC superstation a good idea
VICTORIA — Let’s hear three big cheers for the CBC, the 
Crown corporation which, according to regional director Len 
Lauk has, so far, been a wasteland of mediocrity.
A report by the publicly-owned network to the federal task 
force on broadcasting proposes that all American programm­
ing be dropped by 1986. The void is to be filled by Canadian 
material.
The report also recommends the development of several 
new channels, including one for children and another ex­
clusively for news. A third channel, referred to as a ‘supersta­
tion,’ is to be used to penetrate the lucrative U.S. market. The 
latter would beam Canadian programs by satellite to cable 
companies throughout the United States.
The so-called superstation would use existing staff and 
facilities in Windsor to send programs made by the CBC, as 
well as private and provincial netw'orks, to about five million 
U.S. cable TV subscribers and about five million people in 
Canada.
The cost of transforming the Windsor facilities into a 
superstation is estimated at between S2 million and S5 
million. The CBC estimates that the channel will break even 
after three years and stands to earn as much as $100 million in 
advertising revenue after a decade.
The proposal will undoubtedly elicit hysterical screams 
from experienced CBC bashers. It will also run into a lot of 
opposition from the Tory government, none of which should 
be seen as a criterion for its merits.
The proposal is nothing short of exciting. If acted upon, it 
could be the greatest generator of social change this country 
has seen in decades.
Lauk’s charges that the CBC has been a wasteland of 
mediocrity is indisputable. If you want proof, just read your 
local TV magazine. Much of the programming is mind- 
numbing junk, imported from the U.S.
; .AT THE: . 
LEGISLATURE 
HUBERT BEYER
During the day, you can catch intellectual suppressants, 
such as All My Children, Three’s Company, Video Hits and 
Trapper, John M.D. The evening lineup is a little better what 
with regular Canadian shows such as Front Page Challenge, 
Beachcombers, and Market Place. There are even excellent 
programs, such as Man Alive, but it's all a far cry from what 
it could and should be.
I remember the furor when the Canadian Radio and Televi­
sion Commission ordered the electronic media to incorporate 
a specific amount of Canadian content in its programming. 
Until then, Canadian radio and TV had truly been an intellec­
tual vvttsteland. Cradually, (he opposition to the Canadian
content rule subsided. The result was a better product. Not 
excellent, but better than before.
It’s no accident that so many British Columbians watch the 
U.S. Public Broadcasting Service, beamed at us from Seattle. 
Among the sad fare offered by the commerical networks, 
both U.S. and Canadian, the PBS channel stands out like a 
jewel.
There’s no reason why the CBC cannot play a similar role 
in Canadian broadcasting. 1 never believed in the old saw that 
you can’t go broke under estimating the public’s intelligence.
I am convinced that the public wants intelligent programm­
ing. Given a choice of the kind of pap we get from the States 
and good, informative and intelligent programs, the public 
will choose the latter.
It may take a little time to wean people of their daily Dallas 
fix, but if we don’t try, we might as well give up right now, 
turn the CBC over to the private sector and drown in a sea of 
stupor and obtuseness.
According to the CBC’s plan,; private Canadian borad- 
casters such as CTV and the Global Television Networkwill 
be invited to join in the venture. So will the National Film 
Board and provincial educational networks. But if they show- 
no interest, the CBC intends to go it alone.
Don’t expect the Mtilroney government to enthusiastically 
applaud the [proposal. The Tories Iiavc been on an anti-CBC 
binge for as long as I can remember. And since the plan calls 
for an initial infusion of funds, the budgel-slashing-happy 
government, will probably respond with disdain. Ottawa will 
probably not believe that the superstation will make money.
What to do about lliat? Make your views known. A 34-ccni 
stamp is a small enough investment. I.ei your Member of 
Parliament know how you feel about the issue. You can bet 
(hat what I believe to be the vocal minority will lose no time 
trying to nip the CBC plan in bud.
If you want more from your television than the anti- 
intellectual porridge with which yoti’re now being force-fed, 
stand up and be counted.





Is the I’ort of Sidney development 
simply a pipedream or will it someday 
become a reality?
Longtime Sidney residents must he 
scratching their heads, as they have done 
for the last 75 years, in frustration.
Every apparent optimistic step for­
ward scents to be followed by another 
project setback,
The latest reversal comes in the wake 
of Mayoi Norma Sealcy's iccommenda- 
lion to hiili negotiations with New' 
Westminsier architect Poiil Hanson and 
the Kerkhoff Consti ticiion Ct>.
Ilatison and Kcrkl-ioff were in­
terested in providing a Port of Sidney 
manna and on-shore latui development .
Sealey said the discussion^, inititiled 
last SepiclVtbgr, were going nowhere.
The develoiH’fs wfoitcd an evclusive 
development agreement with the town 
without having a clear conceinion ol what 
the on-land aspect of the project will look 
like.- ^
Council wasn’t about to be pushed or 
pressured into auv agreement aud they 
deserve credit lor siit'kine to tlieir funs'
. Sealey wants council to, determitte 
what itre the exscttiia! eompunettis ttf ihc
Port of Sidney, csitthlisii their priority 
iind complete lire project in .stages, i
Willi the benefii of liindsiglti, that 
sliotild have been ilic previous coumj'jl's 
s(rateg,y When ifie first proposal call went 
out last summer.
Tlie town's itnmediate priority 
shoidd be to gel underway willi the 
mtu ina its soon as possilde,
Tlie breakwater is already suffieient 
to lunise a 110-bcrilj‘dock,
Tile marina sitould have no affect on 
fill lire land dcvciopmeni proposals and it 
is vital to the fitture healili of die Sidney 
commercial core facing iin uphill battle 
lor shoppers with Victoria shopping 
tnalls., ,
I lie on-sliore development remtiins a 
giant question mark.
The town still lias tin firm idiM nf 
What should accompany ilic nttiriiia on 
the waterfront,
Should there be a lioiel and 
restaurant? Wluii about a ciilluriil cemie? 
|*erliaiis the w'atcrfroni sitould hecoine a 
park Will their be an outdoor shopping 
pla-/,a? How abnnt a flontine Mcrionahls'* 
What iintomit of spiiee will lie alloied for 
a parking lot? How many of these ideas
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2321 BEACON AVE. 656-4922
arc acuially feasible from an economic 
siaiidpoiiii?
Until council can answer these tiiic.s- 
lioiis in tlicir own minds, tlicy arc in no 
position to enterlaiii development ideas.
It will place council ill ;i reactive 
rather than pioactive position.
It is also diffieiili for (levelopers to 
eornmil their lime and money to make a 
proposal without any guidelines to 
follow,
To achies'c this, die town may have 
to speiu! money,on comaiKaiiis wliiclt! 
some council memliiers anti prolialily :t 
large pci'cciiuige of .Sidney's [lopnlace, are 
against, *
'riiere is nofhiug wiong with spen­
ding money on consultants,
,lusl be very clear (dnnii what il is you 
are tilrinn, them in tin;
riierc is till inliereiii danger ilial 
bcciiuse die f‘or(, of Sidney has lieen iian- 
dieil about for so many vears, coimeil is 
obligated to get the project completed as 
soon as possible.
After having watted 75 year':, ahcruly, 
what is another two or three’ycurs, pru■' 
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Fight back
Last time I looked, Canada 
was still a political democracy in
which elected representatives at 
least tried to carry out the ex­
pressed will of the governed ma­
jority.
Farmland crucial
What do you do about a country whose land can’t sustain 
it’s 90 million inhabitants? More to the point, what do you do 
when it’s birthrate is moving il toward a population of 600 
million in 50 years?
OPINION
That country is Nigeria, and it is one of many in the Third 
World which recently caused Dr. Mostapha Tolba, director 
of the United Nations Environment Program, to sit down 
with 400 leading agricultural and environmental scientists to 
figure out where current trends are leading the human race. 
Their conclusions appalled them.
In less than 15 years, as Dr. Tolba summed it up; 64 of the 
world’s countries will be in a food crisis. He added that, 
“given current trends, I do not wish to contemplate the year 
2025.’’
Throughout much of Africa, Asia, Central America, and 
down the Andean mountain chain growing populations are 
destroying the very lands that feed them.
All this is bound to affect life in Saanich within a few yers. 
For one thing, as soon as our people grasp the causes of the 
catastrophes threatening much of the Third World, as well as 
the predicaments of North American agriculture, there will 
develop here an acute sense of the preciousness of every hec­
tare of Saanich soil.
From studies made by the Worldwatch Institute ' of 
Washington, D.C., by the United Nations, and by various 
other sources, it looks as if the future will imapct on Saanich 
somewhat along the following lines.
The huge post-war increases in agricultural productivity 
which have made North America the world’s breadbasket 
have been achieved partly by improved plant technology but 
mainly through the application of ever-increasing amounts of 
chemical fertilizer. Whereas in 1950 the w'orld used only 14 
million tons of fertilizer a year, it now uses 120 million tons. 
A billion and a half people are now being fed with the addi­
tional food thus produced.
The trouble is that this chemical treatment has degraded 
and destabilized the soil to the point where, in the USA alone, 
1.2 billion tons of topsoil are being washed away into the 
rivers each year. Not only that but American farmers are run­
ning into a water crisis. The vast underground pools of water 
known as aquifers which have sustained many crops are runn­
ing dry.
' Adding to these troubles is the fact that many fertilizers 
and pesticides are made from oil. Think what this means 
when you consider that easily obtainable world reserves of oil 
are expected to last, at the pre.sent rate of consumptipn, about 
30 years. Output is expected to peak sometime between 1990 
and 1995 and then go into ah irreversible decline.
" You can begin to see The picture of the future as far as 
Saanich is concerned. Starving countries will place strong 
moral demands on North American food surpluses at a time 
when heavy food importers with money like .lapan and the 
Soviet Union will be bidding competitively for the same 
dwindling surpluses. And as the oil too dwindles it will 
become more expensive. Up goes the cost of producing food 
and up goes the cost of trucking it from Florida and Califor­
nia to the Saanich peninsula.
Will it get to the point where those costs put imported food 
beyond the reach of everyone but the rich? For that matter, 
will there be any surpluses at all to truck up here?
Will we and our children find ourselves in a situation where 
we must exist on whatever we can grow on Saanich soil.
These are urgent questions. Next week 1 shall explore them 
in greater detail.
This bit of history appears to 
have escaped the notice of some 
North Saanich council members 
and other supporters of the 
Aylard development. These 
people apparently feel that 
North Saanich is now ready for 
feudalism and should abandon 
the complicated business of run- 
ing its own affairs. All impor­
tant decisions could just as well 
be left to an all-wise Lord of the 
Manor who could threaten any 
upstart objectors with dire legal 
and financial penalties.
Nevertheless, objections to 
the Aylard development and the 
accompanying dismemberment 
of the Community Plan bylaw 
were expressed by 60 per cent of 
those citizens who voted in the 
November municipal election. 
This election was billed by ex­
mayor Parrott as a referendum 
on the 1985 council’s actions on 
behalf of the development.
A new mayor and council was 
elected to remove the offensive 
1985 bylaw amendments which 
were rushed through the ap­
proval process a scant three 
weeks before the election. Such 
haste was apparently necessary 
to get Mr. Aylard his develop­
ment approval before long-held 
community feelings against his 
project could change the com­
position of the unrepresentative 
1985 council.
Now we have to endure the 
spectacle of the leftover 
members of that council piously 
suggesting that the voter-
rejected amendments be left in 
place lest Mr. Aylard initiates 
litigation to recover his pre­
development costs. These costs 
were incurred on his own in­
itiative and in his own interest in 
order to force acceptance of his 
development plans upon several 
reluctant councils.
Such persistence has cost the 
municipality considerable sums 
of money in council and staff 
time and in the retention of 
legal and technical advisors.
Nevertheless, minority voices 
argue, Mr. Aylard, because of 
the actions of the 1985 council, 
may be able to recover his many 
years of promotional spending 
from the pockets of his fellow 
citizens. Such a legal judgement 
would mock justice but is, un­
fortunately, a possibility.
Responsibility for this situa­
tion in large part rests with 
those same 1985 council lef­
tovers who so recently helped 
deliver us, all into the hands of 
the development lobby and who 
now cynically encourage the 
litigation possibility by urging 
further submi.ssions and ap­
peasement.
We trust that responsible 
council members recognize that 
the moral and financial costs of 
such a capitulation far exceed 
those which could result from 
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NOTICE OF PUBLIC HEARING
Notice Is hereby given that all persons who deenvthemsolves to be 
affected by the proposed amendments to the Olficlal Community 
Plan and Zoning Bylav^s, Nos. 846 and 750 respectively, will be af­
forded an opportunity to be heard on tho matters contained therein 
before the Council of the Town of Sidnoy at a Public Hearing to bo 
held in the Council Chambers, Town Hall, Sidney, on Monday, 
February 10th, 1986 at 7.30 p.m.
A copy of tho proposed bylaws may be Inspected at tho Town Hall, 
Sidney, on regular office days between iho hours ol a a.rn, and 4 
p.m.'
n enlightened society believes that the mentally 
ill and mentally handicapped should have, as 
normal a life as possible. No compassionate 
person would object to neighborhood group 
homes as alternatives for those patients able to function 
near normalcy.
However, the issue is not as simple as central hospitals vs 
group homes.
We are facing a situation which endangers the care of our 
mentally ill and mentally handicapped -- and that threatens 
calamity to our streets and communities.
System Dismantled
In the 70s, both administrations ot the provincial govern­
ment established and operated hospitals and a commend­
able mental health care syvStem.
Indications are the government will dismantle the system, 
close Glendale Lodge, and transfer chronic mentally handi­
capped patients to neighborhood group homes.
Hospital Overload
Based on similar Ontario closures, the burden of continu­
ing out-patient care and treatment would then switch to the 
already overloaded oul-patient tacililies of our existing 
neighborhood general hospitals.
How much more stress can our local hospitals withstand 
before every patient’s health - menial and physical — is 
jeopardized?
No Control
Group homes are not operated by the government. They 
are lendereri out on a cost basis to societies and private 
ownership.
□ Severely physically handicapped patients requiring 
tho constani attention and care only a hospital can provide 
will simply not be Irealed adequately or humanely in 
rninirnrilly slatted group homes.
□ And all patients will face possible abuse -■ because 
no elfeclive moniloring of abuse exists,
Tl'ie current social worker system, barely able to manage 




The effoct of those bylaws will bo to amond tho Official CTomrnunity 
Plan and Zoning Bylaws to ro-dosigriolo and rozone the following
properties from “C-1 CommorcU 
CommorclaT’ to “0-2 Maiina'';--
■Resldenllar’ and “C-
Lot A, Section 11, Range 4 East, Plan157R 
Lot A, Section 11, Range 4 East, Plnn'40364
\\ ''A
Dated at Sidnoy. B.C.. this 15th day of January, 1986.
log/in, A,C l
additioncil responsibilities of dozens of group homes and 
hundreds rnore patients tall through the cracks.
Slr'cct People
Too'often., ihe burden spills ontodbe slreets, bringing 
aboul an alarming rise in ab(-indonecJ streel people, com- 
(TTuhily lioslilily, hind deatli by exposuie and neglecl
,?■ .S'Millions.Lost " .
there is also ihe economic loss to surrounding, Island 
communities,'
Cdosiire ol GIcndalo Lodgemeans an annual loss of over 
$3,5 million in'direct wages, and a further loss of $10,1 
rriillion in the purchase ot supplies and services from local 
cTiininunilies, 1
Mulliplyinq every dollar spent in the service industry by 
two and a half lirnos to calcutalo Iho TnpacI on a corrirnunlty 
..; ll’iese closures moan a loss ol over $34 rmlliori per yesar.
You Can Help
We ask you to supfjori our offorts to create a rnore 
enlightened approact'i to menial (Tcaltti care, a balance of 
government-run grour> iTornos anf l coi'ilral liospilals lor ttic; 
benelit of all the people,
We are not inlereslerj m party [)Olilics, Only a political 
solulion Iftat works,,
We call on people of all political ptM suasions to 
show your coiu'crn.
r------“TELEPIIONB YOUR LOCAL MLA-”-- "KI
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Continued from Page A6 
I moved to North Saanich 
from Vancouver in 1982. 
However, I am not that new a 
resident of the Island, having 
spent several summers as a 
small child in Parksville, several 
years stationed at Work Point 
Barracks in Esquimau during 
the war, and having worked and 
lived for eleven years in the Vic­
toria area over twenty-five years 
ago. Also, I have lived in nearly 
every province in Canada. In 
brief, 1 arn a typical resident of 
North Saanich, and 1 enjoy liv­
ing here.
During the past several years 
1 have been able to observe, 
with some fascination, the 
machinations of both the 
Sidney council and the North 
Saanich council. It has been in­
teresting to watch democracy at 
work. 1 think first of the 
Saanich Hall maneuvers and the 
plans for Sidney’s one-way 
street, and now of the recent an­
tics over the Aylard farm 
development proposals.
These situations are more 
tragic than humorous, although 
they do have a touch of the lat­
ter. The tragedy lies in the cost 
to the taxpayer, a cost which 
many councils seem to forget 
when they are paying with other 
people’s money.
There is a saying that in a 
democracy the voters get the 
governments they deserve. 
There is truth in this, and with 
due respect to the new North 
Saanich council, if they proceed 
with their present apparent in­
tent to kill the bylaw passed by 
the previous council, in respect 
to the proposed Aylard develop­
ment, I will be most concerned. 
The implications of such an ac­
tion are very far reaching, much 
further than the present council 
can imagine, I am sure. Their 
majority intentions are not 
purely democratic, they are also 
politically prejudiced.
Let us seriously think of these 
implications, and the precedent 
that will be set if the council 
does in effect rescind the bylaw 
passed by the previous council. 
Tam not thinking of the legality 
of the proposed new bylaw, 
although the question does 
come to mind. I am thinking of 
what future councils can do 
about bylaws they dislike. We 
could witness a game of retroac­
tive legislation creating such in­
stability that nothing would 
ever be done to create employ­
ment, or improve working con­
ditions, or health care, except, 
perhaps, by actions taken by or 
stimulated by the state, be it 
f e ti e r a 1. provincial, or 
municipal. Who is going to risk 
planning a work program, or 
improvements - in our social ex­
istence, if they think Ihe rules 
aie going to change after the 
game lias started'.* •
There will be considerable 
■ irony in the new councirs action 
' if they carry out their intention 
' to pas.s tin ameiuling bylaw, as 
! one of the criticisms tlirccicd 
, against the Aylttnls was that
they would likely not honor 
their commitment to leave a 
250-foot buffer zone around the 
proposed development. By its 
action, the present council is 
saying that it will not honor the 
commitment made by the 
previus democratically elected 
council, which acted within its 
legal authority.
ft is a sad situation in our 
community when one portion 
needs work, when we seek to 
improve our standard of living, 
but we aren’t willing to pay for 
it; when we are willing to accept 
jealously motivated detrimental 
action to retain the status quo, 
the “I am alright Jack” 
philosophy, then we really are a 
dying society.
Do we really expect private 
individuals to create employ­
ment, to develop new housing 
for a growing population, 
which will in turn increase our 
community income, without 
some encouragement, and cost?
It is unfortunate that the new 
council cannot accept gracefully 
the actions of the past council, 
and get on with the proper ad­





juries? Will we continue the cur­
rent adversarial process which 
produces winners and losers, or 
will we recognize the need to 
develop a comprehensive social 
support system designed to meet 
individual needs which will en­
courage people who are disabl­
ed to develop and grow to their 
maximum potential?
I opt for the latter option. 1 
favor a comprehensive accident 
program. I favor a system 
which, in a democracy, allows 
elected officials to design and be 
responsible for the implementa­
tion of public policy. The pre­
sent system is completely unac­
ceptable because it allows 
private insurers to decide fun­
damental policy questions simp­
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Leave Victoria Airport 
Sat. Feb. 22 11:15
return Victoria Airport 
Sun. Feb. 23 2:30 pm 
price includes:
Airfare, Hotel, Tea & Tour 
Brochure Available 
JEAN ALLAN 
5823 St. George St. 
Vancouver, B.C. V5W2Y4 
Phone; 1-327-5065
I would like all the readers of 
the Sidney Review' to know how 
much enjoyment I have received' 
from rneeting the carrier Kelly 
Duckworth.
I don’t want to embarrass the 
young fellow, but really he is 
the most polite, nicest boy I 
have met.
During all the snow and bad.
dies or a cookie; his eyes lit up 
and you would have thought 
that I had given him S50.
He was away over the 
Christmas holidays; but the first 
week he w-as back, (Jan. 8) I 
gave him a tiny present that had 
been under the tree for him. He 
was so happy; > >
Yesterday I was out when he 
came but inside my paper was a 
beautiful “thank you” card and 
a very nice note which brought 
tears to my eyes. That card will 
go into my album of “Happy 
Memories”
Thank you Kelly and good 
luck always.
Isabel T. Falton
Recent reports relating to in- 
crca.scs in in.surance prcminm.s 
for local mnnicipaliiics, private 
societies and others, has stirred 
an interesting debate.
Apart from wlieiher premium 
incrca.ses arc justified, there re­
mains a deeper value question 
whicli our community must 
decide. In a complex society, 
one in which wc all arc in 
lerdcpendent, how will wc treat 
those who .suffer severe in-
MR. BUSINESSMAN:
If your Business Phone Number is new or has been recently chang­
ed. please call us and we’ll run it free of charge for a period of three 
months. This service limited to the Review’s Trading area.
Company Name Phone Number
(05) Aarvark Press......................................................656-7132
(09) Adams Electronics................................... ‘........ 656-4351
(05) Ardmore Golf & Fitness Club............................... 656-7131
(26) Dirtaway Systems....................................... ^|" 652-0644
(05) Jus’ Kidding........... . .....................656-7313
(02) Mariner Agencies Ltd..................... 656-1552
(1!) Peninsula Feed............................. 652-0311
() 3) Peninsula Luggage Retail
Sales and Repairs.......................... 656-7442
(07) R.E.A.D. Professional
Foot Care.............. .’..................... 652-1204
{'6) Stewart Structures Ltd................... 652-2552
(Hi) Sidney Wool Imports..................... 656-6152
Courtesy The Review
................ ....................„.................. ....................




CUT FROM BOTTOM 
ROUND OR RUMP
.$3.73 lb.
U.S. FRESH 478 l^g ig lb.
FRESH GROUND FRESH BONELESS
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FAMILY PACK ONLY
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GROUND PORK. ....... 2.i8kg3X.
FRESH -I 79
PORK CUTLETS........... 3.95kg I tb.
FRESH B0NELEI5S 4 7%
PORK CUBES...... ........ 3.95kg I lb.
-GAINER’S SPECIALS-
PREMIUM SLICED "‘§ 79
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SAVINGS ON FROZEN FOODS
. KELLOGG’S FAMILY PACK "I §9
WAFFLE EGGO’Smo »
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ONLY AT SIDNEY SUPER FOODS 
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Diversion helps kids avoid court Arsonist fit for trial
At any given time of the year, 
as many as 10 to 15 peninsula 
kids can be found doing com­
munity service work for which 
they did not volunteer.
There is little personal choice 
involved; they are young of­
fenders who have been diverted 
from the court system for alter­
native sentencing.
The alternative program is 
simply called “diversion,” and 
it basically gives first-time 
young offenders who have com­
mitted a minor crime, a break.
Peninsula Community 
Association youth services co­
ordinator Camille Martin ex­
plains, “diversion is for young 
offenders who realize they made 
a mistake, that their actions 
were stupid and who are ready 
to accept responsibility for 
those actions.
“There’s a sense of relief that 
they don’t have to go to court, 
they’ll have no record or proba­
tion,” says Martin who believes 
diversion “is an e.xcellent pro­
gram that makes sense and has a 
pretty high success rate.”
But diversion doesn’t mean 
kids get off scot-free.
Community service work is 
only one part of the obligation a 
young offender agrees to when 
referred for diversion.
Participation in counselling 
groups, an apology and restitu­
tion to the victim and a commit­
ment to examine the attitude 
and reasons for committing the 
offense are all part of the signed
Works
staff
contract into which the offender 
must enter.
“A good attitude is necessary 
and the kid must be willing to 
deal in good faith and recognize 
the impact of the offense,” says 
Martin who admits that diver­
sion does not work for 
everyone.
“For some, diversion does 
not make them realize their ac­
tions and the consequences.
“We look at attitude, and if 
someone has a poor attitude, we 
won’t accept them for diver­
sion,” she says point-blank.
Diversion is supposed to be a 
one-time deal, however Martin 
admits that some kids who 
repeat the same type of minor 
offense are sometimes given a 
second chance.
“Often there are no im­
mediate consequences in 
court,” she says referring to the 
lengthy process which can result 
in the court system.
“But diversion is immediate, 
the offense is dealt with fast, 
and the victim is attended to, 
often face-to-face,” Martin 
says.
The Crown counsel can divert 
young offenders for offenses 
such as shop-lifting, mischief,
and a minor in possession of 
alcohol or drugs.
But the decision to divert is 
not soley left to the Crown.
Sidney RCMP Sergeant Bob 
Bouck explained that police of­
ficers can recommend for or 
against diversion based on 
knowledge they might have 
about the individual’s past 
behavior and record.
He says break and enters and 
theft are not offenses he likes to 
see diverted, and generally 
RCMP officers would recom­
mend against such action.
“In some circumstairces it is a 
good program, but some people 
are diverted who shouldn’t be,” 
Bouck says.
Martin, however, believes 
that not enough young of­
fenders are referred for diver­
sion.
“We’re not being used as 
much as we should be,'*’ she 
charges.
Of the 40 kids who completed 
the diversion program last year, 
three repeated an offense, she 
said.
Because the victim is 
recognized and attended to im­
mediately, Martin believes 
diversion is a better process for
minor charges than court, 
where often the victim receives 
no support.
“The kid must make restitu­
tion for damages, and must 
apologize, either face-to-face or 
in writing, depending what the 
victim prefers,” she explained.
Value clarification groups 
where young offenders examine 
their values, why they hold such 
values, and the impact of the of­
fense on the victim, themselves 
and their family, are also u.seful 
and generally very popular exer­
cises among the kids, she adds.
Youngsters charged with 
alcohol and drug offenses go 
through a four-session drug and 
alcohol counselling program 
which can include videos and 
films on the effects of drug 
abuse and guest speakers in­
cluding former alcoholics.
Martin, who conducts the in­
terviews with the youth and 
their parents, says diversion is 
usually a very positive ex­
perience for everyone involved.
“One of the best things is 
when you have kids who en­
joyed their community service 
work so much,- they ask to 
volunteer once their hours are 
finished.”
A former North Saanich man 
accused of setting fire to his 
estranged wife’s $1 million anti­
que doll collection was found fit 
to stand trial Jan. 23 in Victoria 
provincial court.
John Arthur McKibbin is, 
charged with arson in the
Christmas Day blaze which 
destroyed 8,000 dolls collected 
over 20 years by Sidney resident 
Rozalynde McKibbin.
He underwent psychiatric 
evaluation over the past three 
weeks and will appear in Sidney 
court July 31 for a hearing.
LET THE TOP CENTURY 21 SALESPERSON 
IN VICTORIA SELL YOUR HOME
Century 21 Saanich Peninsula 
Realty Ltd. take pleasure in 
announcing the most recent 
achievements in the real 
estate career of Anne 
Dalgliesh.
Anne is not only the top 
Salesperson for Century 21 
Saanich Peninsula Realty 
Ltd., but also the top Century 
21 Salesperson for all of Vic­
toria for 1985. We con­
gratulate Anne on this 
achievement as it reflects her 
commitment to a high stan­
dard of service to all her 
customers.
For results you’ll be SOLD on — friends and clients are invited to 
call
Anne at 656-0131 or 656-0664 
Century 21 .Saanich Peninsula Realty Ltd.
2395 Beacon Avenue, Sidney
The Sidney public works 
and parks departments want to 
hire additional staff for 1986 to 
keep pace with an increasing 
workload.
Public works has requested 
up to 3 additional staff 
; inernbers while parks is seeking 
; one more permanent position. € 
Reynolds, public 
works supervisor, said his 
department has decreased from 
10 staff and one foreman in 
1982 to six and no foreman.
He said his crew has 
become more efficient but day- 
to-day duties are being ignored 
if staff are needed for capital 
projects or emergencies.
Because most public works 
staff have four weeks holidays, 
Reynolds said he is short a man 
for almost 11 months of the 
year.
Jonathon Kelly, parks 
supervisor, said his staff has 
been pared from a superinten­
dent, three gardeners and two 
laborers in 1982 to one super­
visor and three gardeners.
MotoiP Sales
BRIAN
1983 LADA, T cir, sedan, 4 
spd! Rod in colour This is a 
local, one lady owner, low 
rniloago V aulomobllo, Im­
maculate condition $3995 
1982 DAT8UN 280 SX, 5 Gpd 
; Black in colour, sun roof,, 
AM/FM cassotto stoi’oo 
Gorgeous autornobile. $8995 
SELLING YOUR CAR? 
"THINK CONSIQNMENT" 
wllhim
WE; * Profeo&lonally xeli your 
vohlclo
»ArrHOQift tho linancing 
* Buy Iho inmiFlii 
'Si‘orisi0harivoliicl()s 
^pn Iho pftsi low months, , ' 
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Isyouriiumber plate telling you It’s renewal time?
If the decal on your number 
plate is “FEB 86”'your auto 
insurance and vehicle licence 
must be renewed by the first of 
March. Make a date with your 
Autoplan agent anytime in 
February, and take time to 
discuss your insurance needs.
PREMIUMS DOWN
Premiums are down for most 
motorists - primarily because 
the cost of claims involving 
damage to vehicles has been 
lower than anticipated for 1985.
RATE GROUPS
Adjustments to mo.si vehicle 
groups in 1986 will reflect 
lower market values as vehicles 
age. With few exceptions, ill is 
will reduce premiums for Own 
Damage coverage. The excep­
tions are luxury vehicles 
costing in cxces.s of S30,000.
MAXIMUM DISCOUNT 
NOW 40%
The claim-rated discount for 
four or more years of claim- 
free driving has been increased 
from 35% to 40%.
OTHER CHANGES 
FOR 1986
Weekly “No-Fault” payments 
for disability or death have 
been increased for victims of 
accidents which occurred on 
or after .lanuary 1,1986.
The Ciillisioh/Comprehen- 
sive package has been split to 
make these coverages available 
separately.
CORRECT RATE CLASS 
IMPORTANT
11 i s ex t re m e 1 >' i m iior ta n t 
to insure your vehicle in the 
correct rate class. If your
and you mav be required to
claim on your Own Damage reimburse the Corporation for 
coverage (e.g. Collision, any Third Party claims paid
Comprehensive) can be denied on your behalf.
vehicle is improperly rated, a 
 
COMPARISON OF AVERAGE PREMIUMS 
FOR PRIVATE PASSENGER CARS
defined in the Green Book 
was used. The report wliich 
covers all policies issued be­
tween .Inly 1,1983 and .lime 
30,1984, provides the most 
up-to-date figures available. 
ir provinces other The premium shown for 
‘ ' Oucbcc is a combination of







than B.C. is the insurance 
Bureau of Canada's Green
Book-a yearly compiltition private sector and the 
of claims'experience reported government plait in Quebec
by all members.
The rating vear 1984 as
averaged over two fiscal years 
from April 1,1982.
Some premium comparisons for motorists with a four year clalm-free discount:
iVIcdiurn priced 
vehicle
Plensurc use (inly 
'lb iuitl JAirn VVbrk .' 
Hii.sincss Use.
VEU'"”"''... ■' j 7''.... nohtmern'"'. soiJ'niEUN. \AN(:'OI.'VI i.si.ANi)
l.AND, ■ n.c. INTEIUOR soirri-i (.'ENTRAE
1986 1985 1986 1985 1986 „ 'I985^^, . j. 1986 1985
^ ■ $402 $406 S.46H , ' $.168. .. ■A3.15 . ,$361 .|■‘,:S329 $3K|
; .son , 501 459 ■ '453 ^l?- . 445 .!i| . 410 : , 46*» ' .




Informatlon at your fliu^ertlps!
I’ick lip yoiii- copy from -any 
.'Xiitophi'n Agent or Motor lacence 
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Merchants optomistic despite bankruptcies
Rick Roberts
Six Saanich Peninsula 
businesses have gone bankrupt 
in the last month and at least 
that many others are living on 
borrowed time.
But merchants remain op­
timistic about the economic 
potential for 1986.
Much of that optimism 
centers around Expo 86 tourism 
traffic and an indication that 
consumers are loosening their
Tsartlip 
stili on
The possible demise of the 
federal department of Indian 
affairs has stalled a sewer ser­
vicing agreement between Cen­
tral Saanich and the Tsartlip In­
dian band.
The federal officials are 
signatories to the agreement, 
despite protests from the native 
band, which says it signed the 
document “under duress”.
Central Saanich council 
would not agree to service the 
Tsartlip reserve with sewers, 
unless the federal government 
endorsed the scheme.
Although, the legal agree­
ment as written has satisfied the 
Council, the life of the Agree­
ment is too short. Since federal 
officials are predicting the 
dismantling of the Indian af­
fairs department by 1987, the 
agreement is to terminate on 
March 31, 1987.
Mayor Ron Cullis was quick 
to point out that if INAC is 
dismantled, the three-party 
agreement would be void 
anyway.
Council has given Cullis the 
authority to negotiate a longer 
life for the agreement. A legal 
opinion is also being sought to 
determine if the band letter to 
council, which suggests (he 
agreement was signed under 
duress, is legally bindiitg.
purse strings a little.
Rick Roberts, president of 
the Saanich Peninsula Chamber 
of Commerce, said lime has 
caught up with many businesses 
surviving from month to 
month.
“We have just come through 
some pretty lean times but I 
think most merchants who 
worked hard to make a living, 
have managed to get by,” 
Roberts said.
The lure of shopping in Vic­
toria and larger competitors 
buying wholesale goods in 
volume to reduce costs, says 
Roberts, has negatively affected 
peninsula merchants.
“The one advantage of 
businesses on the peninsula is 
the service and general at­
mosphere available here that 
doesn’t exist in larger stores in 
Victoria,” Roberts said.
He said Central Saanich and 
Sidney merchants must also 
work together to encourage 
peninsula residents to spend 
their money locally.
“Sidney and Central Saanich 
should not be competing against 
each other. Both are up against 
Victoria,” Roberts said.
sewers
The agreement would bring 
sewer service to the reserve. The 
band wanted the authority to 
sign its own deal without the 
department of Indian affairs.
' i’"' .'.vi
Fran Spooner, who operates 
woman’s fashion stores in 
Brentwood and Sidney, said 
mrechants in each community 
face unique problems.
She said Sidney is more 
dependent on the tourist trade 
whereas Central Saanich relies 
more on local traffic.
“The bread and butter for us 
in Brentwood is the local dollar. 
The Port of Sidney project will 
be a bonanza for Sidney but I 
don’t think it will have much 
impact in Central Saanich,” 
Spooner said.
Sidney jewellry store owner 
Marie Rosko said the water­
front development is vital.
She also feels merchants must 
continually build up their 
customer goodwill.
“Owning a business is not a 
licence to print money. You
cannot just open the doors and 
wait for the people to come. 
You must reach out to people 
and make them want to come 
back and see you again,” Rosko 
said.
A provincial government 
sponsored Superhosl seminar 
was also held in Sidney last fall 
but nobody showed up.
But despite the independent 
thinking of merchants in deal­
ing with business associations in 
Sidney and Centra! Saanich, 
Roberts feels the role of the 
Chamber is becoming more im­
portant.
Roberts said Chamber 
Awareness Week, March 10-15, 
is a vehicle which the chamber 
hopes will better inform mer­
chants and the community-at- 




At Pemberton Holmes (Sidney) 
Ltd., we are very pleased to an­
nounce that Bob Frew has joined 
our Real Estate sales team. Bob 
has been a resident of the Penin­
sula for the past 17 years, and 
has been providing the very best 
in personalized, professional real 
estate service for the past 5 
years. Bob is looking forward to 
renewing acquaintances with his 
clients, and is ready to spend 
time and effort on behalf of new 
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* Children’s Prices Available
OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK 
11:00 a.m. —11:00 p.m.
Reservations 656-3498 2215 Canoe Cove Rd.
JANUARY 30, 31 
FEB. 1 and 2
THURS., FR!., SAT. and Sunday
I mm-1 pm |
for Appolnlm«inl 
' ' eSfi-OBIKI
»M#M )W*i Phofl# IIIMIH
BOOKS
SALE TABLES;




• ALL SALES FINAL
• NO DEALERS PLEASE
V/SA
SIDNEY
4th Street at Beacon
EVERY DAY 
8 a.rn. -10 p.m.










COORDINATING COLORS— BROWN TONES
REG. $1499.95 SAVE 50% -—- ^749®®
in i rO I _ Ifalue you can depend on.
Home Appliances
1 ONLY 















YIN VAN BURGUNDY 
Reg. $1649.95
with accent pillows 




SAVE 42% SAVE 50%
$39995 $32500
Our Sale of Sales Door Buster Special: 
Thermal Coffee Brewer and Server
NOW ONLYVoii il mnl'-o d'''l!r,irM i''lv bfowr-d roffcn i'l min' 
and keep il not for hours vvilli this atIractiveSy cinsignod 
thermal brewer/server! Ideal lor all hot beveragr^'i! 

















ON SELECTED SETS OF
ANDCOFFEE 
END TABLES







VALUE Where else but.
Store ).................. .....
2513 Beacon Avenue, ^Sidney, MON.-SAT. 9 AM to 6 PM ;656-3724 :^i
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In league action Thursday night Oak Bay player is pressed to pass.
Ill lea^ii© plaT
two
Parkland Panthers regular 
season record dropped to one 
win and three losses after losing 
to Oak Bay and Mt. Douglas in 
Greater Victoria A high school 
boys basketball league play last 
week.
Parkland was oulscored by 
Oak Bay 66-56 and lost to Mt, 
Douglas 69-60 as the Panthers 
fell into foul trouble in both 
contests.
Oak Bay jumped off to a 
fast start against Parkland on 
their home court to lead 39-32 
at halftime.
Oak Bay scored 2-1 points 
on free throws alone in (he 
game while Parkland forwards 
.la.son Giisi, Jonathon Hnniei 
and Steve Ottewcll all fouled 
out for I’arkland,
Ottewcll led his team in 
scoring with U points while 
guard Matt Hearn, Grist and 
I hinier each collected 10.'
Ml, Douglas held the lead 
for the entire game against 
Parkland, They were alrcad 36- 
28 at halftime,
Olievvell poured in 19 
points for Parkland while
Hunter added 11.
In junior boys basketball, 
the junior Panthers downed 
Stelly’s Stingers 44-27 and 
routed Spenser 65-17 to im­
prove their record to seven wins 
against two losses,
Jo Down netted 17 points 
for the junior Panthers against 
Stclly's while Jason Fletcher 
popped in a game-high 31 
points in the Spenser win.
The Parkland senior girls 
team sandwiched a win in bet­
ween two losses.
Parkland suffered a 36-30 
setback to St, .Micliaei’s 
Univeristy, rebounded to defeat 
Tarnbeick 41-25 before falling 
to Stelly’s 40-26.
Sheryl Norquay and Julie 
Jesperson each scored 12 points
V
Serving Your 
Community for Over 
Sixty Years
Pionfit»r'i knew Ihe quality and .sincoii- 
lyolourseivicds .., everyorifi can be 
cbhfidGnl in our ab^lily to sort to your 









The council of tho Town ol Sidnoy Inlonds to adopt an tyrnendmont 
to Zonlnq, Bylaw 750 to rc?.ono the following property from"A 
Residential'’ lo '’C-Commorclol" lot Ihtj purpose ol a" donlal 
office;-- 7,
Lot 21, Section 11 . Range 4 East. PIrsn 1340 










or A rrucA r(<oN
A copy of the proposed trwoning bylaw may txi insprrctorJ at the 
Town Hall, 2440 aidnrsv Avenue, Sidniiv, B.C, on arry roquiar office 
days between the houto of 0 a m. and 4 p rrr.
Dated at Gidney. B.C thlf.T 5lh day of Jarruary, mifiS
GS L,ooan, A,C.I.S,,P,Adre,,C,MC, 
Town ArJministfalor




Old Country Rentals 
scored four goals in the first 
half and never looked back as 
the Division lA club registered 
a 4-1 victory over Prospect Lake 
Jan.26.
Darrin Sam, with two 
goals, Bruce Underwood and 
Len Henry scored first half 
goals for Old Country.
Prospect Lake bounced 
back in the second half but were 
only able to score on one of 
their numerous opportunities. 
Craig Campbell scored the lone 
goal after pouncing on a loose 




St. Michael’s University 
knocked Stelly's Stingers from 
the undefeated ranks in Greater 
Victoria AA boys high scliool 
basketball league standings last 
Thursday.
SMU downed Stelly’s 57-45 
to remain unbeaten after five 
games and in sole possession of 
first place.
Stelly’s coach Dave Tooby 
said SMU are a good team but 
his charges -did not play up to 
their potential.
“We had a lot of turnovers 
because we couldn’t adjust lo 
SMU’s full court press,’’ Tooby 
said.
Forward Gar Purdy, with 
14 points, and centre Ross 
1 Sherwood, who scored 10, led 
the Stelly’s offence.
The loss left Stelly’s in se­
cond place with a 4-1 record.
The Stingers collected their 
fourth win of the season over­
whelming Lamberck 71 -34.
Purdy and Isherwood were 
again the dominant offensive 
performers for Stelly’s scoring 
19 and 12 points each respec­
tively.
in the Lamberck victory. Nor­
quay added 10 points to lead 
Parkland in scoring against 
Stelly’s.
Parkland participated in a 
Lower Island invitational tour­
nament in Comox earlier this 
month winning all four of their 
games.
The locals beat the host 
team from Highland 41-23 
along with beating Campbell 
River schools Carihi 35-8, 
Robron 38-5 and outlasted 
Southgate of Campbell River 
29-22.
Kate Gowei averaged 12 re­
bounds a game in the tourna­
ment while Jesperson, Nor­
quay, Robin Whyte and Katrina 
Mackay were Parkland’s most 
consistent scorers,
MERMLL LYNCH 
IS NOW IN 
SIDNEY.
For Real Es.tate on 
the Saanich Peninsula
Call Roger Smith
LISTINGS S SALES 
Dus: 388-6454 
Res: 656-6648
Ex'cry Wednesda)v from 9:00 aViii. to.4:00 p;mr ■ 
you’ll lind us at 2444 Beacon Avenue. Of course, 
you can still call our Victoria olTice throughout ’ 
the week for the same top-quality investment 
service we’re bringing to Sidney!
Call Merrill Lynch in Sidney on Wednesday 
and book an appointment with Wm. Gault,
C,A. Financial Consultant for a no-obligation 
portfolio evaluation. Let’s get acquainted!
Call 656-3233.





You will receive your 1985 PARTIAL INTEREST REIM­
BURSEMENT under the Agicultural Credit Act if you are 
eligible and apply not later than MAY 31, 1986
Application forms rife available at offices of the British Columbia Ivlinlstry of 
Agriculture & Food, chartered banks, credit unions, Farm Credit Corporation 
(Kelowna), Federar Business DovelopmonI Bank, The Director, Veterans' Land 
Act, and The Western Indian Agricultural Corporation Limited. f
All applications must be accompanied by copies ot the front page ol the appli­
cant's 1985 Income Tax Return(s) and applicable larm operating statomenl. Farm 
corporations must provide a copy ot their financial statement most relative to 1985 
operations, i
Farm operators who intend to submit more than one application should mall all 
forms together, Note: Applications will not be acknovdodged as being received, 
Applications should bo sent by rogisterod mail to provide proof of mailing.
The rcimbtirsement (evel tor the 1985 Program is 10 6% The amount ot roirnburso- 
menl receivable by an applic.ani will be influerif'ed by "ceiling mtes" based on the 
average rale paid by applicants througtioiit the Province The maximum benefit is 
$10,000 tor each operahori. ,
Fgr details ot the calculation or other enquiries, contact tho Agricultural Credit 
Branch, Victoria 38A512t (local 338 0( 224). ,
Mail applications postmarked no later than May 31, 1986,
Provinco of 
British CeiuinbB
Minisln ol 'li .
AqecuiUitii .iruT tuort 
Mutl hcMrCMHlUI. Ml'iisU'f
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Baldwin top scorer
Lyall Riddell
Greta Baldwin of the ladies Mermaids league won the 
Mr. Mike’s gift certificate for the week Jan. 20-25.
B.J. Clive of the Tuesday commercial league registered 
the top triple score of 761.
Other league results saw Henry Washington 281-754, 
Frank Cooper 268-682, Russell Tripp 242-678 and Earle 
Pleasance 297-682 pace the Monday fun league.
The best Mermaids scores were by Pam Van Nes 310-667 
and Greta Harness 273-683.
Ending up behind Clive in the Tuesday commercial 7-9 
p.m. league were Ken Cooper 333-758 and Debbie Sparks 
285-648.
The 9-11 p.m. contingent were led by Denis Richardson 
233-634 and Michelle Plumber 200-596.
The best score among the Legion league bowlers was 
recorded by Derek Rolph 250-625.
Rolling up the top scores in the Thursday commercial 
league were Gary Parker 299-723, Rick Broadley 254-645 and 
Lyall Riddell 239-645.
The top three bowlers in the Goldies league were Charlie 
Cornwell 232-616 and Mabel Jones 247-611.
The Y.B.C. scoring leaders for Saturday were senior 
Mike Devereux 261-666, junior Eanna Nunn 245-604, bantam 
Anita Budd 164-453 and pee wee Lisa Fenton 86-168.
Sharing the scoring lead honors for the Sunday Y.B.C. 
were junior Eric Luscombe 221-577, bantam Tara Nelson 
197-540 and pee wee Nicol Treleaven 118-226.
Flag football gets rolling
Backwater Eddy
wins spring opener
Gordon Inglis sailed 
Backwater Eddy to a first place 
finish in division A as the Canoe 
Bay Sailing Club kicked off its 
Saturday spring racing series 
Jan. 25.
Trailing Inglis in division A 
were Rebel Yell-Bill Martin in 
second spot, Flashdance-Larry 
McFadden in third and the Cal 
Lori-Cam Thomson.
Super-Trooper piloted by 
Jim Allan won division B while 
Gary Rogers aboard Mischief
won the division C race.
A total of 24 boats par­
ticipated in the race held under 
fair wind conditions.
Behind Allan in division B 
were More Romp Slomp-Bob 
Halm, Tsonqua-Daryl Foster 
and Tranquility-Larry Lepard.
Rogers beat out West 
Winds, Solitaire-Bill Stewart 
and Arianne-Brad Hallam.
The next race is this Satur­
day starting at 10 a.m.
The Victoria Flag Football 
League wants to expand into the 
Saanich Peninsula according to 
league President Tom Mac­
Donald.
MacDonald said the VFFL 
has increased from four to 
severr teams since the league’s 
inception in 1980.
“Softball and soccer have 
been considered the main sports 
in Victoria in the past but we are 
gaining more recognition. Our 
league has expanded and all our 
teams have sponsors,’’ Mac­
Donald said.
The VFFL received a 
welcomed promotional boost 
last year by hosting the B.C. 
flag football championships at 
Glanford Park.
MacDonald said flag foot­
ball is catching on across the 
province as North Vancouver 
now has a 25-team conference 
while Campbell River has 15 
teams.
MacDonald said local peo­
ple have expressed an interest in 
forming a peninsula team.
“There has been an ap­
parent lack of interest before 
but 1 don’t think very many 
people were aware of the 
VFFL’s existence,” MacDonald 
said.
Central Saanich resident 
Rob McKay is now attempting 
sign up 18 players as a new entry 
in the VFFL.
McKay said eight players 
have already signed up.
Anyone interested in join­
ing the club can contact McKay 
at 652-3330 after 6 p.rri. or Dave 
Wyber at 381-2535.
There are 1300 players 
playing in leagues recognized by 
the B.C. Flag Football Associa­
tion.
The Nautilus Eagles have 
been VFFL champions the last 
two years and western Canadian 
champions in 1984.
The western Canadian 
finals include teams from 
Alberta, Saskatchewan and 
B.C.
MacDonald says Ontario 
and Quebec are also expected to 
adopt the rules adhered to by 
western teams.
“That will enable us to 
have a true national champion 
team,” MacDonald said.
Besides the Eagles, the 
VFFL also includes the 
Kokonee Warriors, Tom’s 
House of Pizza Buccaneers, 
Rebels, Esquimau X-men, 
Marauders and Inter-X 
Dolphins.
The league schedulers split
into a separate spring and fall 
season.
The spring season is recrea­
tion oriented while the fall 
season champions advance to 
the provincial finals.
“Most of the teams use the 
spring games as a kind of tune- 
up for the fall schedule,” Mac­
Donald said.
Each roster has a max­
imum of 22-players with eight 
on the field at any one time.
The games are played on 
Sundays at Glanford Park.
The rules for flag football 
differ from the full contact ver­
sion.
The field is 80 rather than 
100 yards and first downs are 
achieved in 20 rather than 10 
yard increments.
Fieldgoals are not allowed 
but teams have a choice of kick­
ing a five yard convert for one 
point or a 10-yard convert for 
two points.
The game is split into two 
38-minute periods with five ad­
ditional plays allowed after time'" 
has expired.
MacDonald said teams must . 
post a $170 registration fee for 
the spring season and $300 for 
the fall schedule.
The fees cover insurance, 
referee and field maitenance, 
costs. :
Besides inter-league play, 
MacDonald said flag football 
tournaments are growing in'' 
popularity.
He said the VFFL will host its 
first annual tournament with 
$5,000 in prize money. Teams 
from Vancouver Island, Alber­
ta, lower mainland and Seattle 
are expected to compete.
i
FEDERAL/PROVmCIAL/MUNICiPAL
CASH & CARRY SALE
A we:ek that began in disap- r 
pointing 'fasbibii for the North" 
S^nich<Bahta:m boys basket-; 
ball team, finished in a blaze of 
glory and with a touch of 
redemption.
In a Wednesday night 
league encounter, rival Arbutus 
held on to hand the locals their 
first setback of the season. 
Shooting only 24 per cent from 
the field, three of 11 from the 
line, and pulling in only 16 re­
bounds (all season lows). North
points and Lawes three, points 
and five stbals. V' '
Look for these and other bargains
» boats ® chainsaws ® dishes ® desks ® chairs » filing cabinets ® parts 
cabinets ® wooden cabinets ® bicycles ® kitchenware ® camping gear ® hand 
tools ® electronic equipment ® VHF radios ® electric typewriters ® dictating 
and transcribing units ® calculators ® cameras ® blankets ® household 
appliances • lighting plant ® household fixtures ® motorcycle ® barber chair 
and many other items ®
TERMS: CASH & CARRY—VISA & MASTERCARD ACCEPTABLE
All items sold as is. Delivery is purchaser’s responsibility.
ALL SALES FINAL
NO PREViEWlNG. FOR INFORMATION PHONE 389-3376 or 272-9055
breck 18-16 to take home the
tr
In a weekend jamboree at 
UVic, North Saanich was quick 
to make amends. Facing Ar­
butus in the semi-final round, 
they turned the tables, emerging 
with a sweet, two-point victory. 
In a tightly played final. North 
Saanich squeaked out another 
narrow win, defeating Larh-
North Saanich, Lambreck 
and Arbutus currently share the 
league penthouse with identical 
11-1 records. For North 
Saanich, league and playoff 
championships are a realistic 
possibility, and the jamboree ti­







• Pick-ups • Ambulances
• Vans
OFFER FORMS AND CONDITIONS OF SALE WILL BE AVAILABLE AT THE ABOVE SITE. 
VIEWING OF VEHICLES PERMITTED FEB. 8th ONLY. BIDS CLOSE 2 P.M. SALE DAY.
erT\tegp0t3siDlG;'(e®^^
. ........ '(tl. '[ ''.- I.,,1-, 1> ■, .V,''.’' '..AV 'VI'.-). V,
Saanich was uncharacteristical­
ly nervous through three 
quarters and trailed 22-9. ’Fhey 
mounted a fierce comeback to 
narrow the gap to two points 
before falling short in a wild 
finish 30-27.
Two hard working guards, 
Daryl Lawes and Andrew Watt, 
were outstanding defensively, 
while centre Rick Scott led the 
team in scoring, canning 11 
points. Mark Bunting added 
eight points and seven re­
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You'll bo glad you did.
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Barry Mice laew
McInnis sacked after losses
, Sidney Capitals lost two 
key home games and a head 
coach last weekend.
The B.C. Junior Hockey 
League club lost in overtime 6-5 
to Abbotsford Falcons and were 
beaten 6-4 by Naniamo Clippers 
at Panorama Leisure Centre.
After the Nanaimo game, 
Bruce MacFarlane announced 
that Robb McInnis had been 
replaced as head coach by Barry 
Rice.
MacFarlane felt his club 
had not played well in recent 
games and were in danger of 
missing the playoffs.
“1 think we have the 
talent to play better than our 
record, indicates. I think the 
players just need a change of 
direction,” MacL'arlane said.
The Capitals, with 11 
wins in 37 games, are in fourth 
place, the final playoff spot in 
the Coastal Division. Ab- 
bqtsford is fifth only four 
pqinls behind Sidney.
. Rice was coaching Ladner 
Rebels of the West Coast Junior 
Hockey League. He started the 
season as general manager with 
Laingley Chiefs but left the club 
in November.
; A 34-year-old Montreal 
native. Rice also previously was 
head coach of the Merritt
Centennials.
Rice has indicated there will 
be more hitting and skating in 
practice.
The club will also play a 
more physical grinding style of 
play in games which Mac­
Farlane wants to see.
MacFarlane feels the Euro­
pean style of hockey is not right 
for the Canadian game.
‘T think the style of hockey 
in Canada should feature hard 
skating and hard checking. That 
is what the fans like to see,” 
MacFarlane said.
McInnis said he is bitter 
and disappointed to be relieved 
of his coaching duties.
He feels his fate had been 
cast regardless of how the club 
fared against Abbotsford and 
Nanaimo.
‘‘When 1 saw Rice in the 
crowd in the second period of 
the Nanaimo game I knew 
something was up after other 
comments I had been hearing,” 
McInnis said.
‘‘I can’t help but be bitter. 
I am a competitive person who 
hates to lose and in this situa­
tion I lost.”
McInnis felt he did the best 
coaching job he could with the 
players made available to him.
‘‘I accept responsibility for 
the team’s record this season. 
But we still were in fourth place 
and our goal all along was to 
make the playoffs,” McInnis 
said.
Sidney team captain Brent
Polischuk said the players were 
informed by McInnis of his 
dismissal in the dressing room 
following the Nanaimo game.
‘‘It’s kind of hard for me 
to swallow when we are still in 
position to make the playoffs,” 
Polischuk said.
MacFarlane said McInnis 
gave 100 per cent to his 
coaching duties without any 
financial remuneration.
But the team’s losing 
record, he says, may have been 
keeping fans away from their 
home games.
‘‘1 believe that people like 
to see good hockey no matter if 
thfeir team wins or loses. But I 
guess we can’t e.vpect local fan 
support if the team isn’t a win­
ner,” MacFarlane said.
Sheldon Sabad scored for 
Abbotsford in overtime to cap 
their comeback victory against 
Sidney.
Sidney had led 4-3 after 
both the first and second 
periods.
Bruce Pritchard, Rob 
Coultish, Micah Aivazoff and 
Kevin Arnold scored for 
Sidney. Peter Stelmanchuk, 
with two goals, and Troy Kaye 
also scorred for the Falcons.
Dary D’Amours and Jamie 
Stewart combined to block 33 
shots in the .Abbotsford net 
while Dean Cook stopped 41 
shots for Sidney.
The Naniamo game was a 
rough affair as four players 
from each team were ejected for
fighting.
The Caps also lost Arnold 
with a hip pointer, Keith Fair 
with a bruised wrist, Bruce 
Courtnall with a knee injury 
and Greg Davies re-injured his 
shoulder. Right wing Rob Mon­
tgomery also missed both 
weekend games after coming 
down with the flu.
Coultish betw'een winger 
Kody Nelson and Bruce Prit­
chard was Sidney’s only injury 
free line for the last half of the 
game.
Nelson fired tw'o goals and 
added an assist to pace the 
Sidney offensive attack. 
Coultish and defenceman Phil 
Soukoroff also each scored one 
goal and two assists.
Jamie Cayford and Mark 
Schwager each scored two goals 
for Nanaimo while Kent Lewis 
and Todd Jennings each added 
one goal.
Kelly Meredith, recently 
acquired by Sidney from 
Spokane of the Western Hockey 
League, stopped 30 shots w-hile 
Nanaimo netminder Chris 
Faiiiie made 26 saves.
After weekend action, 
Richmond holds down first 
place in the coastal division with 
60 points followed by Delta at 
52, Nanaimo at 38, Sidney at 
22, Abbotsford at 18 and 
Langley at 14.
Sidney has 15 games left in 
the regular schedule with their 







"^‘THE WESTERN COP^MUNITIES LARGEST, FULL FACILITY DEALERSHIP”!
474-1211
Sidney Mayor Norma 
Sealey thinks the Sidney-North 
Saanich Memorial Park Trust 
should be turned over to the two 
municipalities.
Following discussions with 
two members of the trust socie­
ty at Monday night’s council 
meeting about future status of 
the trust, Sealey asked ‘‘why 
can’t it be held by the two 
municipalities.
‘‘We already have the 
structure, funding ar­
rangements and an inter­
municipal agreement to handle 
recreation facilities,” she said.
Sealey advocated a joint 
venture for the park lands and 
SANSCHA hall similar to that 
of the Sidney-North Saanich 
Library agreement.
Park society member Gil 
Montgomery said the present 
trust document doesn’t allow 
for such an agreement, but he 
suggested going to the people of 
the two municipalities for their 
input.
‘‘The people of Sidney and 
North Saanich arc the owners of 
the land and the society wants 
to bring the trust back to the 
people,” said Montgomery.
The lands and dwellings arc 
presctiily held hy Royal rriisl in 
Victoria, which is the official 
irnsiee of Memot iiil Ihirk.
Society hoard chairman 
Amlreis Uoas told coiincil the 
society was concerned about
their recent decision not to ap­
point a delegate to the park 
board.
‘‘There is no danger for 
council to be involved,” said 
Boas.
‘‘The society is run by 
volunteers who work hard for 
the community. North Saanich 
and Sidney can only benefit,” 
he added.
Sealey noted that council is 
concerned because ‘‘there is a 
perception two groups (within 
the society) are in disagree­
ment.”
Both Boas and Mon­
tgomery said theie is no 
disgruntlcment within the socic- 
ty.
Council agreed to meet 
with the society board lo further 
discuss issues concerning the 
park trust.
Light winds resulted in a 
shortened Sidney-North 
Saanich round the buoy race 
schedule Jan. 26.
Two races, were planned 
but the lack of wind held the 19- 
boat entries to only one race.
The top three boats in divi­
sion A were Flashdance in first 
place piloted by Larry McFad­
den followed by Acrobatic Rat- 
Mike Pettigrew and Harfoal 20-
Wendy McBride.
Jim Alien aboard Super­
trooper won division B out­
distancing Bongo-Gordon 
Howard and Panache-Mike 
Garthwaite.
Hielen Lass skippered by 
Max Piercey was the fastest 
boat in division C with Sparkle- 
Frank Waiczak in second and 




nextX home games CAN YOU RELYO^^YOURm I I EnffimoiL! ° M' im j mrpam\aVs BEIAmEl
VS RICHMOND SOCKEYES 
THURSDAY, JAN. 30 
7:30 p.m.
DON’T MISS THE EXCITEMENT!
CONGRATULATIONS! 
CENTURY 21 SAANICH 
PENINSULA REALTY LTD. 
contjralulfttoffl Dl AN 
PHILIPS (or boiuy Iho top 
sqloapotBon (or Doc 1906 
Dlnu'w Rlncofllv’. rifKiicalloii 
and hard work have rrnrnrrd 
tirjr lliis nclrlovomunl' f'or uny 
o( your roal osimtr norKts call 






The Parks and Outdoor Recreation Division is now accepting names of a 
qualified person or persons interested in supplying firewood on a con- 
tract basis to the Malahat District (Goldstream Zone and the Gulf Island
Zone).;''.' ■ ■ ■
For further information, interested parties may contact R. Ramsay, Zone 
Supervisor, Golds!ream Zone, or W, Shaw, Zone Supervisor, Quit Island 
Zone, 2930 Trans Canada Highway, Victoria, B,C. V8X 3X2 or telephone 
478^8341. ",' ■ -'v
All applicants must have their own wood supply and suitable equipment 
to fulfill the contraci before their bids will be considered.
Applicants must submit their name, address and telephone no later than 
3:00 p.m. January 31.198G.
No tender shall be considered having any qualifying clause whatsoever 
and the lowest or any lender will not necessarily be accepted,
MininhY of LnndG,
Parks and Housing
lUvtoufjiljlr J Dfummfi, Mmiuri
Replace 
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iSreen retires
Administration changes hands
A change of guard in the 
North Saanich municipal ad­
ministration is about to take 
place.
Former clerk-administrator 
Tony Green steps into retire­
ment after 4‘/2 years in North 
Saanich.
He is replaced by ad­
ministrator Ron O’Genski who 
comes from the ministry of 
lands, parks and housing in 
Vancouver.
Former deputy-clerk Joan 
Schill was promoted to 
municipal clerk Jan. 1.
Green, who began his 
municipal career in Port Albei- 
ni in 1950, held positions in 
Armstrong and Quesnel before 
coming to North Saanich.
His move to North Saanich 
was influenced by Vancouver 
Island’s temperate weather
Administrator Ron O’Genski. Municipal Clerk Joan Schill.




One group of North Saanich 
residents is not al all enamored 
with the idea of sewers in their 
neigh’oorhood, and hope to 
• receive financial aid from coun­
cil to find an alternative.
Forty-two Bakerview 
homeowners have formed a 
study group and hope to solve 
their own septic problems 
without too much government 
intervention, representatives 
told North Saanich sewage com­
mittee last week.
“We don’t want $500 an hour 
consultants out there. We want 
to avoid huge costs,’’ said Terry 
Mason, who believes the high 
water table and drainage pro­
blems have caused the majority 
of malfunctions in the area.
Bakerview Place resident 
Marjorie Kelly told the commit­
tee, “we know we do have pro­
blems, but we’d like to study the 
surface drainage and the effect 
on septic fields.’ ’
The group proposes to test 
the quality of water which runs 
into ditches and hoj^es some of 
the work can be done by the 
Capital Regional District’s 
health department.
They will do as much of the 
work as possibile themselves, 
Kelly said.
Mason said many people 
believe use of an open-flowing 
well in the area and installation 
of perimeter drains could solve 
the problems in Bakerview, 
which is partially isolated from 
the rest of the southeast corner.
Kelly said she was aware of 
several ditches which had been 
“eftised in and others where 
drainage pipes were extended to 
run directly into the ditch.
“The fill-ins have caused 
many problems,’’she added.
Even though the majority at a 
public hearing Jan. 16 voiced 
.solid support for .sewering the 
souiiiea,st corner, Aldcnnan 
Eugene Bailin, chairman of the 
.sewage committee, said it may
be feasible not to run sewers in­
to the Bakerview area.
“There are people who don’t 
want to pay for sewers. It would 
be hard for some (financially) 
and if it’s (the solution) univer­
sally acceptable with them and 
the CRD, perhaps it won’t be 
necessary.’’
The group has asked council 
for monetary support, however, 
Bailin says “it is not a money 
issue at all.
“It could save us and them 
money,’’ he said, adding that 
some of the information is 
already available through a 
ground-water study just com­
pleted by the CRD.
Mayor Lloyd Harrop said he 
would support the group.
“It’s a pretty neat way to go 
about business. It shows good 
citizen action.”
The proposal will be examin­
ed by the finance committee, 
and the group has been a,sked to 
meet again vvith the sewage 
committee and CRD health of­
ficers.'■ V
School District 63 (Saanich)
“I’m off lo play golf,” Green 
said, a week before his official
departure.
O’Genski, who was ap­
pointed Jan. 1, lived in Brent­
wood Bay for five years before 
going to Vancouver.
“My wife and I decided we’d 
like to retire here and wanted to 
get roots established before 
retiring,” said O’Genski w'ho 
still has 10 years in the work 
force.
His work with the ministries 
of lands, parks and housing and 
municipal affairs has taken 
O’Genski to every municipality 
in B.C.
A native of Nelson, he also 
worked for the Peace River- 
Liard Regional District, 
Castlegar and Trail administra­
tions.
He says he and his wife are 
looking forward to fishing 
throughout the peninsula.
GENUINE ARGILITE
by Rufus Moody ^^
Jade Figurines /© OFF
b«ada. ttarrlngs, rings ft pendants
ilpulfllprjB Sth
656-4134
104-2506 Beacon Ave. 
Landmark Bldg.
CUSTOM FASHIONS
• Exclusive European Fabrics
or
Your Own Fabric
9763 Fourth St. 656-2772
increase
A fee increase next month 
will make North Saanich dog 
pound the most expensive of all 
municipalities in Greater Vic­
toria.
Only the Capital Regional 
District pounds remain more ex­
pensive.
Dogs found at-large for the 
second time or more will jjay 
$.50, a $25 jump, and third and 
subsequent impoundments will 
cost $75, also up from $25.
Boarding fees for impounded 
dogs will also increase to $7 
from the prcviou.s $4.
There will be no increase in 
licencing fees which remain at 
.$15, and .$5 for spayed and 
neutered animaLs.
1. FRENCH AS A SECOND LANGUAGE
Wodnosdny, January 29 7:00-fl;30 prn
2. FRENCH IMMERSION
Wodnosday, Fohruary 12 7:004:30 pm
3. COMFUTERS FOR SAANICH SCHOOLS
WwdiHHiday, r-|»bruary 19 7:00-8:30 pm
4. “TEN MINUTES DOES MAKE A DIFFERENCE”
WodnotirJny, lyinrch 5 7;00“8;30 prn
5. “FAHTNERS IN EDUCATION”
Wodriuadijy, March 12 7:00*8:30 pm
■■b.''math'. :
Wodnonrlny, March 19 pm
STELLY’S SECONDARY SCHOOL
1627 Slolly’s Cross Road 
■ ■■ ' , Bronlwood Ray '
JUt.lE,0,AVIS 
' 652-1151
f Of turthor Inforrnalton 
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GREEN ONIONS ....
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CO-OP SWEETENED
ORANGE JUICE
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COOP WHOLE
MUSHROOMS






8T5g ........................ . . . . . . . . . . . . .
HEINZ CHOICE
TOMATOES
540 mL ...... .................... . ................... .
HEINZ
BEANS
WITH PORK. ,198ml....................... .
GOLDEN WHEAT
MACARONI
OH SPAOMETTI. 7 kg 
CO-OP FINE OR REG,
COFFEE
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398 mL............................. . .................
scon PLUS
TOWELS
2 .s I... .11 ...< f... v I ,
COW MANDARIN
ORANGES
7«4ml.... . ....... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
CO-OP
PORK & BEANS






IN TOMATO SAUCE, 398 mL ...................
CO-OPTOMATO
SOUP ?
784 mL ....... ',.............  a:-;*'-' ^
CO-OP SOFT
MARGARINE
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PENINSULA CO-OP
2132 KEATING X ROAD
; . ; ' CENTOAL SAANICH
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STORE HOURS 
MOli-ViiLy.-IHUMb.-SAI, 
9:00 am • 6:00 pm 
TUCS.-THI. 9:011 • 9:00 pm
Plus our GAS BAR Isi 
OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK
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Removing the phobia
So you just know you’ll never 
be able to use a computer.
You get a funny twinge in 
your stomach when someone 
raises the subject and starts 
talking bits and bytes.
There’s no doubt in your 
mind, you’re a computer- 
phobic.
Well, the Central Saanich 
Boys and Girls Club hopes to 
alleviate such fears, and starting 
February 11 will offer computer 
classes for the whole communi­
ty especially aimed at those with 
an innate fear of the machines.
Course instructor Ramsay 
Parker says that with so many 
models on the market, most 
people, especially parents who 
are interested in computer- 
assisted learning for their kids, 
don’t know where to begin.
The course will cover the 
most basic functions of com­
puters, and working in groups 
of two, Parker says everyone
can “proceed at their own level 
to remove any intimidation.’’
Parker and Boys and Girls 
Club co-ordinator Rhonda 
Owens say they hope to attract 
“people who are afraid of com­
puters and have reservations so 
they can see computers can real­
ly be fun.’’
Once everyone has the basics 
down,.some minor programm­
ing and computer games will 
also be introduced.
Besides the four, two-hour 
computer se,ssions, Parker, who 
has taught computer skills since 
the 1960s, will also provide writ­
ten material explaining the 
various models available in 
retail stores.
The course is open to all 
members of the community, 
adults and children alike, and 
membership in the Boys and 
Girls Club is not a prerequisite.
Information is available at 
652-3021 or 383-1 101.
Peninsula residents gathered to “parler un peu” and make new friendships.
French language and heritage 
bring new friendships to centre
.... -v.',,, ^
Instructor Parker and coordinator Owens check out the new 
course equipment.
When a group of 20 fran­
cophones and francophiles 
gathered at the Silver Threads 
centre last Tuesday they had 
one thing in common.
By JEAN KAVANAGH
Review Staff Writer
They all wanted to practice 
their French and meet people 
with whom they could converse 
in the other official language.
But after just one hour at the 
informal social gathering, many 
realized they had much more in 
common than a mere affinity 
for French.
After brief introductions, 
three women discovered they 
were born in the same French- 
speaking Manitoba town, St. 
Boniface. Another two had at­
tended the same school in a
own. i §
That’s right, we just received over 
500 tires covering the full range of sizes
• All Season Radials 
«Light Truck Radials 
® Summer Radials
The Bridgestone 
people have a 
tire for every reason!
COMING SOON: an all new 
tread design concept . „.
WATCH FOR IT!
P,S.
We do wheel alignments 





■ SSB-BB44 FAST PROPtSSSIONAL SERVICE ■
SEWING THE PENIINSIJLA^FOR OVER 12. YEARS'
French commiunily in Saskat­
chewan.
And roots weren’t the only 
thing many native French 
speakers had in common.
Reminiscing their youths in 
French communities outside of 
Quebec, many remembered the 
time they were forbidden lo 
speak their mother-longue at 
school.
The irony of the situation to­
day, where parents are lining up 
to enrol their children in 
French-immersion programs, 
brought smiles to many who ap­
preciate the renevved interest in 
their language.
“To learn another language is 
a tremendous opportunity,’’ 
said one man who left his native 
France 45 years ago.
“It doesn’t matter if you
make m i s i a k c .s o r talk 
backwards at firsq the chance 
to talk and converse witli 
French people is a very good 
idea,’’ he told those fran­
cophiles whose native tongue is 
nol French.
Group organizer Laurelic 
Agnew encourages any seniors 
interested in practising French, 
no matter what their ability, to 
join in the monthly conversa­
tion, games and song sessions.
For those who think they 
need more formal instruction, 
she offers free French lessons at 
the Silver Treads centre Mon­
day and W'ednesday mornings.
But the real way to learn and 
improve is by taking the pluttge 
and attempting conversation, 
says Agnew.
“You can really learn here by 
talking to people who are 
French,’’she encourages.
tsmsxmimmmmmmaumm
And it’s not only the non­
native speakers who feel they 
need practise.
For Henrielte Smythe, who 
moved the to peninsula last 
summer from Ontario, the 
group provides the perfect op­
portunity sire was hoping to 
find.
A Quebec native who has liv­
ed in English communities for 
30 years, she explained the 
dilemma which can even face 
native speakers. “I'm starting 
to forget because I don’t have 
anyone to talk to.
“I can read and write, but 
you need to talk so that you 
don’t lose it.’’
The group hopes lo continue 
meeting on an informal basis 
Tuesday afternoons at the Silver 
Threads centre.
‘‘Tout le monde esl 
bienvenuc,” ils-invilent.
uMu-ui ua
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Bishop calls for reform
Bishop Remi De Roo.
World peace will not become 
a reality until the economic 
crisis is solved according to Vic­




He said the arms race is to 
blame for increasing deficits of 
$220 billion in the United States 
and $36.9 billion in Canada.
“Arming ourselves to the hilt
will only benefit the rich. We 
have to return to the true mean­
ing of economics which is peo­
ple helping each other,” said De 
Roo.
The Catholic bishop, the 
former national chairman of the 
Catholic Church Social Affairs 
Committee, tnade the com­
ments while speaking to the 
Saanich Peninsula Chamber of 
Commerce last Thursday.
De Roo said military com­
manders have no idea where the 
arms race is headed.
“Militarization has become a 
perpetual blind force which the 
politicians are losing control 
of,” he said.
De Roo said the arms race has 
also produced a “frightening 
current of opinion from fun­
damentalists in the United 
States.”
“They are saying there is 
nothing we can do as the atom 
bomb will ultimately finish us 
all. All that matters is to be with 
the right church, pay our dues 
and wait for Armageddon.
“All good people will be 
lifted to rapture and all the sin­
ners will be destroyed,” De Roo 
said.
De Roo said his outlook is 
more optimistic but admits the 
economic crisis may have to get 
worse before it gets better.
“The economic crisis and its 
deteriorating affect on family 
life may have to worsen before 
people realize the need to 
change our economic way of 
thinking.”
Revising the economy, he 
says, means the development of 
a renewed humanism.
De Roo’s new economy en­
tails: the needs of the poor given 
priority over wants of the rich, 
full employment as opposed to 
maximization of profits, social 
needs to supercede military 
needs, protection of the en­
vironment and equal 'renumera- 
tion for men and women.
He said these changes must be 
initiated at the grassroots level.
“You do not create a buoyant 
economy by putting more peo­
ple on unemployment and 
welfare. It is inexcusable for a 
country with our natural 
resources to have people out of
work,” De Roo said.
Asked how Canada can reach 
full employment, De Roo said it 
starts with the decentralization 
of industry and investment.
“We must have more local 
control of the local economy. 
Regions must become more self- 
sufficient to limit the waste of 
energy and create a more 
vibrant community,” De Roo 
said.
He said people remain 
Canada’s greatest asset.
“It is incomprehensible that a 
buoyant economy can be 
created by forcing people to rely 
on welfare.”
He added that Canada is 
presently not a master of its 
own economic destiny.
He said the industrial Big 5 — 
United States, Britain, France, 
Japan and West Germany — 
treat Canada like a satellite 
economically, politically and 
militarily.
“North America is con­
sidered similar to a sandwich. 
Canada and Mexico are the 
bread and the United States is 
the meat,” De Roo said.
EXECUUVE D8RECTOR
An Executive Director is being sought for the Peninsula Communi­
ty Association, a non-profit organization engaged in the delivery of 
diverse social programs.
QUALIFICATIONS:
A community involved person to give 35 hours a week.
Proven administrative ability: minimum three years experience re­
quired and a minimum of five years in social science related fields 
preferred.
Experience in budgeting, fund raising and financial management 
essential.
Knowledge of the local community and existing social services. 
Demonstrated ability to work effectively with a staff and volunteer 
Board ot Directors.
This is a volunteer position with an honorarium of $900.00 per 
month.
Deadline for applications is Monday February 10, 1986 4:00 p.m. 
Peninsula Community Association, 9751 Third Street, Sidney, B.C. 
V8L 3A5.
Pressure valve for exam steam
By Quin Smith 
We’re surviving, despite the 
fact that it’s exam week.
Starting Monday, students 
will be writing exams until Fri­
day. The junior students are 
writing quarter-end finals while 
the grade 12’s are writing the 
January provincial exams which 
in most cases represent 50 per 
cent of their final marks. This is 
also the time when some 
students will be writing scholar­
ship exams in. the hope of 
achieving grants for post­
secondary education. The 
school is eager to match or beat 
last year’s 98 per cent passing 
average in the provincial exams. 
Good luck to those who still 
have to write them.
In order to blow off some of 
the exam induced pressure, 
there will be a Valentine’s Day
CLAREMONT
By Alan Grohovac
This week at Claremoflt, 
computer dating sheets were 
given out to students tp fill out 
and return. Some of Ihe ques­
tions were very interesting. To 
be matched with ten other 
students of the same interests, 
students must pay $1.25, the 
names will be given out a few 
days before the valentine dance.
After defeating Esquimalt 
107-68 last week, the Spartans • 
couldn’t seem to get it back 
together. On Tuesday (hey lost 
to S.M.U. by a score of 81-56. 
Then on Thursday, after 
leading the .scoreboard by 15, 
points, they took a lo.ss to Sici­
ly’s. The final .score was 71-69.
The junior boys basketball 
team, doing somewaht belter in 
the line of victory, placed se­
cond in the .Shoreline tourna­
ment winning the first two 
games then narrowly losing the 
final, l,ater in the week, they 
played Central and won by a 
.score of .39-.30.
The senior boys riijiby prac­
tices have started with strong 
lurnoiits. They are looking for­
ward to another winning rugby 
season.
Last but not least, Chiremont 
will bo involved in it fashion 
show which involve,s other 
Circa ter Victoria Schools. 
I'ryotits will be held on Tlnir.s- 
dny, Jan. 23 ttfier school.
Chapel ot Roses
YOliu COMMUNITY 
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sngd left hie toward our 
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STELLYS
dance held on Feb. 13. Can- 
dygrams will also be sold the 
same week so pupils can send 
sweets to their sw'eethearts.
In senior girls basketball, Kel­
ly Mahon beat Parkland 28-26 
while the rest of the Stelly’s 
team donated 12 more points to 
make the final score 40-26. 
Good job girls. On Tuesday last
week the senior boys team over­
whelmed Lambrick with a 71-34 
final score. They remain with a 
high overall standing in the 
league. Keep up the good work 
Stingers.
Stelly’s is sorry to have to lose 
one of our accomplished staff 
members this year. Mark 
Mahovlich, an algebra teacher 
with 22 years of quality teaching 
under his belt, is moving on to 
bigger and better things, so to 
speak. Last year he was part of 
a provincial setting committee
which developed the ’85 provin­
cial exams for Algebra 12. 
When he leaves us this year in 
February, he will work as the 
new curriculum coordinator for 
the province. He will be respon­
sible for organizing and revising 
B.C.’s mathematics curriculum. 
Hopefully, this will be ac­
complished in fairly short order 
and we’ll see Mr. Mahovlich 
back soon. Stelly’s thanks Mr. 
Mahovlich for his good service 






HYLAND’S FISH ’N CHIPS
Buy 1 - 2 litre Pepsi or Diet Pepsi
from Queen’s Payless
for ^ ^ H 30 plus deposit 
(Regular $3.09 plus deposit)
and we will give you a coupon for a
FREE order of fries from
HYLAMD’S FSSH ’N CHIPS
Coupon redeemable between 11:30 am - 4:30 pm
This offer available 
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FM stMion beams Into Peninsula
All that the hundreds of 
volunteers at the University of 
Victoria’s radio station ask is 
for people to give them a 
chance.
By JEAN KAVANAGH 
Review Staff Writer
If bc-bop music, disc jockeys 
loaded with corny jokes and 
non-stop advertising turns you 
off, then CFUV 105.1 FM 
wants your ear, says the sta­
tion’s only paid, employee, 
Brian Webster
Since receiving a low-power 
licence from the Canadian 
Radio and I'eievision Commis­
sion (CRTC) one year ago, 
CFUV has provided southern 
Vancouver Island with the only 
alternative to commercial pro­
gramming.
From the cramped upper cor- 
riders of UVic's student union 
building, a 50 watt transmitter 
earrie.s 7? programs over the air 
v/aves 20 hours a day.
And every week, 105 an­
nouncers broadcast what 
Webster calls “an eclectic menu 
approach to radio programm- 
irsg,” from one recording stiidiq 
equipped with everything but 
the latest equipment.
But confined quarters and an­
tiquated machines haven’t 
dampened the spirit of radio 
buffs who after one-year of 
continuous volunteerism, still 
donate endless hours, says 
Web.ster.
“We have real fanatics on the 
programming executive, they 
really put in she hours.”
This volunteer support which 
formed the lifeline of the station 
even back in the university’s 
radio club days is esseniiai to 
continued growth and improved 
programming.
.A.nd now that CFUV is also a 
community station, support and 
input is invited from all sectors.
“We have high school 
students and retired people 
working here now,” notes
r‘iss
Station Manager Brian Webster at
Webster w!io believes the varie­
ty keeps the momentum and in­
terest growing.
“It’s a total mixed bag from 
professional radio people who 
help the large majority —about 
90 per cent who’ve had iso direct 
contact with radio.”
The mi.xed bag ha.s resulted in 
such diverse programming as 
“Earmeals”, electronic and ex­
perimental sounds from around 
the globe; to Saturday morning 
ethnic shows featuring East and 
Native Indian, French, Italian, 
Chinese and Spanish interviews 
and music.
Public affairs programming 
which includes five live 
newcasts every day, a morning 
news magazine and a two-heuir 
Sunday evening “Overview” is 
“really becoming a force onto 
itself,’’ says 
Webster. Volunteer reportets 
cover the univ'ersity, the com­
munity at-large and track down 
unique angles to international 
stories by referring to faculty 
specialists right on campus.
“We have a lot of good 
resources right here, and we can 
go more in-depth than commer­
cial stations because we’re not 
tryittg to please advertisers,” 
says Webster.








Kiwi production is being encouraged despite problems.
Rvci thought you might like 
to grow kiwis
The Saanichton research and 
quartmtine station will hold a 
two-day kiwi production 
.seminar .Ian. 29 and .10 for 
anyone already in the kiwi 
business or for those itvterestcd 
in becoming involved.
Kiwilruii lias been gunvn e.x- 
IHMimenially at the research cen­
tre for eight years, and Iasi spr­
ing three iteninsula rarmens 
platucti the first crops tjf the 
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gramnii!i-; a- ;rc intelligent and
not take li- . isy way out.”
The ah! c ;;.:c of advertising.
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The let. I m e .sfi ies will be held
.'M the lii' ‘ iciiimral pavilion at
the Sa.aM.i' .('(at! >(.catch centre.
and planning often gets put 
aside to tend to the crisis of the 
day.”
Crises could be frequent with 
the numbers of people and 
variety of programming involv­
ed, but they don’t occur often 
because of the dedication in­
volved, Webster believes.
“.It really is a fun and exciting 
place.
“People are here because 
they’re interested and they 
don’t get stale. There’s always a 
flow of fresh ideas, fresh people 
and new energy.”
Inconsistencies in the quality 
of rock, jazz, folk and classical 
programming results from the 
number of volunteers involved 
and new people taking the 
plunge and testing their on-air 
abilities.
And without any hesitation, 
Webster says these types of pro­
blems “must be expected.”
“If people don’t like what 
they hear the first time they tunc 
in, we hope they’ll give us 
another chance.” The menu 
approach to programming 
mixes news shows with various 
styles of music from the 5,000 
strrmg record collection alter­
nating throughout the day.
Establishing constant time 
slots for programs allows 
listeners to tune into their 
favorite shows at the same time 
each week, and try new ones as 
their interest is .spurred, pro­
ducers believe.
A program guide is available 
at the university and in several 
retail outlets around Victoria.
Webster says clear reception 
varies throughout Greater Vic­
toria because of the low-power 
signal, but encourages listners 
with cable to tune into 105.1.
“People in Sidney have told 
me they pick us up. Anyone 
who has trouble should try their 
cable as we’re in the waves out 
there,” encourages the man 
W'ho hopes alternative program­
ming is here to stay.
JUST ME
While growing kiwis is one ol 
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Owner Will Dorman gives persona! attention lo all orders j 
9570 Northlavvn Terrace, Sidney, B.C. 
FREE ESTIMATES 656-4754 -™- 30 Years Experience!
HEY VERNI
Big Sale ai Sidney Wien’s Wear 










« Chicken Chow Mein 
« Sweet & Sour Boneiess Pork 
e Sweet & Sour Prawns 
® Tea or Coffee ONf.V
FAMILY DINNER
® Beef Chop Suey 
e Shrimp Fried Rice 
« Chicken Chow Mein 
® Egg Fooyong 
® Sweet & Sour 
Boneless Pork 
® Serves 4-5 persons
812 Verdler - Brentwood Bay 
PH: 652-3622
,, 24l‘jA-iUll::ACC)l'l AW...
is like working in the dark - 
nobody knows how to find you 
when they need you.
If you need us, you’]l find us at
9781 - 2nd Street
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The enemy of wolves is human
Man is in many ways a curious creature, capable in 
numerous instances of profound and logical thinking. In his 
many efforts to save endangered species he has exhibited 
magnanimity, resourcefulness and foresight of the highest 
order. Yet in other situations he has allowed himself to be 
prevailed upon by an unthinking or self-interested minority. 
Attitudes and practices towards predators, current and 
historical, fit here somewhere.
But let’s take a case in point. A few years ago a number of 
field men noticed that the quail populations in two states to 
the south were slipping drastically. They looked at the situa­
tion briefly and concluded that the miscreants had to be the 
golden eagle and the ferruginous rough-legged hawk. They 
surmised that these two predators were taking adult quail in 
such numbers that few were left to reproduce. A strategy was 
conceived and promoted: “Let’s place a bounty on the heads 
of these predators. Their numbers will be reduced and the 
quail will recover.’’
The ensuing campaign was eminently successful in 
eliminating large numbers of eagles and ferruginous hawks. 
The bounty luinters had a ball. But despite their efforts, the 
quail populations continued to decline and soon reached alar­
mingly low levels. Ecologists decided to take a closer look to 
.see if they could unravel some of the strands in the puzzle and 
come up with a solution. Their investigations soon turned up 
the fact that the burgeoning numbers of ground squirrels were 
raiding the nests of quail and consuming the eggs. Now, it 
was well known that ferruginous hawks and golden eagles 
feed widely upon groun squirrels. Indeed the ferruginous 
hawk was known locally as ‘squirrel hawk’ because of his ap­
petite for the rodents. War was being waged upon two of the 
important control agents in the populations of ground squr- 
rels!
Solution: “Cancel the bounty program and offer maximum 
protection to the golden eagle and ferruginous hawk.’’ It’s 
working.
I often wonder how many appreciate the role of man as 
predator. Did the bountry hunters in the example above look 
upon themselves as predators? And how about those respon­
sible for the decimation of whales, whooping cranes, 
American bison, wapiti, wild turkeys, Ross’s goose, 
shorebirds, polar hears, cheetah, leopard, tiger, white rhino, 
to mention but a few?
What is an unacceptable predator, anyway? A mammal, 
bird or reptile who takes a food or trophy item that you’d 
rather have?
And so we come to wolves. It is readily granted that a very 
small number of wolves, mountain lions and coyotes raid 
farms and ranches in agricultural areas and make off with 
poultry, sheep and cattle. While it is logical to take measures 
to dispose of these offending individuals, it is not logical to 
declare all-out war on the species, particularly in vast tracts of 
wilderness. We are all aware of the fact that we have among 
us a number of depraved criminals. Should we condemn the 
overwhelming majority of decent folk on the basis of the ac­
tivities of this small minority?
ADAMS ELECTRONICS




Mon. - FrI. 9:00-5:00 r,.
Sat. 8:30- 1:00
SERVICE TO ALL MAKES
s
* BREAKFAST SUPREME 
soss
■^fAMILY F^ESTAURANT
7816 East Saanich Rd.
☆ GREAT DINNER ☆ 
SPECIAL 
STEAK NEPTUNE 
6 oz. Top Sirloin Steak
Topped with Spinach and Fiosh Crab, Glaisd 
with Hollandaisd Sauce, Served with Hot 
Fresh Vegolablos and Potato, 1 Dinner Roll 
Choice of Soup or Salad
6oz. ^7^® 8oz. ^8^®
Special
2 FARM FRESH EGGS 
ANY .STYLE WITH 
2 SLICES OF BACON or 
SAUSAGES & CHOICE OF 
2 BUTTERMILK PANCAKES 
or HASH BROWNS & TOAST
10% OFF
REQ. DINNER MENU 
SENIOR CITIZENS 
MON.-THURS.









® GIVEN AWAY WEEKLY
HOW TO ENTER keep your RECEIPT AFTER WEAlS 
SIMPEY fill in your name 4 ADDRESS A PHONE NO 
ON BACK OF RECEIPT AND PUT IN ballot BOX ENTER 
AS OFTEN AS YOU WISH
A1NNERS WILL BE announced EVERY FRIDAY EVEN­
ING'
The wolf has become the hunted as humans protect their 
in terests. Cy Hampson photo.
It has been contended that healthy populations of wolves 
and game animals cannot thrive at the same time. This is 
blatantly untrue. A few years ago, I had the privilege of join­
ing a party of five who set out to explore the last of the unex­
plored High Arctic islands. Bathurst Island is isolated, aboul 
15 degrees from the Pole, approximately 70 miles in mean 
width and 140 miles long. We found tundra wolves, Peary 
caribou and muskoxen all represented in the fauna. The 
wolves preyed almost exclusively upon the other two species. 
They had undoubtedly been present on the island for many, 
many centuries, yet neither predator nor prey had eaten itself 
out of house and home.
It is clear that prey populations, have, over millennia, pro­
ven able to tolerate the activities of their natural predators. 
However, neither prey (nor predator) may be able to withs­
tand the additional pressure of human predation.
And I have written nothing in this column about the 
aesthetic value of this superb animal, waging an unequal 
struggle for survival against every sophisticated weapon that 
can be brought to bear. May the wild, elemental, stirring song 
of the wolf never cease to echo through our wilderness glades!
BARGAIN MART






DENIM JEANS • 00
FRESH BREAD
White or Whole Wheat 
Limit 3 per customer 'loaf
Talks on working women
Women from all walks of life will present a lecture series 
addre.ssing issues from working-class vvomen to minority 
rights at the University of Victoria over the next month.
The discussion seminars, sponsored by the Victoria Status 
of Women Action Group and the Political Science Women’s 
caucus, run Wednesday evenings, 7 p.m. in U Vic’s 
MacLaiirin Building, room D-114 until Feb. 26.
Working Class Women will be discus.sed February 5 with 
Anne Preyde moderating.
Co-ordinator of UVic Women’s Studies, Dr. Christine St. 
Peter will discuss ‘The Politics of Reproduction’ Feb. 5.
‘Feminism and Marxism’ is the topic Feb. 12, and on Feb, 
26, cross-cultural perspective on women’ will be discussed.
The seminars are open to all women in the community. For 
more information call Pam Whitaker, 477-4120.
DOUGHNUTS
Couple wed in Anguilla
The i.sland of Anguilla in the 
Caribbean was the setting for 
the .Ian. 17 wedding between 
Mary Alana Gallagher and 
Craig Alexander Davidson.
The bride is the daughter of 
Denis M. Gallagher of Sidney 
and ihc groom is the son of 
Mrs. A.R. Smith, also of 
Sidney,
The bride was ailciidcd by 
Marie S/.egeski of St. Marlin 
and the groom was attended hy 
Bruce Idoyd of Saanichton.
Also present was Fllie .lames 
of Saanicliton,
TTie couple will reside on their
sailing yacht Lilly, now an­
chored at the island of St. Mar­
tin.
Don Sutherland wiil head up 
the administrative activities as 
President for 1986, of the Vic­
toria Village Squires Barber­
shop Chorus. The popular 
singing organization is the local 
unit of the International Society 
of the Preservation and En­
couragement of Barbershop 
Quartet Singing in America, 
Inc. (S.PfE.B.S.Q.S.A.)
Other officers serving for the 
next year are Von Bishop, 
Membership V.P.; Dr. Ed 
Ford, Program V.P.; Wyn Cr- 
ingan, Secretary; Peter Gibson, 
Treasurer: Bob Burton, Eric 
Fish, Larry Gasena and Dave 
Peters, Directors.
One of over 800 chapters of 
the all-male singing organiza­
tion, the local barbershop 
singers meet each Tuesday night 
at 7:30 at the Saanich Senior
Citizen Centre ... Hampton 
Hall, 286 Hampton Road 





„--Y -I* J J:——-C-
DIRECTORS:
SUSANNE RIVET 
BARB COULTISH-.X' T 1-----J------- ^
MSSS SPRING ’86 CHARM CLASSES 
SATURDAYS 11:00»12:15
•VISUAL POISE • GROOMING • HAIR • WARDROBE • SKIN CARE & MAKE 
UP • ETIQUEHE & PERSONALITY
REGISTER NOW CLASSES STARTING FEB. 1st.
388-6412
201-3347 OAK ST.NEW DAWN ACADEMY
JOIN THE SUCCESS TEAM
AT ■
BRENTWOOD SHOPPING CENTRE
•Royal Bank Of Canada 
•Brentwood Coiffures 
•Phil's Bakery 
•Spooner’s Ladles Wear 
•Noah's Travel Planners Ltd.
•Brentwood Cobbler 




Oiiu vacancy al vory fuasonablo runt —4,300 square leet, Will subdivide this space 
Into two or Ihroo smaller shops for suitable tenants.
CP
Apply: ERIC CHARMAN 
385-9765
CHARIWAN PACIFIC REALTY LTD
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F^noranwfflt Daiicing for delight Optimist club seeks peninsula charter
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Everybody, well almost everybody, stretches up and out with magical movement with leader Katherine Nutt.
The peninsula is a large 
enough area to support another 
service club and sponsor youth 
activities says the chairman of 
the Optimist Club's new club 
building committee.
Morley Greenman of the Vic­
toria Evening Optimist Club 
hopes to garner enough support 
from peninsula men at meeting 
Feb. 4 to initiate the third 
Victoria-arca Optimist Club.
As part of Optimist Interna­
tional, the clubs sponsor 
various boys’ team, clubs tincl 
activities through regular fund­
raising drives.
“Friend of youth is our mot­
to,’’ says Greenman, whose 
Victoria dub runs bingos si.x 
months a year to support 
baseball, hockey and soccer 
teams.
But the type of activity the 
club supports is entirely up to 




noting that his club has also 
funded Christmas hamper 
drives and local hospitals.
“The money raised stays in 
the community,’’ he confirms, 
adding that percentages of the 
yearly dues are sent to the B.C. 
regional office and the interna­
tional office in St. Louis, 
Missouri.
“We welcome all men of all 
ages and occupations,’’ he in­
vites, noting that a mix of w'ork- 
ing and retired men “makes a 
nice mix.’’
The inaugural meeting will be 
held at the Panorama Leisure 




Dancing in front of mirrors helps get those moves just right.
Heather, left, and Meagan, along with their cabbage 
patch friends Dominque and Julia, take a seat to 
observe.
TiiMe f®r genweefl
Have you noticed the pussy­
willows? Look up, and there 
they are, plump and soft and 
pretty, and this week we have 
two Iris danfordiae in bud in a 
planter by the front porch.
Yesterday a friend mentioned 
that last year in mid-February 
we still had snow on the 
ground! 7'his year Ihc birds are 
already out in force.We have 
observed two bush-tits quietly 
comparing notes on Iasi year's 
nest, ‘Himself saw two spar­
rows busily going in and out the 
entrance to a bird-house, tnul 
the red-winged blackbirds arc 
singing most beautifully. The 
robins, too, arc busy, not lo 
mention the siailings who must 
be Ihc messiest biiUs on two 
wings. I made the unfoi innate 
decision to leave the car under 
tlie big popl.'ii tree liglii beside 
the driveway, and when 1 came 
out to drive away it was almost 
comitletely eoveicd in fecal mai­
ler, thanks to the starlings who 
love to roost in that tree. Mad 
as I was at ilient it is hard to 
hate them when they do sing 
most nllutinaly, imiiating 
everything from roldns to quail, 
making it most joyful mdse as 
they perch in ihai psiriicnlttr 
tree, 1*11 have to rememl’K't to 
park elsewhere I 
All in all it beidns to look like 
we may have tm etnly s))iing. 
"I’he winds though at e a inemtce, 
even though they ate waim 
winds, The clodie ovci ilie let- 
ttjce plants was swejn asitle last
OVER THE ' . 
Q ARDEN:.. FENCE
HELEN LiANG
night, and several brusseks 
sprouts plains arc standing at an 
unusual angle even though each 
one i.s separately slaked. One 
good thing aboul heavy w'inds is 
that there should be an abun­
dance of seaweed available 
along the beaches at low tide. 
‘Himself htis offered to ac- 
comi)an.v me (partly to protect 
the car) on a jaunt to get as 
many plastic bags of this 
valuable .'ituli as wc can cram 
in. It w'ill be spread over ;is 
many flower beds as possible, 
tiyingnui to cover the bulbs ap- 
liearing everywhere, witii an 
especially lusn y apjdicaiion be­
ing given to iluMosc bed which 
has been rather neglected the 
past couple of yetu s.
A local couple who grow 
some of (he loveliest roses I've 
seen anywhere lelkme that ilien 
roses are fed regularly during 
the spting and summer with 
iiU'alftt pellets, 'I'hesc ;irc 
available in large amomtis at 
Bnckerfields or Bordens Mer­
cantile on Qnadr.'i .Street, and 
you (.lon't need to luive tlie 
jtelleis giound into meal (as I
did) since either rain or just 
watering breaks them down. 
One of the really good 
gardeners wc know .spreads 
alfalfa thinly over his vegetable 
garden each .spring, raking it in 
before planting anything. This 
grain is highly recommended by 
Dick Raymond in his book, Joy 
of Gardening, ;is a relatively 
cheap form of a natural fer­
tilizer. Scientist s ha v c 
discovered that idfalf.a contains 
a primary growth slimnlant call ­
ed triaeoniranol (whatever that 
is!) mid thi.s increases both 
growth, tmd the size of crops. I 
tried alfalfa last year, but in a 
somewhat haphtizard mannei. 
This year I'll try to do belter 
and wiil report to yon as the 
season progresse.s.
On Sunday I was thrilled to 
have Muriel Coleman ol Island 
Seed Co, drop in to bring me 
this year's catalogue plus a 
pa c k age () f W a 11 a Wa 11 a onion 
.seeds, This is it tiew, long- 
keeping Spanish onion whose 
.seeds have not been availiddc in 
Canada until this year. It is 
repined to be it speciiicnliir im­
provement on the older varieties 
of Spanish onions, in that it gets 
sweeter and less pungent in 
storage, and will store for many 
months, whereas formerly this 
type of onion would only store 
for about three months. Muriel 
tells rnc that Walla Walla 
onions are available in some 
supermarkets now which means 
they have been harvested for 
more than five months, and 
they are still beaulifiilly hard.
Muriel also told me lhal 
Island Seed nicks arc now in 
most garden cenires so shop 
early for the best choice, bul 
remember that not all varieties 
will be on display, so it might be 
a good idea, to pick up ti 
catalogue cither at thcii store on 
West Saanich Road (phone first 
to make sure they are open) or 
write for one to (‘.U, Box 427s, 
Station A, Victoria, V8X .1X8, 
enclosing S2 which will be 
refunded if yon buy $15 worth 
of.seeds.
As yQu know, January 
has been wot let and 
windier than normal. Wg 
would like) to remind you 
lo cl'ioGk your policy to nihke 
sure your coverage is adequate
For Insurance planning 
, that will be the Post / 
lor you, call or drop 




Cronlad by Cddlci Wood an up and coming carloonisl. 
SpAco apoii.5orocl by Tannor’s Books and gifts
652-1141 )!'J3WVSnnnlchBd. Butmiwood Pay 652-1141
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TATAR QQo FUKES of CHICKEN QOO
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THHIFTY FOOOS THE MEAT F 
HAPPY BIRTHDAY-MEAT SPECIALS
CANADA GRADE ‘A’ BONELESS BEEF
CROSS RIB ROASTS 
BONELESS SHOULDER STEAKS 
BONELESS BLADE ROASTS 
FRESH LEAN GROUND BEEF
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This coupon is worth 750 off the 
retail price of one package of 
Always MAXI PAD 30's. THIN MAXI
PAD'sO’s or MINI PAD 30’s. 
Coupon valid only at
Tumrrr foods
■imit one coupon per family purchase. Coupon expires Feb, 1,1986
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COURTESY CAR BY APPOINTMENT






25 Accounting Services 




143 Beauty Salons 
175 Births
110 Boats & Marine 
135 Building Materials 
155 Business Opportunities 
165 Business Personals 
23 Business Services 
190 Cards of Thanks 
32 Catering Services 
10 Church Services 









142 Furniture for Rent 
130 Garage Sales 
50 Gardening 
55 Glass
140 Groceries, Meat & Produce
19 Help Wanted 
■200 In Memoriam
60 Janitor Services 
205 Legal Notices 
150 Lost & Found
36 Masonry
120 Miscellaneous For Sale
125 Miscellaneous Wanted 
215 Mobile Homes
101 Motorcycles
63 Moving & Storage 
62 Music 
195 Obituaries 
65 Paint & Painting 
160 Personals
144 Pets & Livestock 
70 Rumbing & Heating
212 Real Estate for Rent 
211 Real Estate for Sate
213 Real Estate Wanted 
105 Recreation Vehicles
72 Refrigeration & Air Conditioning 
75 Secretarial Services 
80 Signs
85 Small Engine Service
126 Toys
88 Tree Services 
90 T.V. and Stereo 
















A PRODUCT YOU CAN BELIEVE IN. 
Camelion Hosiery is seeking indepen­
dent soles representatives to market 
our luxurious run resistent pantyhose 
directly to tho consumer. Great 
business. Coll 388-6278 anytime. If no 





FULL AND PART-TIME 













Ads are accepted Mon­
day through Friday, from 
9 a.m. to 5 p.m, 
656-1151,
NOTICE OF COPYRIGHT 
Full complete and sole 
copyright in any advertise­
ment produced by Island 
Publishers Ltd. is vested in 
and belongs to Island 
Publishers Ltd,, provided, 
however, that copyright in 
that part and that part only of 
any such advertisement con­
sisting of illustrations, 
borders, signatures or similar 
components which is or are, 
supplied in finished form lo 
Island Publishers Ltd, 
operating as the Review by 
the advertiser and in­
corporated in said advertiso- 
■rnont shall remain in and 
belong to the advertiser.
WARNING
No material covered under 
the copyright outlined above 
may be used wiltiout tho writ­
ten permission of Island, 
Publishels Ltd,
Classlfiecl
... and ; :
Subscription
RATES
Clossifid Rato: 1 st insortion — 
15c a word, iTiinlrnum charge 
$2,00, 2nd and subsoquont 
Innorllon — 10c a word per in­
sertion, minimum chargo 
$l,35i Ctiarge oidora by 
phone —■ add $1,50 per ad, 
Box number — $2.00 per nd,
iiAVL T!Mf AND Mnnrv
nil ,»nii linn youi vkia oi mMiU riCMr!',
SUBSCRIPTION RATES,
" 'Annual 'si ■
In local nioa, .$15 
r";nnfidn 'T25
Fokfign . .L . $40
Monthly













10030 Third St., Sidney
5:00 pm .................. .. Saturday Mass






7925 E. Saanich Rd.
(opposite Fairgrounds)
9:30 am .: ....... . Sunday School:





9908-4th St., Sidney 
SUNDAY
10:30 am . ...... Family Worship
and Sunday School
TUESDAY
7:30 pm ...,. Home Study Groups
Further Information 
Pastor Ron Freeman 
656-9957
EXPERIENCED STENOGRAPHER 
REQUIRED by Sidney area - company. 
Pori-time three days per week. Four 
hours per day. Must hove own 
transportation Proficiency in shor­
thand desirable. Reply providing 
details of experience and solory re­
quirements. Box 525 the Review 9781 
2nd Street, Sidney. 07
HONEST RELIABLE person needed for 
general house cleaning 1 or 2 days a 
week. Saanichton area. Phone 652- 
4558, ■;05
WANTED; babysitter my home for 2 yr 
old Elk Lake area 658-5617. 05
WANTED: bright intelligent personable 
person to train to be 
bartender/waiter. Must e free to work 
shifts ond weekends. This is o full time 
position and pays $4.00 per hour to 
stort. Apply in your own handwriting 
to P.O. Box 34 Saanichton VOS 1 MO. 05 
CAT NANNY WANTED f<^ occasional
jobs. Must be o cot lover, reliable, 
mature and able to stay overnight. 
652-4851 ■ 06
PART TIME WAITRESS. Bor experience 
on asset. Reply to Box 545 the Review, 
9781-2nd St., Sidney. 05
Associated Manulscturers 
d 111^O'L.r Product Service Centro
TV-VCR-STEREO SERVICE 
• Factory Warranty Depot 
ZENITH-HITACHI SOTHcR MAKES 
Hashna Court
109-3347 Oak St. 381-1445
SELECTIVE LOGGING SERVICES LTD. 
are in the process of harvesting 
mature and diseased timber in the Vic­
toria, Saanich area. Present market 
condition mokes this the time to 
market your timber. Yes, we replant 
with quality seedlings. For free 
estimate pyhone 754-6606 (24 hrs.) tf 
DAVES ROOFtNG - shakes 
shingles. Duroid shingles. Nev/ in­
stallations and re-roofing. Dave 652- 
50^M^_____________   H
HEYWOOD CONSTRUCTION, framing, 
foundations, siding, finishing, comlete 
home renovations and additions. Free 
estimates. Phone 656-2526. 14
MORRIS THE CAT LANDSCAPING AND 
GARDENING SERVICE. Certified 












DRAFTING S DESIGN SERVICES, house 
plans. Ron Egli, 656-2477 . 05
HOUSECLEyi^iNG — fast, efficient,
friendly teams. Dedicated to the busy 
home. Complimentary roses. DIR- 
TAWAY, 652-0644, 07
CABINET MAKER reproducing fine 
English period furniture, Winder 
chairs, and custom furniture, for more 
information call Dan Gentile 652-1758.
06
GOVERNMENT CERTIFIED sculptured 
nail technician now serving Brentwood 
Boy and Sidney areas 652-9411. 05
HAIR AT YOUR HOME Professionofser:
vice. Evenings Oscar 656-9765 06
ARE YOU PLANNING your next vaca­
tion? Call Dawn of B.C. Travel today. 
Sidney 656-4729 or 477-9546.^
TUTORING, all academic subjects cer­
tified teachers, reasonable rotes. 652- 
0749. tf
PLASTERING & STUCCO 
DRYWALL & PAINTING 
RE-TEXING CEILING 
& OUTSIDE OF HOUSE




Tha Complete Home and 










25 years experience 
Residential, Industrial 
Commercial
Rewiring, Electric-Heating Repairs 
Appliance Connections







■B;15 am . ........... .. Holy (Communion
10 00 am , ; Choral Communion 
Youlh Club, S School $ Nursoiy







9:45 am ■ ., , Family Biblo School 
11:00 am ,,.. Family Worship 
7 00 pm . ........Evoiilng Fellowship
Pastor V. Nordstrom 
652-6031 652-3313




WILL BABYSIT ? childrott In nty liomo 
(Ctmiful Saonith «n»o) ogp 3-10 652' 
%rm nr;
RaiABlR MOTHCR of thlld vjill 





EXPERT PRUNING - TRIMMING and 
general gardening. Reasonable rates.
Call 656-5382 after 5 p.m. ' if 
NEED YOUR WINDOWS VVASHED? For 
a quality job call Blaine at 656-1475. 
Most houses $15.00. Outside or inside 
windows.
YOUNG WlAN WITH TRUCK will do 
gardening, clean-U'p, roofing and 
general home maintenance. Also leaf 
raking. Wood splitting, snow shovell- 
ing. 652-5020. tf
DEEP COVE ^N with truck for haul­
aways, yard, garden, house 
maintenance, painting, concrete work, 
fencing, choinsaw work. Any kind - 
yard, basement, garden clean-up, win­
dow washing, pruning, rofotilling, 
etc., etc. Molcolm. 656-9312.tf 
MORRIS THE CAT LANDSCAPING AND 
GARDENING SERVICE. Certified 
Pesticide applicator. Free estimates. 
652-4688. tf
CLEANUPS, HAULING, bsmfs, attics, 
yards, ceilings, .walls, vvfndows, in­
doors/out, eavetrpughs, painting or 
any job you don't find time to do. 652-
0722. Reasonoble rotes.___  ______09
M.M. TUBB CARPENTRY SERVICES for 
your house repairs, renovations and 
all finishing carpentry. No job too 
small. 656-3460. 07
DRYWALLER available in Brentwood, 
Taping, finishing, now work. Ropoirs,
652-1834._______ ^__ ^________ ^______ 05
CARPENTER does renovations, fencing, 
greenhouses, docks, finishing, con­
crete and rock work, Quality work 
gija^antood^hris 6^-57M._ 05
WOAAAN i35 - single, seeking employ­
ment In office routine. Typing 50 vVPM, 
switchboard, bookooping and errands. 
$10-$12,000 year or $5-$6 per ht. 
Please clal 656-5799 , 05
LAwiT ANb’ GARbEN
hnull rjv./ays, rock walls, pruning. Gut­
ters, also power wash availoblo etc,
John 6S6-6693........ ... ......................... _07
CABINET MAKER, antique restoration, 
customo furnlloruo, cabinets, wood­
work. Tradllloriol quality ond techni­
ques, Call Rone GrouIx. 656-9135. 13
is'year’OLd':B6y’wiir dkon yorris! 
rake leaves or chop worjd. Any odd 
jobs, Call JEFF- at 6r>6-l93'2 otter 4 p.m,
work, contru'to driveways, brick'and 
block inosonry, Very tompellllvo. ln’ 
quire 6SA.4'264 nlloi 5 p.m, (I
DYNAMIC bub. Couple oxperioncod 
Irt painting, carpenlrv. gtitdenlng, win­
dow clonning, end housework. 656- 
9462. _ : ,
HbUSiCLEANING boMenertl clonniiig! 
orgapirlng typing, olllco work, or- 
ronds, cooking, lutorlngi B,C. 
quollllod. Lot rno help you wdh your 
busy nchedulo. Call Deny»i> 652-5r>'70.
ALL TYPES OF BRICK AND BLOCK work; 
tome stone work, Inlorlot, eHlorlori 
comrriBrcictl, rosklenlltil certlfiod 
journoymcin Im/»1 prices available. 
Ploaso call 656-7014 or 656-7087 11 
«,rn,-^7p.m,' ^ ^ ■■ ■; H
CLEAN-UPS, houling. palnflng, gutters 
cleanwtj, gardrming, odd jobit, work 
guaranlood. O.A.P. discoiml 656- 
«730, 09
FULLY EQUIPPED lor lourtdations/ 
refcldeniiol or eommttrr,'(al, 656'11699 or 



















Locally owned & operated 
Tues. - Fri. 9:00-5:00 
Saturday 10:00-4:00 




• • • •
Repairs To All Makes 
& Models Of 














• Backhoe • Sewer Storm Drains 







• Rosldential ft Commercial
• Comploto Do-sign Service
• Custom Homos
• Renovations ft AddlOons
656-2164
Art H. Fido 
Backhoe Work 
Sewer, Storm Drains, 
Wator Lines 
SEPTIC FIELDS





RESIDENTIAL R COMMERCIAL 
•Painting •Roofing 
•Tiling •Carpentry 

























Orchard or Residential 
(i years experience 
FREE ESTIMATES 
656-1046 MAURICE
TOP FLIGHT TUBORING iri all «rocf»».
UihI iubjotl!* by f4w|tfj'>Aii,'(to1 mtilfut- 
tor*. 0mphn«) ji-rOi .Tf nrtamlf ''itV' 
calldtrttti, Sva-SbU,■ 0&
UVJi sr.CK'i'COfiTIVXt!: lui lcr..'r, uusl 
(jardait molnfonanctt, J«4in afA 6693,
' ^ ' 07
OESLCY CONTItACTING gonmuS
cafpuatyy qi.niamnai-f









Accordian, Voice & Theory 
















• LATEST IN WALLCOVERING 
Have your house wallpapered or
painted. ao yrs. Professional
PH. 383-7038 experience
BHR INTERIOR PAINTING tiling and 
poperhanging. 656-8911. If
PAINTING, interior, exterior. Residen­
tial, commercial. Experienced, quality 
workmanship guaranteed. Days 
Nights - Weekends, $7 per hour. 
Please call 656-7087.05 
EXPERIENCED PAINTER. Reasonable 
ratres. Free esiimtos. Phone Bob 656- 
4008,      j)6
COLWOOD PAINTING AND 
DECORATING. Wallcoverings, spray 
pointing, brush ond roll. (Dur prices 
will ploaso you. Coll (or froci estimate 
any time. 470.8030, If
BERTMORREY
PLUMBING ft HEATING
New Constfuchon and Repairs




SUIT YOUfUiUDaET DELIVERIES •
«24 HOUR ANSWER
ASHFIELDOIL
TYPING SERVICE AVAILABLE • lost and 
oHicionl, Call 66/p0747, osk for Cindy, 
at Costlu Properlitts (1902) Ltd,, 2300 
B«ocon Avonun, Sidney. t(
reliable' WpING"SERVICE oxpori’onc- 
od help (or oil kinds of typing. Call 
HeUin 656-4915, l(
EXPERIENCED ""typist, ' "raosontib'lii 
rotos, IIP job too tmal, Coll Katrina 
Cinytlme656-n724, 05
COMPLETE GARDENING SERVICES,
rlnnri'upr, (.tuning,' grain rulr,,. houl 
ing O A,P disrnuni work 
guaronleed. 6W,’l'ii7jn,l, 09
Cmmsiiwt
• Uuitivirna • Piufv«*f • Toro 
• Riilntisiwtt • • Pit iri*f
oriirj MON,-f O HAT, 
ins,14 Mannniiild F>nrk FlotuI 
ijfyii..'!'? s-n ,










88 TREE SERVICES 120 MISCELLAREOUSl 
FOR SALE 1
130 OARAGE SALES 137 WOOD HEATiHG 1 |i60 PERSONALS
HOWE'S TREE SERIVCE insured 
reasonable rale. 478-255n nftor a r, m MOVING SALE Sat ond Sun Feb 1 and 2
Free estimates. 09
160 AUTOMOTiVE





• 5 BAYS TO SERVE YOU
• TUNE UPS • BRAKES • LUBRICATION 
■TIRES* BATTERIES 
• SECURITY MUFFLER 
• PROPANE CONVERSIONS 
• PROPANE SALES 
FOR SERVICE CALL 
656-2921 or 656-0434
9429 Canora. Sidney 
CYRIL PRIMEAU — OWNEH
e « « « « « o« o •r ECONO-
FIX
Volkswagen Repairs 











75 FORD CAMPER SPECIAL, very good 
cond. 76,000 miles. Price S2.500. No 
rust, dual tanks, sliding window, 
^iler package. 652-3257. 06
'82 LADA, mint, extros. low mileoge. 
one owner. 656-1359, S3,350. 05
1973 CAPRI 2000 4cyl’ 4 sp~.7^h7Mr^ 
radials, sunroof, rebuilt engine, ex­
cellent condition $1995.00 O.B.O. 656- 
7032. 07
GET 75 MPG^^LARGE^CARCRW^ etcT 
build and install a new covey gar 
vapour carb. Fit any core, truck or R.V. 
for info, send self-oddressed stomped 
envelope to; Thrift Corb, 10731 King
Geo. Hwy. Surrey, B.C.. V3T 2X6. ___tf
1957 CHEV TRUCK, sTock’s7ifs800.6o7i' 
trade for outboard. Evenings Oscar
656-9765._____________ _______________06
1975 DODGE VAN 318 Auto SI600.00 
1983 Honda CM250 borely ridden, new 
cond. $1200. 656-5251.06 
1968 FORD GALAXY 2 door. 302 cu. in’
2-barrel, automatic, rns excellent, 
must sell, $450.00 656-2326, 05
1972 CAMARO good project cor
$650.00 O.B.O. 656-7334.______ ^05
'85 TOYOTA CELICA GTS, 5 T^Aoad- 
ed with options, lady pompered. 
$15,500 obo. Consider partiol trade or 
lease. 652-4851. 06
WANTED; 4 cyl. standard car or station 
wagon. No rust. No dealers. 656-5157.
.______________^_ , __ _ 05
1975 SAAB 99 in excellent condition, 
standard, radials, sporty and roomy, 
fuel injected. 107 hp. A pleasure to 
drive $3500 O.B.O. Evenings 658-1123.
■ tf
GENERAL ELECTRIC DRYER, totally 
reconditioned, used only a few mon­
ths, $250 OBO. 386-6967 or phone 478-
0515_____________ ___________________ tf
FOR SALE, mirrors, tempered gloss, 
new and used doors, table tops, all 
types of glass. Large stock ol factory 
clearout thermo units, good stock of 
new single pone windows. Ther­
mopane Patio Doors. All discount 
prices. Insurance repairs. George 
Clark and Son Enterprises. 9750 - 4th 
St, Sidney, 656-6656. Visa. Mostercard 
_______ __ ______ __________________ tf
WEAVING, handcorved leather belts, 
rifle slings, baby slipper kits, pottery 
and more. Ewe-nique, Sidney. 656-
1_858^___      £5
ALL natural" herb diet.’ BiHions of 
portions sold to millions of satisfied 
customers. 100 per cent satisfaction 
guaranteed. Call Lianne 652-4247. 07
35’MM'FETC'a HOWElI automatic 754 
projector with remote control and 55- 
40 slide troys. $250,- also black Persian 
coat, Vi length, size 18. $250. 652-
016K_____ _______ _ ^ 05
WATKINS PRODUCTS - spices, Ex­
tracts, linoments, shampoos ond 
cleaning products. For free dleivery 
phone 381-3545. 09
BEDROOM ^SuTtE," triple drawer 
dresser, mirror, 2 night tables, queen 
sire bed complete. Quality as new. 
Half originol cost 656-7188 . 05
WIDE WHEELS for golf cart or c/w cort 
also 10-12 ft wooden push up ladder
656-82^ ______ ________ 05
KINGSIZE WATERBED mattress. ex- 
ce[l ent sh^pe $30,00 652^ 5857. _ 06
BRAND NEW mens or ladies 5-spd bicy­
cle, carrier rock andlock inch $130 or 
will trade for exercise bicycle 656-
4370._____________ _ ________ ^05
MEdTtER^NEAn " BEDROOM SUITE 
large 5-pce, style Good condition 
$500.00 478-6984 days, 656-1854 even­
ings. 05
HALEY’S ^COf^" 'lo"r’"saie ralE) 
telescope 56, 70, 112 and 140 pwr. Also 
sun lens, see sunspots very cleor. 
Tripod ond all. asking $200.00 652-
5653.______________ _____________ ^06
1972 PHin.Tps"cON^LE 2riE."’tErev’i-
sion $125.00 656-3750. ____ 05
2 LARGE NEAR NEW beige arm cfiairs 
$60.00 eoch 656-0566.05 
CRIB AND MAFfRESS good cond.. T.V, 
stand, tricycle and boby blankets. 656-
8752._________________  06
PAIR OF SWAG BATHROOM LIGHTS 
$15.00, 42" bi-gold doors $20.00,
bookcase with desk as new $150.00, 
also bookcase $35.00, 3 woven blinds 
27"x75'’ $30.00 each, 2 brov/n at $15,00 
each, brov/n and white carpet. 12x10 
$35,00, mens skis 170's, boots sire 10 
with bindings $150.00, Wanted Vic­
torian or Queen Ann round bock din­
ing chairs 656-7698. 06
WANTED; SKlE 100-160cm, boots sire
9-10. Chains for 185-14 tire. SELLING; 
180cm skis. $15.00 and all seoson 
radials, 185-75R14. 652-4187, _ 05
PENTAX ME CAMERA with accessories 





ilo BOATS & MARIHE
OUTBOARD - STERNDRIVE
NtW LOCATION AT THt FOOT OF BEACON
656-3221 6564422
WE'VE GOT IT ALL!!
— Eupsnned shop Incililics 
— Hiiul cuts up to 78 II,
— HiT’trssiiiu (mllom rlnanmo 
~ linltoni iinh'loiiliiii) painlmij 
— Co il vouiU!ll pails ,iiul
Acrossonps dopanmiml
NEW MERCURY OUTBOARU





Many large items such as lown tractor, 
opplionces, furniture etc. 05
watch $50.00 656-8915.
1975 HONDA 350 excellent condition. 
Complete with windshield and saddle 
bags $600.00. 652-9662. 06
28 Fr TRAVEL TRAILER, sell $800,00 or 
trade for outboard. Evenings Oscar 
656-9765. ' 06
hL*'i)''' ''/•V'r'l"' “1"'' *ri'
: CHEST 'iJi#"
Suppliers of Quality 
Marino Hnrciwnro 
ENTERTOWINAREEVER 




PANDORA'S CLOSET winter sale con­
tinues thru January and February. 
Come early for best selection. Five ski ' 
suits, (58-14) available. Visa, Master­
card welcome. 9783B 3rd St. 656-6421.
■ , ^
QUILTING REGISTRATION beginners, 
intermediate and cathedral window, 
classes begin in Feb. Phone Lois. 656-
7656.___________ ; ___ _ ____06
OLD RECOVERED ' SECTIONAL sofo 
$50,00, stereo speoker stonds $30.00, 
oak plant stand, $70; oak chairs, $30.
656j;6997.____ ___ _____ _ _ 05
DOUBLE STEEL SLAT SPRING plus steel 
frome with 3" foam mattress, $50; and 
1 fortrel sleeping bog, $15, all ex-
 .?? 
FOR SALE: less thon half price. Old 
Couniry Rose china place setting for 6. 
30 pieces in all. Regular price, 51,100 - 
.soiling for $500. Also ladies beige 
lamb tur coat, like now, sire 9, $450 
now - selling for $ 150. 656-9765. _ 06 
TWO BIKES • one ladies Rawloigh - one 
gent's Sekino largo frame. Both 5 spd. 
Good condition, asing $100 each. 656- 
9246 after 6 p.m. 05
IN THE cbMf=ORYof your o^w home 
Watkins brings you Hoolth-oid sooson- 
ing homo products. 128 yoors service. 
Coll Susano 656-507'2 evoings 4-9. 05
MATTRESS • twin sire, Sear.s-O-Podic. 
Clean, good condition, $60. 656-1351.
06
MOVING ■ new ironing booed, $10; 
cvlcker hnskol rfioir, $5; stnndlnq 
lamp, $7; now swu.g lomp, $50; YamakI 
guitar with cose, $145; S. Yoiri 
cIossIcqI guilar with co.se, $350. 656- 
3568, 05
72 FT CADINE CRUISER, must be sold. 
Also lot on Savory Island must bo told. 
Cjpnta^l ()fM‘r7542. 05
URITISH SfAGUl.L ouilujoid wlllt
ownnrs hook, $32.5. 652-4141, 05
m MISCELLANEOUS! 
FOR SALE
A/OVING; hn-'k Mol.-inf rnurh ou't
cltcilf, to&f $1,400 ' soil (ot $450, gppd 
condition, ihosi cpf drowors, $45; llitow 
kiiybootcJ (jirgon (iFtd (torich, $1,900, 
bod liumi* with boN sfJifng, $25, coal 
rack, $,2,5; titiJn volvial look double 
bodsprood $20; inarhle vgiiHy sink, 
iM ond CItev eat porfs, tf,56 5671. O.'i 
12x15" ARLA’ GAIintT,' hiowiv. 'and 
fiaslelt $225 652 4141 05
(.10 GAL. iiisuliitftd brontm toitk, $125. 
6W'4237, ' 05
WANTED; Triumptt Spllliro lo rofitoro, 
Roasonoble. Pleuso phono 65'2.0B26,
06
INDIAN ARTIFACTS. Wanted - old 
Slone, hoiK), or wooden Indian at- 
tUaetB. Please phono 652-0826, 08 ,
WE BUY- anflque and cdlloctiblo drtalor 
buys figurines, china, furniture 
glassworo, iownlby, toys, silver, 
crystal, lomp'j or paintings or whnt 
ftavr) you, One qrllclw or housoful, 652 
5040. tlf
LOOKING FOR A WOOL cording 
machine or someono who cards wool, 
652-5653. j 06
7 .SINGLE BEDS in good condiflon, 65?
1776,....................... ,05
WANTED: lound (good shape) coffoe 
table ui ,ino()le lolor or glass topin.'d, 
652 5857, 06
WANTED: Widrt v/lteeU lor golf ctut ot 





• Douglas Fir • Alder 
• Arbutus ® Maple
DOWN SINCE SPRING 









Facilities for Self-Serve 
Pick-up Loads of Sand & 
Gravel
Mon.-Sat. 8:00-4:30
CLEAN GREEN FIR, $75 full cord. Phone 
Molcolm, 656-9312. tf
FIR FIREWOOD - cut your own, $30 a 
pick-up lood. 656-0550 . 05
FIREWOOD $80.00 per cord delivered. 
656-0405. 05
140 GROCERIES, MEAT 
& PRODUCE
SAANICH ORCHARDS: We still hove a 







GOVERNMENT CERTIFIED sculptured 
noil technician now serving Brentwood 
Bay ond Sidney oreas 652-9411. 05
144 PETS 1
J
FIR AND HEA4LOCK sawdust for sale, 
full loads or half loads. Also good for 
gardens. 656-5671. 05
A M E R i C ^ C O C kTr s^ oYT i^ R 
purebred, 2 yrs old, (mole). $150.00 
652-9643. 06
tion, support and referrals. 24 hours a 
day, 7 doys o week. tf
COUNSELLING for families and in­
dividuals of all ages — serving the 
Peninsula. Community Counselling 
Service, 9751 Third St., Sidney. 656- 
0134. ^ _ tf
IS OVEREATING creating problems in 
your life? Overeaters Anonymous can 
help you. No dues, no weigh-ins. Call 
Sidney 656-4353. tf
MAY THE SACRED HEART of Jesus be 
praised, adored ond glorified 
throughout the world forever. Amen. 
Say this prayer six times a day for nine 
consecutive days and promise to 
publish it within that period ond your 
prayers will be onswered C.l. 05
l@5 BUSIHESS 
PERSOMALS
TYPESETTING AND WORD PROCESS 
typing now ovoiloble locolly. Books, 
manuscripts, brochures etc., etc. Call 
evenings 656-6466 No job too small, tf 
RiNT-A-WRlfERi Resumes, briefs, 
business letters, what have you. 652- 
9472.tf 
DRESSMAKING AND TAILORING, ex­
perienced professional. Trillium Crea­
tions. Joan Diakow, 656-3190. tf
PEnTnSULA HOMEMAKER ■SUB'. 
Discreet home pet plant vigilance. 
Apt. cleaning for the to busy or 
emergency situation. 652-1060. 07
PENiNTLfL"^ TfOMEM^ 'SUB’
discreet home-pet-plant vigilance. 
Apt. cleaning for the too busy or 
emergency situations. 652-1060. 08
FRESH FLOWERS
NOW AVAILABLE AT 
SAANICH PENINSULA HOSPITAL 
FOR YOUR CONVENIENCE
CLASSIC FLOWERS
No. 3-2310 Beacon Ave. 656-0411
150 & ftiinoiiiicenjs
HASfiMFNT SALK: Sot., Feb. Ut, 9 4, 
ll1?l'T Pr-.'hn ..'m Hi t.tl.'r 
and Hotlting ltt»ms, 13 wnow Urns, 390 
fr^td 4-l:(rl, cod) ottd trtonifold, HAW TV. 
3 petf. bahfroom llxlurns (irtti variity 
and nitnor cctbinwli clnld'ik 20' bn,y«iu 
yuitiwa pig rna>-‘,. iamviu--. an-J 







Pick-up or deiivery 
OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK
TRIO READY-MIX
(1971) LTD.
Cordova Bay Rd. at Fowler
658-5235
LOST: very friendly ferret Mosses Pt. 
area. Phone 656-9312. 05
LOST: from airport, last seen Mainwor- 
ing: dork brown and white cat, white 
on face, neutered male, crossed eyes 
shy. 656-5672. 05
NEW WOMANS denim jacket lost in 
Sidney area. Has smoll gold pin, shape 








Sat. & Sun., Feb. 1st-2nd 
ONLY
160 PERSONALS
VALENTINE GIFT. Give my housecleon- 
ing service to your loved one. Roses 
and card included. DIRTAWAY, 652- 
0644. ■  07
ARE YOlT DEPRESSED "irdTejTTi^and
getting nowhere. Try this fantastic pro­




Table Bookings & information
656-4523
SENIORS (60 OR MORE). Now to 
Sidney? Don't know onyone? The 
Silver Threads Centre offers classes, 
activities and a warm welcome. Drop 
in to 10030 Resthoven or col! us at :656- 
5537^ _ ^ d
THE ■ p g - COMMO N I T Y
ASSOCIATION, 9751 3rd St,, is the in­
formation and Volunteer Service Cen­
tre for the peninsula. If you need 
assistance or it you wish to volunteer a 
few hours a week to help others in 
your community, please call 656-0134 
for further information. tf
TABLE TENNIS (Ping Pong) at Brent­
wood Elementary School. Mondays 
7:30 - 9:30 p.m. All ages welcome. Fur­
ther info. 652-4580. 652-1 531. tf
THE PENINSULA DiSARMAMENT 
GROUP meets regularly. To join us, 
help us, or just for information, call 
656-2908 or 656-5457 ofter 5 p.m. rd 
S^ullviV0Rs""0F """sEXUaI^^^/^^^
Drop-in group meets every Wednes­
day. 7-9 p.m. at 1045 Linden Ave. 383- 
5545, 10-5 p.m. Monday to Friday for 
more info. tf
SAVE YOUR "used ST4WPS - VVestern 
Square Dance Association collects all 
used stamps - Proceeds to Cancer Fund 
- drop them off at The Review. TF
UnTvERsItY OF "VICTOI^" F^c^^ 
Education Open House. Thursday, 
Jonuary 30, 1986 - 7-10 p.m. Welcome 
7 p.m. MacLaurin A-144. See the 
teacher training program in action. For 
information 721-7832. 05
PAN DORVs"a!oS?Fw i nT^r" la fe con- 
finues thru Jonuary and Februaiy cme 
early for best selelction. Five ski suits. 
(58-14) available Visa, Mastercard 
welcome. 9783B 3rd St. 656-6421. 05
THE WINNER of the Prime Timers Blue 
was H. Quinney 7781 C. Saanich Rd. 05
SUPPORT THE HUNKY DORY PROJECT. 
Join us ot a Hawaiian Party at the 
Knights of Pythias Hall. Music by Dap­
per Dove. Good food, cocktails and 
fun!!! Tickets, $10 each. Phone 656- 
0134 or 656-1015 for reservations. Ad­
vance soles only. 05
REVIEW
CUSSIFIEDS
SAT FEB. 1st 1:30 p.m. Card party at St. 
Poul's United Church, Sidney. 05
lilaipsetdasslfifids




25 words for 1109 will reach
more than 690,000 homes through more than 70
community newspapers in BX. and the Yukon.
AUTpMOTjyE,______
Where can you lease a truck 
for only $115.97 per rnonlh'? 
Call R.C, Bell collect at 525- 
3481 or toll-free at 1-000-
______
Ford Diesels, crew Cabs, 
Super Cahs, Regular Cabs, 
Culie Vans, new, used 4>;2, 
4/4 SeH. lease Call Bob 
Lanystaft 522-2821, Out of
tdsvii cali coileci,...........    ^
Lease 4,x4 $?44 per monlh! 
Factory order to your a|)rjcsl 
Lease'/buy car r truch-GM- 
F 0 r u ■ C n r y s I e r • 11 n pu r t s, Call 
Ray Lovell ToU-lree 1-800- 
242'44ir), 584-1 222. D,L. 
7a.'iD
Ont; I'lC/ur r:iiidil ii;)[)tovai! 
I'ltsiiil.iii' Ailh our ev.ckisiYO 
Dial-A-Car artrj. Instarnabc 
credit progr/sm,' Leaso-pur- 
riiase wiin or witt'iout ofsbon.
')ie choice Low low tiny- 
tr'enii, to soil 'yOer itudyiit. ; 
l"i:’atgrMl!) ,,i caioolele lint.* ol' 
Givi c.irs and irucks. /■.iso, 
auv/iy.'i avaiiable, an excel­
lent selection ol r)u«'!'y pro 
owr'ed luxury vrihicles (pf 
thfi / disci'iininatiny bi,jye(', 
Atu lor H.itnid Plrnjs ,;nt 
RfiyarGM ll'oirio r.)t whitrt
rjiove.survicei. 922..n 11, f.OO
, Lb.i me Cl r.e :i!Taylc'*' \Yay', 
Vv rj h! V a n CO u v 0 rD L.5534,
B1! y 0 r lease r 11 • w o r (r f. (• ti 
1 ruCKs uirecl Irorrv O.C.'ti'WT 
voiuo'e Ford Dealor NotlV- 
irii) down., we pay transpor- 
t.tlioti OAC, Gall Walley or 
'('iin collect .livt'OtF/l, Metro
'Ford d)L;.23,i . ................ ...
Buy CM Ie,TSr.; tic;w or used 
from Tt C ‘s tfl 
vivUinur, Fei d Dealer. Noltv 
m.) iiown we pay iranspot- 
ta'ion OAC)'.: 'Gall Gary or 
John roller,I 4tj.'.-0i;'/i, Metro
FortL DL,W3L ■................;..... • ^
.Jeep Owneriir, Paris, Aqcefi- 
i.i.uiea Ue .)eii|,;s 1942 to 
1'..i;ii, I'Yiiiantic i;lot.;i\, lov/ 
),;!iCeii. dijrcK cr,.rvif;e, Goraii'il 
li.iies 47i(.> liasiinrjs, B.jrn- 
auv B C r V5C '.'.'K'F, H'lontj: 
;-n.! 2r;C’2, FO'S 4214
BUSINESS ..... ........................
., OPPORTUNrijES .;'.............
Aulo .v’eckinrj Bie;irio‘ifi, 
land huiidinq, siouk aird
i . JI ... .1 , a ' .a
(iI'ly it'ar.trj oh IfiOlJ 
jjumimO' ‘vVrile Python 
Ve.'ilures 4“j1 Stralhcona 
' Te’r.ice Kainloops B,C,,
Fra{)f«nc8 Co'WultaiUii 
V/iihwa. MdrKei Suasoria' 30 
ij)t.iu‘'avo Replica PDrluthos 
H Criinrini»*i Vxnriri's lintrisl 
/.Mpfances! Earn I'fundrads
'sayinij (.■irit.as 1 fitiii.iiilHln.
Special 1,<00 Rtttitii Kit .109.. 
M')00-..?8?-7a?s, , , ■ ...... ... .
BUSINESS
OPPORTUNITIES
HOME'm AKERS, SALES 
Home Parties or direct, your 
own business, Di.stribute 
name brand linens, toys, 
household cleaners, personal 
care items, - Great Hostess
LSenolils • (604)596-2525.___
Mobile home park: .'11 pads, 
plus residence on 8.55 acres. 
SrnithcM's, B.C. gross 
$51,204, no vacaruaes, dov- 
elopmeni polenKal, Business 
• $165,000; Innd/bldgs/bus- 
iness $275,000 FIRM. ROI 
14/ 15%. (604)832-3277. 
R:R. #3, 2541 .. 4th Ave.,,NE 
Sa 11 no n_A r in_, B . C. V1 F 2 A 7,
EDUCATj’oHAL _' 1,.„ ...I 
Free Career Guido dosc- 
ribi.Ta 200 lonrn-at-home cor- 
lespondence Diploma Cour­
ses- Accounling., Art, Book- 
itoeping, BusinoKS Managi*- 
iTienl, 'Clerk Tyi.iist, SeoKR 
taiy, Jouinalisi'n, Telovisinn, 




Curved glass patio exten­
sions starting Bl $970. Hob­
by greenhouses starting al 
$549, Full lino o( greenhouse 
accessories. Call B.C. 
Greenhouse Builders toll- 







(iuclion Scliool -- Gtlh year, 
1200. graclualea. Courses, 
April, Augusl and Docem- 
her Write . Western School 
ol AuCbom/eiing. Box 687, 
l./iccrmbe, Alla. TOC 1S0. 
Pl-if;.ne i4fj3)702-6215,
FOR-, SALE, Ml SC,;'... '... ....... ,,
LightIrii) Fixlures VVostern 
C/inari;:r''s laniest rlir.plaf, 
Wliolesaie ana retail, Free 
Catalogues available, . Nor- 
bure Lightlmg Centre Inc,, 
4600 l-ast Haslimis Gtrent, 
Dunuiby (3,C, V5C ,2K5. 
Phone 1"2CH)"0066.
Monireal Military Ki.irnlufi' 
wtvi'iinirls $'/ 75, worKpanls 
$,3,F0, woikheols $15. Hand- 
cults. bails, f;nivos, parkas, 
cumuat paniii, etc $2 li.>r 
caialoiii-ie (reimtillrsom,ent 
on first ordiii’l Mllliaiy fjur- 
plus, Btjx 24:),, Sairrt Timo- 
ilu'e, OeetieC JO,S 1X0.,^ 
Intrn'clufdory Meat Spedal, 
Plmk Side oidirr only $.T'G, 
with purchase ot a boot sale, 
or him) or'der and rib sue- 
liijn, Ihrpiirii lorjay. Black 
A,(Kjus,,438-Mfj'7,,
/mi;.,'.;i.-'iCi'ilifi'.1 CGir
V/ash EquiiMiiont with hot 
and M/ig ,vv..<x. and (ei'/yirJinrj 
water system Must bo »nov-' 
ed tifl propO'ly. .First $7000 
ui l.)in>i ull,'ir,, vpwTi'iJe aWb. 
R ui a I l.li'..it IV i.-r y fv1 ag a/1 n e r e- 
irnnes ,(i;0l)lfi of the old 
Family Hni.'iIrT, Vjnto li.il 
PiHi tinri,vti/i;inr y cofiy Hural
fit».t^ri.1 y y.,i.,;
Hn* i?iu<l, Lrvr;r((i:.iol, N,8.
BOT 1K(.i ^ ...
HELP WANTED .... ..........
R e po 11 e r / p 1101 o d r a pj h e r 
wanted (or junior position 
Willi Southern Vancouver Is- 
laiid weekly newspaper. 
Duties to Include; general 
assignment reiiorling, sports 
S darkroom rlutios. News­
paper f'/|j(-r ience |)reti-rie(l 
Inn not essrjiilial. Oppor- 
lumiy (or advancement with 
growing S well c'slablishod 
company, Apply; Island 
Publishers Ltd,, i'.O,, Box 
/.'ilO, Deirol D, Victoria, 
B:C..V9B 2X8,.... .......... ;.... .....
F r a !•( 0 r v a 11 o v c « o'l mum I y 
nowspaper;, ims opening for 
ir,)i'i|or reporter with .some 
axpei li'jnce. Apply' Box 211 
i’,7o BCYCNA, f/812-207 
West t'fasling.s Streel, Van­
couver ;,J ,C.VfiB„1H7:,..,:
Peimanoni, lull time t)rpO- 
nrdllng/graptilcs position 
wilti weekly newspaper,. 
Young progrmniivo company, 
Salary i:;ommen!iuraie with 
experience, Whisller Print. 
inri .k PufilisfiiiHi, Box 126, 
vVliiallivr, B,C,,\/0N IBO.;
Auto .Technician floquirod:
M. outlet, Brooks, Alla, 
All boturfii.'i ,',u|)()lied plus 
Chilinn lime paid on all 
'wari.inly; Wnle "Auto 
Tech". Box 600, Brooks, 
Alta, rqj.ojp,
Journeyman mitchanics ro- 
gu'irod, p(nmant.mi employ- 
mom, Fl;il r/iltt jiluii bonus 
'/.Ith guarantee, Ford expoi- 
itince (irehtrif.'d, Conlacl Jim 
Harnien, General Manager, 
Hansen 1 intadn Mmeuty, 
10132-101 Avenue, Granrle 
' Prairie, Albrn-ia b403 53(5.
' 4044 ,..... ................... ... ...........
, Genpral Dirty • fully
.u'„( 11 ilitr'i! t’.C'.i’.i
lal In coastal lishing villago 
rtiduiirju a Gonoial Duty 
Rodislerorl' Nijrse. 33 acutp 
..and SIX e.xiunuc‘d tare bod'J.
M vvuim pit!.>1(1 kji
incnt. Low /ent housing 
available, (;nrnmi'nr,'t,Hm)n1 
df.te IS 'Febri.iary 9, 191,16,
Si iti! imI ii(,>|,'>l ii.id (MIS 1(.( x’vlf; 
rmr.irlfirrir', ■'.( ' r,nf\tr,n'n 
H'cspital, Bex 223, Alert 
Bay,,0,,G, VUN IAlJ, .... y
$$$$ Highly Profitable, No 
experience or special skills 
required VJork at home. 
Send address and stamp to 
Pacilic Enterprises, 510-810 
West Broadway, Vancouver, 
B.C. V5Z 4C9,
___
Dales Galore, For all ages 
and unattached. Thousaivds 
ol members anxious to meet 
you. Prosllgo Acquaintan­
ces. Call Toll Free 1-800- 
26.3-6673 Hours; 9 am. - 7 
p.m.______________________
Now an opportunity to meet 
otlier unattached adults In 
your iuea. Ser ving smgioa of 
all ages, Close Encouritors. 
837 Hamilton Street, Van­
couver, B.C, V6B 2R7, 076- 
4270,__ __________ ____
W/ml anriwors? Write toda'/, 
lor a (roe eight lesson Bible 
Study, New Teaiamont 
Christiana Only not afflllalrji) 
v/ith Denominational Reli­




cial; 50 acres. 3,800 s.f, 
home, 30 stall bain, covered 
arena, Tradoland Really 
3410 Coldstream Ave , Ver- 
645-non, B.C. V1T 1Y2,
W25j, fa42-87i^'eyos..
services;;.... .......... . ..... .....
Sufierlng Irom an ICBC 
Claim? Ciirey Linde, BA 
LLB, 14 year.s, 1650 Duran- 
leau, Vancouver, B.C. V6K 
3S4, Rhone colled 0.604- 
7708 (or Free How To Inlor- 
mallon; ICBC Claims and 
Awards, "II you hove a 
y bll'.YP .Si 9.L ffJif YYy.f*!.;!'
Major porfjpnal injury 
clalrmi, Jord A. Wener, law­
yer experienced In llllgalion 
(iincr* 1960. Call colled 0- 
7;'ir).B261. Free iriillel consul­
tation. Contingency fees 
nvallable. 163? West 7lh, 
i/apcouym,_______
Professional rosurnas that 
i:rea1e results. First Impreri- 
fjlpna Resume Service, «325- 
1423 Hr.vm Fit net, Vanccu- 
vor, B,C. V6Z IRQ. (604) 
683-86B6,. .. ^ . . .... ........
...
A11 cf i t i 0/1 I u VI out ivM I a * pro
petty ownorsi Is' your sum- 
rnorfwinter place srimeRmes 
vacant? Why not rent to well 
poyi'id iQurnjt;]? Write ARD 




vel plans? Now you can call 
free to ANZA Travel the 
Down Under experts. Lowest 
fares, best planned trip, 
Toll-free in B C. 1-800 972- 
6928 or 734-7725.
Marlin Thompson Goil 
Schools, Eagle Crest, G C, 
Qualicum Beach. B.C, Pun 
filled werjk of total golf ,iorn 
us, Video. Tv/o lessens 
daily, unlimrted goll prarjice 
balls. For breenures r,,iii 
(604j7£37p6fl
Ski the best in B.C Big 
White, Kelowna, on hiii', 
Jiwimiliing pool, Red Moun­
tain, Rii'.'.l/inr), d(.|,i/f- tKjK-F 
challenging sr.nng Cen.s.s- 
tenlly good conditions Lurn- 
mit Loisure l-BpP;663 9041 
Vancouver Getaway Duiier- 
in Ifolrji. [jownlown, walk to 
shopping, ihoaires Chnin, 
spacious rooms, color T ■/ . 
bath, phones, entoriain- 
mei’it, (lerj parking, VYrirm.iy 
from $105. Call c(jiic-ci
425b;.. ......................
Viciofia Vacalion. Modern 
Clean Bright one bdrriv Sie 
available year round from 
$200.00 weekly. For getans 
wrlie P O Rox 554,3 Sin 
.;:y!0,F34
Summer Music Hohdiiy July 
20-27 1986. Ivlirricie Vaiiey 
near Mission B C, Music 
camp lor, adults :and la.'ni' 
lies, programs Singers, n;- 
.corders,'winds, strnirjs Call 
Gammac, _980'5341 '
Bollingbam, Wash mg ion 
Mofelti. Coachman Inn X 
(new) (■■'ark'Motm MorJurn 
Linilti. Caiiai.lian rnonuy ai 
par. Special ri.ji)ur..eil rairui • 
two people lor $42 00 plus 
lax. (208)671-0000 or v.m , 
B,C^(0p4]?24.62?(> _
Skiers,: Lake Louise, Can- 
atla'H favorite ski area, nah 
nki holidays Irom $168 , ski 
tram packagrss from $:'4? 
and mim-holid/iys from $90, 




ami call (toe; it rdl
25 words $119
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GODFREY - John C. of Soonichton 
quielty after a brief illness at the 
Saanich Peninsula Hospital on January 
i9, 1986. Survived by six sisters, Mrs. 
George Foley (Ellen), Mrs. Mary 
Baker, Mrs. Steve Winters (Margaret), 
Mrs. Harold Myhre (Ruth). Mrs. 
Warner erickson (Joyce) and Mrs. 
George Doney (Christine); also his 
three brothers, Jotnes ond wife, 
Margaret, Gordon ond Thomas and 
wife Peggy: numeroi's nieces, 
nephews and fnorrds. No service by 
John’s request. In lieu ol flowers dono 
tions may be mode to a chority of your 
choice. Arangeinents through FIRST 
MEMORIAL SERVICES. 05
COCHRAN - Louise Alden, at Van­
couver on Januciry 20, 1936.
Predeceosed by her husband George 
ond son Richard Lev./is. Sadly missed 
by doughters Helen ol Victoria. Marion 
of Vancouver and Louiso lomkinson ol 
New Westminster; son George of 
Perth, Ontario, I lovirtg grondchildren. 
9 great-grondchildi en. and a siste' 
Helen Whiddeir ol Cotono, Colifornia. 
Cremation. A family service will be 
held later in Holy Trinity Church. 
Sidney, B.C. Flower s gratefully declin­





CONSIDER THESE EXTRA ADVANTAGES
A local Real Estate team using TWO computerized catalogue 
listing services — MLS and NRS, our proven national referral 
systetn, our Real Estate supplement, plus NEW marketing ser­
vices.
CALL FOR MORE INFORMATION AND 
FREE MARKET EVALUATION OF YOUR HOME.
PAM and BOB KING 656-3257




reatures 1/3 acre sites with 
full underground servicing and 
sunny Southern e.xposure.
INFORMATION CENTRE






Notice to Creditors ot 
First Meeting (Sec. 80(1))






Notice ii hereby given that Phillip 
Barry Bender filed an assionmenl on 
the 7th c'ay of January 1986, and that 
the first Tieeting of creditors will be 
held on tiie 31sf day ol January 1966, 
at the hou.' of 1:30 o’clock In the after­
noon, at the Office of the Trustee, 
(HOI - 400 Tenth Avenue, In the 
District of Campbell River, in the Pro­
vince of British Columbia and that to 
be eligible to vole creditors must file 
with me, prior to the rneeting, proofs of 
claim and. where necessary, proxies. 
Oaims against the estate must be filed 
with the trustee before distribution is 
made, otherwise the proceeds of the 
estate will be distributed among the 
parlies entitled thereto without regard 
to such claims.
DATED AT THE District of Campbell 
River, in the Province ol British Colum­
bia, this 9th day of January 1986.
ROBERT D. CRANE, C.A., 
Trustee In Bankruptcy 









Then provide proiesslonel eervlco and ad­
vice. vialt me ol my Open Houaea or phone 
and I will drop by al your convenience. Ask 
about our national listing aervlce.
CALL JACK WEEKS 





Burnell fills private mail boxes in local drug store.
Dedication and efficiency is the essence of my endeavors on your 
belialf. V/hether selling or buying, I would be pleased to either 
market your home or property for you, or to assist you in locating 
the home or property most suited to your needs.
FRANK FENN
656-0779
NOTICE TO CREDITORS 
AND OTHERS 
IN THE MATTER OF THF.
ESTATE OF
GORDON HOOD ARMISHAW
NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN that 
creditors arid others having claims 
against the estate of GORDON HOOD 
ARMISHAW, deceased, late of 
Resthaven Lodge. 2281 Mills Road, 
Sidney, British Columbia, are required 
to send their claims duly verified to the 
undersigned Executrix of the said 
Estate at Suite 2-2417 Beacon 
Avenue, Sidney, British Columbia V8L 
1X5 on or before the 28lh day of 
February, 1986, after which the Ex­
ecutrix will distribute the assets of the 
Estate having regard only to the clairns 
of which notice has then been given., 






















We’re' painting, cleaning, 
wallpapering and renovating. 
We’re proud of our buildings 
and our tenants are too. If you 
want/ to : be proud of . your 
home, call the . . . Ma.in- 
donalds:
656-9748
1 bedroom from $330
2 bedroorTis from $440
Some with lofts
DEVON PROPERTIES LTD.
Over tlie past live years. 
Sidney resident Oennis Burnell 
repeatedly tried to rent a post 
office box at the Sidney I^osl 
Office.
Like everyone else on the 
peninsula wh.o has tried to do 
likewise, Burnell found himself 
just plain out of luck.
EARN CASH!
Deliver the Review and 
turn black & white into 
green!....
Peddle the paper and earn 
money. Take your first step in­
to the business world and 
deliver the Review. We have 
several good routes available. 
Call
656-1151
Personality and perseverance 





Mombwr - Victoria M.L.S. 
656-1184
PLEASANT, PROFITABLE 
HOME BUSINESS. Mail 
order women's books, coliec. 
llblo erliiioruL i,.)SA biiyei?! 
Nino yoafs esiablishod, 
Ownor loiurning to Lngland 
((•quipmon!, , caialogtios, 
stock Voiy (joniiino, $9,n00 
Details byroques!
BLUE WATERS CON­
DOMINIUM, Clroico lop floor 
r.uilo oveiiookimj Iiiiisia 
Rlowdi Lish from shore' Said 
Walk' LiiiDvj vjith healthy Uvirig' 
Dus. sliop.s, hari;
dy, KM.Soltetf) lo $72,000 ■
‘(WO,HOMES, each uvei iwu 
acrer, Corh(rit,.i!e Irpin Klilt Day 
IP Oh ntvajbd, Piiced $//,90() 









Retired lady requires newer 
typo bungalow in Bientwood 
Mavimiim price iin lo 
$95,000 Plione 656-0747. 
Ask (or JOE STARKE 658- 
8751.
SIDNEY S32,900
Level building lof, southern, 
exposure, easy to build on, 
futtviced ’ are in, dose to 
schools, FREDDY STARKE 
652-9802, JOE STARKE 656- 
8781.
NEW DEAN PARK 
RANCHERS-OPEN 
HOUSE DAILY 2-4 pm 
PRICED AT $119,000 
I716 Bairell Diive 
8663 Forest Park Drive. 
Hosted by; VERAL LANES 
385'1478. LARRY OLSON 




A voty conteniporary home 
on an ofisy" care lot In quiet 
Bret'twood, Some water 
views fiom second story.
LARRY OLSON 656-1050, 
VERAL LANES 3tt5"1478 or 
65(l-0’747.
WANTED
Subdi'/idable properly, with or 
wilhoul house Sidney area, 
ptelerably, east of highway,
rFREDDY STARKE 656 0747 
Of 652-9602.
2 or 3 BEDROOM 
BUNGALOW
required, no' basofrinnl 
nfir:,e!'i‘inr9 vdlhin walking 
dintaru'u in Rearnn ■ Avn
Quick docjslon: ' pifsase call
FREDDY STARKE 656-0747 
or 652-9602,
SIDNEY. Small bungalow 
Livingioom, kllchen with 
eating area, 50’ x liO' lol. 
Only' $49,500, FREDDY 
STARKE 656-0747 or 552- 
^9602.
2.36 ACRES Coles Bay 
469,500,
0.50 ACRES Deep Cove, cor- 
nor lot, city water, $49,900,




No Stop 3 bodmorri fanchor In 
llio heart of Sidnoy, Close to 
librniy, bus and shopping, 
Sitiinled on a qulot, traffic free 
cui de sac. boaufifuily land­
scaped, lijlly (enced back 
yard. Spacious kitchrm witti 
eating nma, covered pnllo off 
kitchen, Fisher type wood 
stove with built In lari in living 
room Thin nome is only 7 
yearn old and ['irifiodHn soH 
Phono right new,. 650-0747. 
Aok for JOE STARKE 656- 
,,8751..
tM X
OFFICE SPACE elevator, 400-1600 sq. 
ft., $5 ft. Sidney Professinol Bldg. 652-
9711,656-6860. _________ _ _ tf
APT. AVAILABLE for seniors, 
reasonable rent, Norgardon Court,
656-3612. _______ ________ __ ____If
SIDNEY 3'bdrm. SXS dupFex. 1 both, 
utility room, quiet, convenient area. 
7^1-1870._ 05
FURNISHED ROOMS FOR^ RENT 
character homo 3 biks from downtown 
Sidnoy, S60.00 week inclu.sivo, 656- 
9194 or 656-3513. 06
HENRY, 2 befr. suite, $465. Heat, 
hot wnior, cable, parking ind. Adult 
bldg. 658-8845, ^ ’ 07
DUPLEX - 3 beftm., 2 baths, bcisomont, 
No pots, l.oaso, $575. 656-4066 or 656-
4003. . . ............. ■...,.............. 07
WATERFRONT, boautiful couniry at- 
mosphoto, private booch, furnished, 
approx, 800 sq. ft.,'fireploco, private 
patio. Tenant lo bo single, non­
smoking person. Roforencos required. 
$600 por mo. Reply Box 415 the
llovlow, 9781_ 2nd St   If
3 BR BUNGALOW downlov/n, nice 
lre»*^ $500,00 592,0016 11 o-m. 05 
lOVELY i BDRM v/olorfronl aporiment 
for rent. $425,00 Inclusive o tnohlh, 
prefer older couple 16 pels, Phone of 
right 652-1861 or 1 •282.3.'t2;7, 07
BRiGHT CliEAN ROOMdose (o SloHys 
School. Form onvlionmoni 652-0023, 05
lo ronl. Icirge house, mony buildings, 
horse ilolls noor Sidney available Irtv 
,: medlot«ly6M-1730. 05
; fkmiEF",OORM.' .ciupidC Full ' bsml,',' 
gorage, stove, fridge, $5’2.5 per mo,
. 456-owl^^ ..... ................
SIDNEY: 2 biks from Beacon, 3 bdrm. 
opl. Two enfronces, fridge and stove 
Incl. 3f)6-0041. 06
EMPLOYED ADULT fo shor® homo in 
Deep Cove. Non-smoker, 6!>i'»-8683. 05
.SIDNEY • furnished rnom to rent, Wll 
' 7lti SI. of Oceon St, Hfl5 per mo In­
cludes olillhes. Is ocross from pork If 
COZY FURNISHED BEbsITTIR In nidiioy 
Own onfronco ond holfiraom. Share 
kilclteril $250 per rno includes table 
ond ulilltlei. Suiloble for n/» female, 
Phono 656-OOW. 07
3 BR. KITCHEN, LIVING ROOM dmieg 
rootn, oppllance*. No pels. $600.00 stor
month, 656-5991.1, _ _ ...... ......; _ ' 05
'^6m AND'^ARD ovOliJ iniiiwdlatii-', 
' - ly 656'96li>0 . 0.5
WATERFRONI SAANICH INLET one
lirnenertil r.uile or e I'lt-i'idn
nonuimoknir, oirlloht, llghfs, heol In­
cluded $3.50,00 65’2-3.S19. on
SIDNEY ROUTES 
•315 Bazan Bay IB




•390 Gore Park I
(Wallaco, Greig, etc 
'95 papers,




llEAl'IirUL 7 VI , old two slury spar.ioiis 
hpmift In Dean fork- V. iliere, fully laud- 
sniped, $no,(X10. 656 6725, 3n8-2712, 
I/6'f Peon f'nrk K<1. U/
SIDNEY - by owner J bdrm, liifgu kit.
nl’ltifp.m-, -■ 'O'j
row SALE BY OWNER; oOraclive dou 
hie family heme. Compleiedy finklteri 
up ami dcitvn. Ei-pguite tinUaiicqs 
Quiet Sidney fwl-He sor. Close fo 
Senior Cllijenfentfo 656-7087, (17
2nL,'l£MLI:!iT(UrE-
It’NIOR mifi smoker tieoiJii hcithislot or 
1 lH,frm, opl. by r«h., 7lh. 474-3,110,, 05
PROPERTY WANTED, oil ettsh bonpllde 
bulldinr-devolopiir wants lots, oind foi 
subdivision, opartinonls, lowiiliuueeit, 
or oilier toinmerdttl use; KIpul Con 
struction Ltd. 656‘1066 05
CASH BUYER seeking eldet chntnrdei 
Itorne In s.unny |>rlvale loiaiion on 
riiJonldi Peninsula 2 hdim. with strinll 
ecreo-go prefered. NO Oiienls. Ptione 
Sollsprinq 537-9tl9'j eveninm.
WANTED 10 REN'f - IN of May ■ h; 
bdrm, opt-, furnished, Sidney aieri 
Nn-rlrlnker Phene Mr. or Mrs. 
ChofMon oiler 6 p.m M
HORHCULTUBIST' PRESE-NILY lesejing,, 
In Okottogon desires low rntii rrthin ot 
smoll liousw In Ofonler Vicloiig, 
Sounirliluti uinu. Ridniiitn r>;. !(
reciulred. Phone collflc'l 494-0<65, 07
SIDNEY two ltdim. Iiouse wonted to 
renl urduinishetf (01 1 yr. minirmim
(){,(!'> ntnnlVI I'v ninli-• r- I'ln-liien: rnii
plw vvMft ml, Wili»» P O, Box 23.11)
'' Sidney y(tl 3W6.; _ ^ , ;■ ...... ; 05
WANTED; lo riml by quiet, resrioniihle 
V/WII vel, onn iHidroom suite or sell 
coptriined L H.h. urom, fum. 01 un 
liir*., reatonahle rerti, Pleosw leoyn 
t’lieisoge livf Bdk 656 5325 ,,,, 05
I hcie was 1101 a x acaiii bn.H 10 
be had.
Bul instead of ju-sl waiting id­
ly for the much souglii alter en­
tity, Burnell lurned his attention 
to solving the problem.
Last spring with the idea 
firmly in place, Burnell iiavell- 
ed east to finalize his marketing 
strategy.
After conferring with others; 
in similar businesses. ** 'jh-
ed the peninsula’i he,
mail service last sui. ;
Mini Mail Terminals Ltd. vvas| 
born in Sidney and with the co-i 
operation of the Sidney Phar-| 
masave store, the tirsi non-. 
Canada Post free-standing mail! 
boxes were put into service.
Mail is delivered by Canada’, 
Post to Pharmasave where store; 
employees distribute the maii to' 
the appropriate boxes. ;
All mail carries the Pluir-; 
masave address and includes an- 
individual box number. .
Although initially people! 
haven’t been rushing to rent a' 
private maii box, Burnell! 
believes there is a definite'^ 
market for his service. •
“People who are starting up- 
their own business, like myself,- 
and don’t want all the cor-, 
respondence coming to their, 
home and sitting outside ali< 
day, find k very convenienl,’’! 
he explains. |
“People who need extra mailj 
delivery service for business orj 
pleasure, and don’t \vant it| 
coming to their home also lik^ 
this type of service,” he says. * 
The mail box units are design-^, 
ed to look like the real thing,* 
and even sport the familial^ 
Canada Post red and wltitc col-* 
ors. Burnell says the units were! 
designed with security in mindi 
and were custom buill to ensuroi 
safety and privacy. •
“There are other private inaif 
.services, but there arc no free­
standing boxes like thc.se wliiclr 
are popular because they aie .so 
convenicnl.”
The boxes are ttccesible seven 
days a week din ing icgiiUir store 
hours.
While the mail handlers are 
bonded for security reiisoiis, 
rcnicis are eoniplelely responsi 
hie for ihcir imtil and nuisi sign 
a waiver releasing Mini Mail 
from any respoiisiliiliiy in case 
of damage or km,
Bill Burnell does giiaranice 
prompi. accc.ssibic ,scr\ icc and 
says there have been no pro­
blem,s in the first si.x inonihs of 
business.
In fact, business has been 
promising eiiou(^li that Buinell 
Slarlcd the second service 
downtown Vicioria ni the Hiii- 
Iniut Centre tnall.
Ikixcs are available in throe 
sizes and ctisi from $LT to $20 
per month, consideriibly niorc 
e.xpensive Than Canaila I’osi’s 
$30 pel yem clKirgc,
llowevci. iliiee, '•Tn imd LL 
moiKh leases ate iivailabl!'. mid 
with a ygi'tf’s lease, leiilei-- 
leceive iwo munilr. free sei vice.
Sidney postinasiei lim 
Sharpe says tTmiula Posi con­
siders such seivices as “iiisi 
nnofhci piivaiebusiness.'’
And as long as all mail is ad­
dressed to I’harmasavc, he 
foresees no piohicms,
(le agrees tlieie w-ns a pro­
blem oblninini! aTnvsl offiee bos 
in Sitlney over ihc pasi few 
years, bin in iiisi ilie pasi fesv 
weeks, he says many lioxes have 
become vacfini,
Bul Ihmiell feels the i»osi (Jf. 
fice prolilem will always i‘xisi, 
aiur he jiHf wmiis to tiffin mi 
“alternative service for iliose 
who nectl oiiv. “











































































Deadline for Community 
Calendar entries is 5 p.m. 
Friday of the. week before 
you wish the information to 
appear.
Canadian Bible Society Ral­
ly, Sidney, North Saanich 
branch, Monday, Feb. 10 at 
7:30 p.m. at St. Andrew’s 
Anglican Church, Sidney. 
Film Sam and Martha, the 
Canadian Bible Society’s 
work in northwest Canada 
will be shown. Special drama 
and music from participating 
churches . Everyone 
welcome.
Wes Shera, A UVic professor 
of social work, v/ili speak on 
his recent experiences in 
China focusing on the cities 
of Beijing and Shanghai, 
Tuesday, Feb. 4 from 7:30-9 
p.m. in Rm. 309 Spectrum 
Community School, 957 
Burnside Road West.
lie 4.
Vicioria Geranium & Fuchsia 
Society meeting January 27, 
Garth Homer Centre, 8 p.m. 
Visitors welcome. Info. 592- 
1958.
4c 1^ #
The University of Victoria 
Alumni Association is seek­
ing donations for-the Giant 
Book Sale to be held 
February 22 from 10 a.m. to 
3 p.m. in the old gymnasium 
on campus. Proceeds from 
the sale go to a Student Crisis 
Fund to provide emergency 
financing quickly to students 
in need. Anyone wishing to 
donate articles can call 721- 
7635.
♦ ♦ *
Royal Canadian Legion 
Branch 37 will hold its
general meeting Feb. 10 at 
7:30 p.m.
4c > 4r
Silver Threads Centre, 10030 
Resthaven Drive - Games 
Day every Saturday after­
noon, 1-4 p.m. Drop by for 
some fun and coffee.
The Victoria Status of
Women Action Group and 
the University of Victoria’s 
Political Science Womens’ 
Caucus offer a series of six 
lectures on Women and 
Politics, Wednesday even­
ings, 7-10 p.m. at UVic, 
MacLaurin D-114. First 
speaker, Jan. 15, Dr. Milnor 
Alexander, NDP candidate 
Oak Bay. Info. 381-1012.
Discovery ITC Club 
(Toastmistresses) meets se­
cond and fourth Thursdays, 
Shady Creek United Church. 
Info 652-2584.
4c 4c
Arbutus Smocking Arts meet 
monthly to share interest in 
English smocking. Beginners 
welcome. Workshops. Info 
656-4277.
4c i|c 4c
Central Saanich Boys’ and 
Girls’ Club offers quality 
afternoon and evening pro­
grams for young people ages
6- 17. Info Rhonda 652-3021, 
383-1101.
4 4c 4c
New to Sidney? Over age 55? 
The Silver Threads Centre, 
10030 Resthaven, offers 
classes, activities and a warm 
welcome. Drop in or call 656- 
5537 for info.
♦ * 4c
Lifeskills Group: Group for 
children 6-8 starts Monday, 
Jan. 27 (12 weeks). Children 
9-12 starts Wednesday, Jan. 
29 (12 weeks). Call Jackie at 
656-0134.
4c 4 ak
An exhibition of students’
work and a public informa­
tion lecture on the Waldorf 
School System will be held 
Wednesday, Jan. 29 at 7:30 
p.m. in Rm. 216 Young
Building, Camosum College, 
Landsdown Campus. Info 
call 727-6202 or 652-0136.
4c 4c 4c
Peninsula Christian 
Women’s After Five Club in­
vites you to a dinner party al 
the Margaret Vaughan-Birch 
Hall Monday, Feb. 10 from
7- 9 p.m. Info call 656-6928.
4c 4c 4c
Do you want to lose those ex­
tra pounds before summer? 
Join T.O.P.S. (Take Off 
Pounds Sensibly). Group 
meets Monday mornings in 
Sidney. For more info call 
656-3606 or 656-2654.
' 4c ' 4c 4c '
Queen Charlotte Islands — 
See and learn more about 
these islands and the ways in 
which forestry operations 
and other land uses affect the 
forest environment. Pacific 
Forestry Centre, 7:30 p.m. 
Free. Speakers: Dr. Al Funk, 
John Dennis.
4c Ik 4c
The Law Centre will conduct 
a half hour program dealing 
with Small Claims Court 
procedure, Wednesday, Feb. 
5 at the Law Centre, 1221 




Association this week: 
Parents of Adolescents 
workshop starts Thursday, 
Jan. 30, 7:30-9:30 p.m. at 
9751 3rd Street. Pre­
registration or cal Camille 
for info, at 656-0134.
HMCS STAG sails for 
Hawaii (K.P. Hall)} Satur­
day, Feb. 1 at 8:30 p.m. Dan­
cing, socializing and 
delicious midnight luau. 
Phone 656-0134 for reserva­
tions if 19 or over. Okole 
Maluna.
Lifeskills Groups sessions for 
children 6-8 years at St. 
Elizabeth’s started Monday, 
Jan. 27; children 9-12 years 
meet Wednesdays at St. 
Paul’s United January 29. 
Info. Jackie at 656-0134. 
Helping Kids Cope With 
Divorce is the topic at Penin­
sula Single Parents meeting 
on Wednesday, Feb. 5, 7:30 
p.m. at 9751-3rd St. 
Speakers are Sue Langlois 
and Jack Thornburgh of 
P.C.A. Info 656-0134.
Parents of Teens: Register 
for the Parents of 
Adolescents Workshop (10 
sessions on Thursday even­
ings) at PCA office, 9751 3rd 
St. or register by calling 
Camile at 656-0134. Limited 
space.
Hawaiian Party Night: A 
STAG benefit, Saturday, 
Feb. 1 at the KP Hall. 
Tickets at PC.A or 656-0134 
for ticket delivery.
Peninsula Old & New Shops: 
Remember these shops which 
fund services bn the penin­
sula when spring cleaning. 
For pickup call 656-3511 or 
• 652-6282.
St. John Ambulance Saanich 
Peninsula Brigade meets two 




Sidney Handicraft Guild 
meets Mondays, 1:15 p.m, 
St. Paul’s United Church. 
Info 656-9265, 656-3785.
Dianne Neufeld, director of 
the B.C. film promotion of­
fice will be the guest speaker 
at the Juan de Fuca Chamber 
of Commerce luncheon to be 
held at 11:30 a.m., at West- 
wind Motor Inn. Info: 478- 
1130.
4 4( 4>
The Canadian Guild of 
Health, Victoria branch, will 
meet for prayers at 1:30 p.m. 
on Thursday, Jan. 30 in the 
chapel of St. John’s Church, 
1611 Quadra Street. At 2 
p.m. the guest speaker will be 
Sister Judith Morin, 
Chaplain at UVic. the annual 
general meeting and election 
of officers follows.
* 4
Sidney Preschool (a co-op) 
open house will be held 
Saturday, Feb. 1,9:30-11:30 
a.m. at St. Paul's United 
Church, 5th and Malaview. 
Info. 656-7032.
4 4 4
Sidney chapter Vancouver 
Island Scottish Country 
Dancers meet every Wednes­
day and Thursday, 7:30 p.m. 
Info Joan Isaac 652-2138 or 
Lucy Whitehouse 656-2128.
4 4 4
The annual general meeting 
of the Sidney and North 
Saanich Community Hall 
Association will be held at 
7:30 p.m., January 30 in the 
Centennial Room at Sanscha 
Hall. Included on the agenda 
will be election of directors.
4 4 4
Sidney Preschool (a co-op) is 
continuing registration of 
three and four year olds for 
the fall term. Info call 
Marilyn at 656-8056 or Wen­
dy 656-7032.
4 4 4
Soroptimist Club of Greater 
Victoria washes to invite any 
business or professional 
women in executive position, 
interested in forming a 
Saanich Peninsula branch, to 
an organizational meeting in 
the Nell Horth Room, Sidney 
Library, Monday, Feb. 10 at 
7:30 p.m.
4 4 4
Victoria Allrusa Club former 
or transplanted altrusans. 
Victoria membership drive 
for women’s service club. In­
fo, Mary at 652-4916.
4 4 4
Legion Branch 37, Mills Rd., 
bingo Fridays, 6 p.m.
4 4 4
Knights of Pythias, 4th St., 
paper bingo, every Thurs­
day, 6:30 p.m.
4 4 4
Central Saanich Business 
Association meeting Mon­
day, Feb. 3, 6:30 p.m. at 
Brentw'ood Inn. Hon. Hugh 
Curtis guest speaker. Tickets 
$10 at Alyce’s Fashions or 
G.W.G. Rentals. Info 652- 
3908.
4 4 4
La Leche League of Sidney 
meets at 8 p.m. February 5 at 
2229 Magnolia Place, 
Sidney. Topic; The Baby Ar­
rives, Family and the 
Breastfed Baby. Info call 
652-9362 or 652-2707.
4 4 4
Kiwanis fifth annual Valen­
tines Dance at Sanscha Hall, 
Friday, Feb. 14 from 9 p.m. 
to 1 a.m. Live music, bar and 
food service. Tickets 
available at Sidney Bakery 
and Magic Colour 
Decorating Centre.
4 4 4
Peninsula Diabetes Auxiliary 
meets second Wednesday 
each month, 7 p.m., Saanich 
Peninsula Hospital.
4 4 4
St. Vincent de Paul Social 
Concern Office donates food 
hampers to over 1,600 people 
a month. Fresh fruit and 
vegetable donations would 
be appreciated. Fbr pickup 
call 382-3213 or drop off at 
840 View St., Victoria.
4 4 4
Saanich Peninsula 




International folk dancing, 
Brentwood Elementary 
School, Tuesdays, 7:30-10 
p.m. Special instruction for 
beginners. Info 652-1331.
4 4 4
Sidney and Saanich Penin­
sula Garden Club meets third 
Monday each month, 
Margaret Vaughii-Birch 
Hall, 7:30 p.m. Info 656- 
9852.
. ■ ' 4 ' . 4 ■ , 4
Peninsula Singers meet 
Tuesdays, Legion Hall, Mills 
Rd., 7:30-9:30 p.m. Info 
656-5301.
Sidney Spinning Group 
meets Wednesdays. Info 656- 
4201.
4 4
The Law Centre presents 
Defending a Traffic Ticket, 
Wednesday, Fet). 12 at 7:30 
p.m. at the Law Centre, 1221 
Broad Street, Victoria. Pre- 
registration 388-4516.
Comparative Criminal 
Justice - Why does Sweden 
imprison 27 persons to 
Canada’s 160? Prof. Chris 
Walker of Camosun College, 
at Cordova Bay United 
Church, 5166 Cordova Bay 
Road, Tue.sday, Feb. 4 at 8 
p.m. Collection
4 4 4
The Saanich Peninsula La I 
Leche League will hold the 
second meeting of its current 
series on Thursday, Feb. 6 at 
8 p.m. at 8781 Forest Park 
Drive.
4 4 4
The Struves of Pulkova, a 
Family of Astronomers is the 
topic of a lecture by Dr. 
Allen Batten, research 
astronomer. Dominion 
Astrophysical Observatory, 
Monday, Feb. 10 at 8:15
p.m. in Rm. 159 Begbie
Building, UVic. Info. 592- 
2202.
Victoria Business & Profes­
sional Women’s Club invites 
all to attend our seminar 
Women and Small Business - 
Surviving in the 80’s, Mon­
day, Feb. 2 from 9:30 a.m. to 
4 p.m. at the Imperial Inn, 
Victoria. The keynote 
speaker is Art Poggemiller. 
There will be a panel discus­
sion. For further informa­
tion call 479-6261 or 384- 
6628.
Victoria Business & Profes­
sional Women’s Club 
February 19 meeting will be 
held at the Imperial Inn. In­
ternational Night Celebra­
tions - China and Russia 
Revisited, Dorothea and past 
scholarship winner as guest 
speakers. Guests welcome. 
Assemble at 5:30 p.m. For 
further information call 384- 
6628 or 529-3718.
Phoenix Theatre at UVIC 
presents presents Caryl 
Churchill’s witty, farcical 
satire. Cloud Nine, Feb. 13- 
22 at 8 p.m. in the Roger 
Bishop Theatre in the 
Phoenix Building.
Gadi Markovitch and 
Hossam Antar, both second 
year students at Pearson Col­
lege, speak on life in their 
respective home countries of 
Israel and Egypt, Monday, 
Feb. 3 from 7:30-9 p.m., 
Rm. D&E, Victoria YM- 
YWCA, 880 Courtney 
Streel,
4 4 ■ 4 .. .
Local veterans PENINSULA DININC GUIDE
7
The annual general mcciing 
and election of officers of the 
Army, Navy & Air Force 
Veterans in Canada, Sidney 
Unit 302, was lictd on Jan. 19 
and the ladies auxiliary meeting 
and election was on Jan. 12.
A full house of members, 
gue.sts and invited visitors at­
tended (he installation of the. 
new presidents and officers. Im­
mediate past president, Rene 
Gagnon introduced the follow­
ing gucfits; Dominion Com­
mand VicoPre.sideni George 
Camphell and wife Margaret, 
honorary provincial President 
Harry Tate and wife May, pro­
vincial vice-presidems Gene 
Clark and Bert Prichard and his 
wife Marion, Jim Taylor of 
Stcvc.sion Unit 284 and Royal 
Canadian Legion, Saanicli 
Peninsula branch .37 President 
'Aussie' Gronow and wife
Comrade Clark then proceed’ 
ed with the installation of the 
incoming officers for 1986, who 
were brought forward hy 
Sergeant-at-Arms George 
Wood. IiLsiallcd were President 
Roy Smith, first and second 
vice-inesidcrH/', Hod '.Suui)’ 
Camphell and Fred Reade, and 
executive ntemirers Willie .Allen, 
} Gcoigc CUiislic, Dcnni:; 
Gabriel, Ilrian Stead rind Gor­
don Walker.
Ihen, the ladies auxiliary im­
mediate ptist prc.sidcm Ann 
Wood infroduct'd South Van­
couver Unit 26 past president
Cy Morton and wife Carol, who 
is a ladies auxiliary provincial 
command vice-president. Com­
rade Carol Morion then con­
ducted the installation 
ceremony for the incoming 
ladies for 1986, who were 
brought forward by Sergeant- 
at-Arms Jackie Elliot, as 
follow,s; President Helen Reade, 
first and second vicC’presidents 
Thresa Lovell and Anna Lee, 
Secretary Shirley Pearce, 
Treasurer Pauline Stead, and 
executive member.s Diane 
Crawford, Peggy Gagnon, Jonn 
P c a r s o n a n d M i c h c 11 c 
Raweliffe,
The nesv and past presidents 
Helen Reade and Ann Wood ex ­
changed past president’s and 
president's pins and Wood vva.s 
pre.senteil with her past presi­
dent’s scroll. '
A long esiabli,shed tradition 
at Unit 302 ha.s been the awar­
ding of the Earl Grant trophy 
for member of the year, this 
member hcingchoscn by a selec­
tion committee of five previous 
recipients who check over 
nomination.Ury mcmbcr.s,
The winner of the trophy for 
1983 wa.s Peggy Gagnon and tlie 
presetHation was made to her by 
visiting Dominion Command 
Vice Piciddent George Camp 
bell.
Th I s con cl u d c d the 
ceremonies and for the re.si of 
the afternoon members and 




NOW OPEN 8 AM
IN THE BEACON PLA2A MALI. : 
2321 Beacon Ave. Sidney
6SB-4822
-------------------------
















lor FAMILY DINING 
FAMILY PftfCBS 
Mon, to Fi'i. fi8m-9pm 





Now owned a opnriKMil by
Evolyn a n»nt OiAmnaf
STEAK NIGHTS
Mondaya. TMoaday*. Wadnatdayt 
lot.TOPniHLOIN 
mVCAK OH'-
Ineludaa ailad, baSod J
potato or rtca a vi»o.
2500 Baacon Avo,. 656-1224
TRY OUR jn,95
Early Evonirig DINNER SPECIAL 
4:30-8:00 Mon.-FrI,
Lunch i Dinner Dally 
Sunday Brunch 11;30-1;30 














Anyone inlorowlod Irt old- 
lashiontjd homo cooking that 
is delicious, convenient and 
inoxpentiivo
DINNERS DELIVERED FROZEN 
VOLUME DISCOUNTS 
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED
Dining out on tho
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‘‘YouII Have to See To Believe It yy
SALE
20% OFF ALL FRAMES !N STOCK 
50% OFF SELECTED FRAMES





GAS PERM HARD 
•Mus! Be Accompaniea by Eye Doctor'sRx 




SOFT LENS Storages Rinsing240mL................... S5.75
Cleaning 60 ml ......................................6,i5
GAS PERM LENS Cleaning & Soakming 60 rnL ., , 4.55
Wettings Soaking 240 rrl............ 5.'30
ALLERGEN LENS PLUS SALINE SoL 90 mL .......... 2.46
240 mL .......... 3.38
•BRING YOUR OPTICAL PRESCRIPTION IN 
OR WE CAN DUPLICATE YOUR PRESENT GLASSES 
•EYE EXAMINATIONS CAN BE ARRANGED.
•ALL SALES FINAL 
NO REFUNDS OR 
EXCHANGES
HEARING AID BATTERIES’







HOURS IViON. - FRL 9 - 1 & 2 - 5:30
BRENTWOOD OPTICAL LTD
652-6222 7103 WEST SAANICH RD. 652-6227
Our Meal is aJiUT ABOVE the rest!
Alt your old country favourites . . . IVfade on the premises Daily
•AYRSHIRE BACON & HAM •SAUSAGE ROLLS 
• PORK, BEEF & BRATWURST -BRIDIES STEAK PIES m 
SAUSAGES ®QUAUTY, MATURE if BEEF
‘ ‘Pleased to meet you'' 
Meat to please you 
OPEN 8:00 AM - 6:00 PM 
SAT. 8:00 AM - 4:00 PM 
CLOSED SUNDAY
652-3751
7103 W. Saanich Rd. •
/,1-t
k k
MR. 1 HOUR CLEANERS
MR. PLEAT PROFESSIONAL DRAPERY CLEANING
OFF ALL DRY CLEANING*
^0 BETWEEN 8:00 AM -10:00 AM
DISCOUNT TO SENIORS*
'0 ALL DAY EVERY













• FANTAIL SHRIMP .BATTER CRISP j 
•TROUT , SHRIMP





•CORN & ONION “LOX












FRESH SOLE   ......... . kg S8.80 !b. $3.99
EAST COAST SHRIMP  ..........kg $18.74 lb.^8.50 ^
WE ALSO SPECIALIZE IN
FISH & CHIPS & SEAFOOD
(TAKE OUT ONLY)




1 PRODUCTS LISTED SUBJECT TO AVAILABILITYj
BARRISTER &SOLiCiTOR 
NOTARY PUBLIC
(Also of the 
Alberta Bar)
GENERAL PRACTICE




L O TIER Y TICKETCENTRE
VISA
1 {•(gilt’ Wlio 1 ’ll! lirsl
PagsCS B.a PAVILION SUPPLEMENT Wednesday, January 29, 1986
White tht mam Di>co*. er> 
building % ;«!{or> ih;: ^
‘^unknown Briii^h < oummi:i’\ 
Chailense B.C,. is csdicaied to 
the indu'tries and
resources of Briiish ('olunibia.
To represent the “uorku g’" 
B.C. in an enrenainj ig way, ex- 
hibii desirners co nmissiored 
sexerai B.C . anisls i n create an 
inferpreiaiiDn of tl e partner­
ship of bsisiness, labour and 
go\=ernmera that gi^es B.C. its 







ProfsssK'nal art!'is will; be 
auditionsma applicaals for :he 
.Regional TVee.ki s.howca.se 
January ' i.htausJi . March — 
check the Ixts-belov for dates. 
Contact your region d producer 
for morcinformarior. ‘
NORTH BY NORTi fWEST 
Prince George Mar. 21.22,23 
Prince Rapert bteb.9
Oueen Charlcties Feb. 10
Smithers . Feb. 7









Fort Alberni Feb. 22
Campbell River .Mar. 7
Port Hardy Mar. 8. 9
Courtenay Mar. 21
Poweil River Mar, 23
OKAN.AGAN
Kdowna Ian. 10. il
Paiticton Jan. 58
. Vemon r - Jan. 12
ajUTHWESTERN B.C,
(Greater Vancouver)
Simon FrastrUri vers :ty Jan.
T O . J ^ 1 , 1 ' 2
Douglxs Co lege r'eb. 7. S. 9
Gateway Iheaire cRichnioni) 
J3n..l7. 18. 59 
SOUTHWESTERN B.C.
‘ (Fraser Vaiicyi .
'Snixey .Jan 24.25, 26
Abbotsford Arts Cc5t re Jan.
3 i , . ■ F ‘ c. ; b - 1 . c.
Coquitiain Feb 14, 15. i 6 
CARIBOO
G{%i.Mi!e House ■ . . Febi 21
Wjlliams LaJte \far. 1
Quesnei F : Feb. 22
HIGH COUNTRY 
Kamloops; Feb 21,22.23 
Salmon A.m’. Mar. I 2
PEACE RIVER/ALASKA 
HIGKWAY
Ctewson Creek Feb. '4
Fort Nelson Mar. 8
Fort Si. Join Feb. 'a
Industry featured at Challenge B.C.
cr&sted by wdl-known B.C. ar- 
lisis — Pairick Amioi. Toni 
Flutcer, Adrian Raeside and 
John Gilbert among them — 
will present the lighter side of 
B.C. working traditiom. Key 
B.C. indii.stries are also 
represented in a threc-scree.n 







.A Regional Froauce.^ in your 
area '.viii have more l.nfomiaiion 
about audition time? and places 
for the Regional Vvecks Pro- 
erarn. w
* NORTH BY NORTHWEST 
CV\R!BOO: I
theme of business, labour and 
government is prevalent, .Aiid 
the medium is delightfully 
bizarre.
•A delicate and life-sized 
system of mobiles by John Mar­
tin Gilbert will dominate the 
first gallery, flanked by Pairick 
Amiot's ceramic wall sculpture 
and Toni Rutter's sky imiral. 
Massive cartoons bv Adrian
Racside will stand out in bas- 
relief nearby.
B.C. industry is also here in 
person. Petroleum, mining, 
forestry, fishing, construction, 
energy and tranportation are all 
represented in a unique preshow 
area which combines live per­
formance with animatronic 
models representing these key 
industries. Companies from all
major B.C. industries also 
a.ssisted production of the 16- 
minute film e.xhibit showcasing 
B.C. industry and workers.
A 360-seat theatre features 
tliree screens which arc 32 
degrees from left to right for a 
total w'idth of 36 meters. Used 
in conjunlion with a three- 
projector system, the screens 
will display panoramic images 
of B.C. — reflecting our diverse 
cultures and industries.
TAKE THE O/RECT ROUTE
' EXPO - 86
Geri Fletcher, 
Prince Geroge, 562-0024 or 964- 
656{>.
KOOTENAY BOUND.ARY^ 
ROCKY MOUNTAIN: Joel 
Har.ris, Vv inlaw. 352-2402,
VANCOUVER ISLAND: 
Ms. Sally Gloser. Victoria, 387- 
lOii.
0K.AN.AG.AN: Lyur.e .Alkin- 
son, Kelowna. 762-7877 or 762- 
5453..
SOUTHWESTERN B.C.: 
Donna V. Yates, Vancouver, 
682-2311 or 858-5451.
HIGH COUNTRY: .Mr. Ken 
A. Almond. Kamloops, S2S- 
1986 or 372-2364.
PEACE / A L A S K .A 
HIGHW.AY: Ms. Sue Pepesku, 
.Fort Si. John, 7-85-1986 or 7S5- 
6214.
VICTORIA DEPOT to EXPO WEST GATE & RETURN
Leave the Driving to Us!














Mid-Winter Values RICOH (Kp
Wide Selection of LENSES




Hhvre Mensssno ... Right tlcforc Your l.yesl
'amera Centre




Wednesday, January 29, 1986
A. :d "
The B.C. Pavilion .site - Host Pavilion at E\po S6. "
WELCOME ID YOUR PAVIUON
474-4633
THREE MONTHS UN­
TIL EXPO 86 an(J the Host 
Pavih^on is in the final stages 
of preparation.
The B.C. Pavilion Com­
plex will be a shining 
showcase of the best and 
brightest that British Colum­
bia has to offer. Its objec­
tives are threefold: to pro­
mote B.C. resources, 
technology, trade and invest­
ment potential ... to 
enhance the province’s 
tourism opportunities for the 
future . . . and to fulfill the 
role of Host to our 
thousands of visitors from 
around the world.
More than three million 
guests are expected to pass 
through the three buildings 
— Discovery B . C . , 
Challenge B.C. and 
Showcase B.C. — which 
make up the B.C. Pavilion 
Complex.
“Most of those visitors 
will be tourists; many of 
them will be businessmen or 
government representatives 
interested in what B.C. has 
to offer in terms of trade and 
investment opportunities,” 
says Don Phillips, Minister 
of International Trade and 
Investment and Minister 
Responsible for the B.C. 
Pavilion.
“Our job is to make sure 
they are entertained and im­
pressed by our natural at­
tractions, by our technology, 
by the skills and the 
friendliness of our people. 
We want them back — 
they’re our future.”
Whatever their interest, 
visitors should be thrilled by 
the unique, sophisticated ex­
hibits which will feature 
“Made in B.C.” technology 
in such areas as transporta­
tion, communications.
resource matiagement, 
medicine, submersibics and 
computers.
They will ride the elevators 
of our Trees of Discovery, 
unique exhibit towers which 
take the audience on a ver­
tical voy'age through a series 
of spectacular audio-\’i.sual 
experiences. .State of the art 
film techniques, an undersea 
adventure, the latest in 
animatronic wizardry, live 
performances . . . the variety 
of excitment and surprise 
will be the hit of Expo 86.
Located on 4.5 hectares at 
the heart of the Expo site 
between False Creek and the 
B.C. Place Stadium, the 
Complex offers more than 
27,000 square metres of ex­
hibits. The most spectacular 
building is Discovery B.C. 
with its aquamarine glass 
walls and roof rising to a 
height of 30 metres on its
framework of latticed steel. 
There arc five major exhibit 
areas totalling 5,000 square 
metres in this building, plus a 
350-seat resttuirant and a 
special reception facility for 
business and government 
visitors.
Outside is the Plaza of Na­
tions, the main ceremonial 
site for Expo with room for 
10,000 people and boasting a 
glass canopy roof covering 
some 3,700 square metres. 
Across the Plaza to the west 
is the Challenge B.C. 
building housing business 
conference and information 
facilities, and 1.800 square 
metres of exhibits on B.C.’s 
resource iruiustl ies.
The third building, 
Showca.se B.C., houses Ex­
po’s Canadian Club and an 
1,800 square metre entertain­
ment complex featuring 
three cabarets.
While exhibit installation 
proceeds, community groups 
and individuals from all 
areas of the province are 
designing special events and 
performances which will be 
feratured on the Plaza of Na­
tions and other stage areas of 
the Pavilion during the fair. 
And in January, students 
from kindergarten through 
Grade 12 will be seeing a 
special social studies course 
based on the B.C. Pavilion 
storylines.
“Everything is on schedule 
and on budget,” says Tom 
Rust. Commissioner of the 
B.C. Pavilion. “ O u r 
buildings are 85 per cent 
complete and exhibit in­
stallation will continue 
through .March.”
“We’ve had remarkable 
co-operation from ail the 
participants — government 
ministries, community 
groups in all areas of the pro­
vince.”
At a glance..
WHAT IS IT? The Host 
Pavilion of E.spo 86 — a com­
plex of three buildings and the 
Plaza of Nations.
WHERE IS IT? On 4.5 hec­
tares at the centre of the Expo 
site between B.C. Place 
Stadium and False Creek.
WHO’S BUILDING IT? 
B.C. Place Ltd., a provincial 
Crown corporation. Buildings 
will remain as a part of the 
ongoing B.C. Place develop­
ment project. B.C. Paxilion 
Corporation, atiother Crown 
corporation, is responsible for 
Expo exhibits and programs.
DISCOVERY B.C. 7 he 
largest exhibit building is con­
structed of glas.s and .steel and 
rises 30 metres above False 
Creek. Includes five key ex­
hibit areas, including a 520 seat 
theatre, and a 350 scat 
restaurant.
CHALLENGE B.C. The se­
cond exhibit building is located 
on the west side of the Plaza of 
Nations. Live action, animated 
special effects and a triple 
screen theatre bring B.C. in­
dustry to life. A busine.ss cen­
tre and conference facility are 
centred here.
THE PLAZA OF 
NATIONS A sheltered square 
at the centre of the complex. 
Major ceremonies and events 
and scheduled entertainment 
will take place under the glass 
canopy.
TREES OF DISCOVERY 
Located in the main hall of 
Discovery B.C. Three elevator 
towers take visitors up to 15 
metres high on vertical ride.s 
through B.C.’s history of 
technolgoical innovaiion.
UNDERSEA SIMULATOR 
A simulated undersea adven­
ture aboard Deep Rover, one 
of B.C.’s famed submersibics.
SHOWCAN THEA.TRE At 
Discovery B.C., a 520-scat 
theatre features images of 
British Columbia in the new, 
super-realistic Showcan film 




and live performances featur­
ing the nine regions of the pro­
vince, plus a computerized 
tourist information and reser­
vations centre and a gift shop..
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More than 30.000 interna­
tional business contacts are be­
ing invited to Expo 86 through
the Business Visitors Program.
And as May 2 draws near, B.C. 
companies are being recruited 
as hosts.
“Up until now all our efforts 
have been external,” says Don 
Phillips, Minister of Interna­
tional Trade and Investment. 
“Our Ministry which is co­
ordinating the program has 
already contacted key ex­
ecutives in 60 nations with the 
active support of Canadian em­
bassies and their business con­
tacts. Thousands have already 
responded.”
The Ministry has also 
distributed information 
booklets through airlines serv­
ing B.C. and international 
banks. As a result, thousands of 
business people worldwide are 
now confirming their visits to 
Expo 86.
“Expo has been planned as a 
unique opportunity to focus the 
attention ot the international in­
vestment community on B.C. 
said Phillips. “These visitors 
will be people who can make 
decisions that will create new 
jobs, and we want to show them 
what we have to offer all over 
the province.”
Many business visitors will 
come during Expo’s specialized 
periods when the technologies 
of a variety of industries are 
showcased. Others will come to 
attend the dozens of major con­
ferences and seminars scheduled 
for the Expo period. More will 
come for the special meetings 
and tours planned by the 
Ministry in co-operation with 
B.C. companies, including the 
Corporate Partners of the B.C. 
Pavilion.
“We are asking B.C. com­
panies to work with us to host 
these business guests; 87 act as 
special hosts at seminars, con­
duct plant tours and provide 
translation services,” says 
Phillips, who is also Minister 
Responsible for the B.C. 
Pavilion. “We’re also making 
our promotion kits available to 
B.C. busines.ses for use with 
their own mailing lists.”
The B.C. Pavilion is pro­
viding a number of facilities on­
site for buisness guests. 1 hese 
include a Business Centre at the 
Challenge B.C. building which 
will be staffed by the Ministry 
of International Trade and in­
vestment. Computerized in-
Don Phillips, Minister of International Trade and Investment and Minister 
Responsible for the B.C. Pavilion, says thousands of business people are 
coming to Expo.
formation on the B.C. econorny 
and individual B.C. companies 
will be available here. Contacts 
in B.C. industry and industry-
familiarization visits will also be 
provided. The Business Centre 
staff expect to handle 40,000 in­
quiries during Expo.
In addition, a sophisticated 
conference facility with com­
plete audio-visual presentation 
and reception facilities is 
located in the Challenge B.C. 
building. This will be used by 
the Corporate Partners of the 
Pavilion and B.C. Ministries to 
promote trade and industry.
Pavilion exhibits will also 
reflect B.C.’s industrial 
resources and skills, adds 
Phillips. Traditional industries 
such as mining, energy and
forestry and newer, high- 
technology industries are pro­
minently featured in both ex­
hibit buildings at the site. At the 
Challenge building, B.C. in­
dustry is directly represented in 
two galleries and a 16-minute 
film.
Representatives from all ma­
jor industries were instrumental 
in the development of exhibit 
storylines, ensuring that a 
message of opportunity and in­
novation goes out to all visitors.
Says Phillips: “British Col­
umbia has created a tremendous 
marketing opportunity for itself
by hosting Expo 86. My 
ministry’s job is working closely 
with the B.C. Pavilion to ensure 
everyone gets a chance to take 
advantage of it.” \
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SCHOOLS PROGRAM LAUNCHED
Elementary and secondary 
students throughout B.C. will 
have acce.ss to a special Social 
Studies program which provides 
an up-to-date look at B.C. s 
position in the world at the time 
of Expo 86.
Called Discovering B.C., the 
program was developed jointly
with the .Ministry of Education 
and consists ot text books and 
video tapes which deal with. 
B.C. achievers and 
achievements. The books — 
written by Vancouver author 
Daniel Wood and printed by 
Douglas & .McIntyre — are 
designed for students in Giaues
1 through 12 and began appear- 
inv irs classrooms m January ..
The Schools Program is being 
m.ade available to every Soctai 
Studies class in ihe provinces 
1,536 schools. Four orientai’.on 
orograms for teachers win Oe 
featured on Knowledge Net­
work programs In February.
YoucouidbeaWlNNER!
You could win $86,000.
Your chances of winning are 1 in 11 
Over 6,000,000 prizes available 
to be won. ^ ^ ^ ^
inSiDNEY
“Always Something Special ”
c 1986 McDonald s R---s!aur.ir,;s of Canada
Details and rules available at your^ . «
COLWOOD RESTAURANT
1742 ISLAND HWY_. _
(Across from JDF REC. CEN i RE)









In The Emerald Isle
656-2423
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A! trc.^csrsnctre we’re proud of t?ur rcTpcTale partnership in 
•he 3X. P3%-ic t a! Expo 36, ,
And were fjroti of cur icots in E,C,
Wz go fcack tc ’S62. UTen. Lhe Sank of British.Columbia, 
wri merged' ddr the Ccmmerce in 1^1 opened branches 
K 'anc New ^festirinster, ia iSoB’ssr.ice was
e^endrsi to.tb*' Carssxj gdd _£clds. m i®6 a branch wras ' 
opened si the r eart of tse fcusciess distikt on Crsdova Stxeei 
Wes; - the banking c See in' the newdy founded Gr/ of 
Vsnctxnter , - f- .
That was a cer asy aga The Barik and the isdated young 
prES. JKC an the West Coe it ha-. e rente a fong way together. 
How fer Britisli "nairr.bii has come w£| be obvious to every 
Yshcr to Bepo y&. How for foe OHisrerce has come ma’/ be 
•udsed by t!^ W'despread branch nerworkwhkXi new serves; 

















LIST YOUR HOUSE WITH US 
D UR i N G T H E EXPO ‘86” SEASON.
We have an exceile.nt location and we are in con­
tinuous coniact with tourists who are looking for ac­
commodation.
YOUR REQUIREPiSENTS ARE:
To be a good host, have a clean house with furnished 
; bedreoms, and able to sea^e breakfast in the morning. 
This win be the opportuniiy of a iifetime. to get extra 
revenue out of your ncme.
For further informaiio.n. or registration please phone
SIDNEY AND PENf.NSULA BED AND BREAKFAST 
AGENCY, 656-1176, EXTENSION 108,
2230 BEACON AVE.. SIDNEY
Confused about Expo? 
•About the wealth of programs, 
exhibits and buildings at the 
B.C. Pavilion Complex? Allow 
the Mobile Pavilion to shed a 
little light.
The B.C. Pavilion Mobile i.s a 
l5-metre, two-trailer pavilion- 
on-wheels which has been 
travelling the highways and 
bvways of B.C. since last June. 
To date, it’s been through 18 
B.C. communities — fro.m 
Langley to Fort St John —-and 
attracted 90,000 visitors.
The two trailers form a fold­
down. 100 seat theatre with a 12 
projector audio-visual display 
and robotics show which tells 
about the B.C. Pavilion and its 
role at Expo 86.
Several companies are 
credited with the ingenious 
design of the .Mobile and its 
presentation.
This winter, the B.C. Mobile 
will tour shopping mails in the 
Lowe.'- Mainland with another 
exhibit on Expo called “Wliat 
The Worid Is Coming To - Ex­
po 86”.
Look for the B.C. .VIobile 
Pavilion in these locations. 
Opening hours are the same as 
regular mall hours.
Mobile Schedule 
Jan. 20-25 Coquitlam, Co­
quitlam Centre
Feb. 3-8 West Vancouver, Park 
Royal
Feb. 17-22 Surrey, Guildford 
Town Centre
Mar. 3-8 Burnaby, Brentwood 
Mali
Mar. 17-22 Victoria (Location 
to be announced)
Mar. 3I-Apr. 5 Campbell River, 
Ironwood Mall.
V/E WELCOME YOU!
One of Vancouver Island’s oldest and 
finest heriiage landmarks, established in 
1393, proudly welcomes you. Come 
savour the atmosphere of our heritage 
premises. We feature our ovm Cottage 
Brewery with the finest ingredients 
imported fromi around the world; there’s 




78(13 East Saanich Rd. 
Saanichton, B.C.
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TOURISM TO BE FEATURED AT PAVILION
It’s hard to be humble when 
you’re talking about B.C.’s 
. tourism potential. In 1984 it was 
our third largest industry, earn­
ing over S2.3 billion in 
revenues. Tourism is the driving 
force behind our service sectors.
which have the greatest growth 
potential over the next decade.
That’s why the B.C. Pavilion 
is taking special care to ensure 
all of B.C. is represented at the 
fair. Forested areas at both ac­
cess points from the Expo site
have been created to introduce 
visitors to the ‘‘natural” 
features of the province. One ol 
these — the Walk in the Forest 
— contains iO-metre Douglas 
fir trees and two .streams full of 
live trout. It surrounds the en-
EXPECT
THEMOSTEST.
Tourism is British Columbia’s 
multi-billion dollar industry.
And British Columbians are one of 
our most important attractions.
The SuperHost program recognizes 
this. Our popular one-day seminar 
teaches businesses and interested **, 
people the super skills they 
need to offer the most and 
benefit the most from tourism.
i * ?. 1 * *
« ♦ * ♦ »
* ♦ *»,*« « *• , 4«*
Look for the colourful red, blue and 
yellow SuperHost sign and expect the 
most: the most friendly welcome, the 
most sincere smiles and the most 
attentive ser\-'ice.
To find out more about 
SuperHost write: Tourism 
British Columbia, 1117 
Wharf Street, Victoria, B.C.
’ V8W 2Z2.
THE HONOURABl.E CLAUDE PICHMOND. MINISTER OF TOURISM. F.XPO St
trance to Discovery B.C. — the 
main buidling at the site.
The exhibits themselves will 
extend a warm B.C. welcome to 
visitors. Discovery B.C. 
features an entrance with carved 
“welcoming” figures, photo 
murals of B.C. scenes, a real 
waterfall and a young host or 
hostess to give a personal 
greeting.
In the Showscan film more 
than 20 B.C. locations from the 
Kooicnays to Long Beach arc 
featured in a round-the- 
province adventure trip.
-Stage sets and wail murals iii 
the Markciplace of the Regions 
paint a contemporary picture of 
the nine tourism regions of 
B.C., encouraging the visitor to 
book a tour after seeing Expo. 
The murals are remarkably 
detailed, .showing towns, lakes 
and key transportation routes.
Interactiu'c uideo terminals 
within t’ne .Marketplace di.splay 
B.C;. landscapes as liicy might 
appear from a car window. In
fact, the whole Marketplace has 
a roadside motif — from the 
roadsigns suspended 
throughout to the stage sets 
which portray actual landmarks 
from the regions.
A fully staffed Tourism In­
formation Centre with a 
Res'West terminal is also posi­
tioned at the entrance to the 
Marketplace. ResWest is the 
province’s official reservations 
system capable of booking ac­
commodation anywhere in 
B.C., including campgrounds, 
trailer parks and hotels. Guests 
will be able to confirm their 
travel plans without leaving the 
Discovery B.C. building.
In addition to this, events and 
perform.ances staged by com­
munity groups from all over 
.B.C. will be featured on the 
Plaza of Nations and three per­
formance areas at the main 
building. This is the Regional 
Weeks Program., designed to ex­
pose Expo visitors to the people 
and cultures of B.C.’s regions.
HOSTS WITH THE MOST 
FEATURED AT B.C. PAVILION
Hosts and Hosles.ses at the 
B.C. Pavilion will be more than 
guides: they will be a unique 
representation of the province.
Operations staff at the B.C. 
Pavilion scouted every region of 
B.C. last fall to find 153 special 
men and women to welcome 
visitors to the Pavilion Com­
plex. Nine of these will be 
supervisors responsible for
overseeing their activities.
“We wanted to create an op­
portunity for ail regions to par­
ticipate in the Pavilion,” says 
Sue Griffin, Manager of Guest 
Services.
Because hosts were recruited 
from all areas, many can offer 
Expo visitors specialized in­
formation about attractions and 
transportation in each region.
The World is Coming to B.C, 
EXPO
85 If you plan on Travelling this Summer — BOOK NOW!
•ALASKA CRUISES AND
TOURS ARE FILLING UP FAST!
•AIR FLIGHTS in and out of B.C. 
thru EXPO Season booking quickly!
•HOTEL/MOTEL/LODGE SPACE
at a Premium ail over the West 
.May thru October — RESERVE NOW!
For all your Travelling Needs, 
and the Extras Tool 
it costs no more to ask the Experts! \ /' ^ssoO’-
Serving the Western Communities
HIGHLANDS TRAVEL
(DOWNTOWN LANGFORD)
715 Goldstream Ave. Tel. 478-9578
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British Columbia, is the sum 
of its regions, and the B.C. 
Pavilion would not be complete 
without a tribute to each.
So the exhibit designers 
decided to devote an entire area 
of Discovery B.C. to the nine 
tourism areas of the province. 
This is the Marketplace of the 
Regions — a 510 square metre 
showcase of B.C. history, 
culture and tourist attractions 
on the main floor of the 
building.
Visitors to the Marketplace 
will roam through a cleverly 
constructed web of mock-ups of 
regional landmarks while a 
troupe of actors performs 
historical vignettes.
Each regional “set” is a 
simulated constructioin of a 
tvpical landmark. The Cariboo 
set, for example, is the front 
porch of a general store with
life-sized sculptures of a dude 
and a cowboy in front.
To determine what should be 
in the sets, exhibit designers car­
ried out extensive research in 
the actual regions.
“We went through local 
newspapers to identify issues 
and concerns in the regions,’ 
says Bob McKay, Director of 
Exhibit Design. “We interview­
ed community leaders, groups 
and M.L.A.s everywhere. Then 
we tested that information 
against regional toruism direc­
tors and other people that we 
know.”
That represented three mon­
ths of research, after which 
staff travelled through every 
region to find specific details.
“For instance, one of the ma­
jor features of the Peace River 
set came from our interest in the 
Alaska Highway truck stops
and some of the crazy 
characters who travel the 
highway,” says McKay. “We 
made contact with these people 
and the exhibit came from those 
conversations.”
Wall murals will form
^ ...........
AroIcSic motif mil colour the I'hnkctpincc of the Regions - nn eshihit 
area dedicted to the nine tourism areas of the provinee.
Regional Weeks
• 11 1  tt/rn-lrl ctncypSeveral stage areas will be 
available at the B.C. 
Pavilion for special events 
and performances by per­
formers from communities 
throughout the province.
This is the Regional 
Weeks Program — a chance 
for communities within the 
nine tourist regions to stage 
their acts at the Plaza of 
Nations and a 200-seat 
bandshell near the main 
pavilion.
Over 1,100 community 
groups and performers 
responded to the B.C. 
Pavilion’s invitation to
share its world stage. 
Because only 300 of these 
can be accommodated, the 
best are presently being 
selected by audition. Up to 
30 of the best acts from 
each area will finally be 
chosen.
Professional entertain­
ment will also be featured at 
the B.C. Pavilion. During 
the peak summer months of 
Expo the finest B.C. per­
formers will entertain night­
ly at the Plaza of Nations. 
Fashion shows, special 
kids’ shows and high-tech 
“theme” presentations will 
also be staged regularly.
backdrops for these sets. “The 
murals are really roadmaps,” 
explains Susan Baker, an ar­
chitect with the firm of Baker 
McGarva. “If we’re showing 
Highway No. 1, for example, 
we have to show it so a person
who has never been to British 
Columbia can get a feeling ^of
the landscape and geography.”
Some of the murals vAU 
feature animated models depic­








a he B.C. Pavilion’s Regional Events Program is an exciting 
, opportunity for each region to 
showcase its unique character through 
special events and performances 
on site at Expo 86.
Theatre groups, musicians, 
dancers, community per­
formers, athletes — hundreds 
of British Columbians will be 
promoting their regions while 






B.C. Pavilion staff are working with 
communities throughout the Province to
create regional themes and audition
performers. More than 3,500 British
Columbians are expected to 
be involved in'this exciting 
program. The B.C. Pavilion 
is proud to be the showcase 
for these events. It will be 
our time to share with the 
world the special character 
of British Columbia.
Our time to shine.
Showscao a mam
A real thrill awaits visitors to 
a 520-seat Showscan Theatre at 
Discovery B.C.
Showscan is a 70mm film 
process that grew out of a 
search for the “ultimate in 
film-going excitm. ent. 
Hollywood director Doug 
Trumbull discovered that film 
exposed and projected at over 
twice the speed of normal film 
created the greatest .sense ot 
reality for viewers.
Using Showscan, award­
winning Canadian film pro­
ducer Peter O’Brian has created 
a sweeping adventure story that 
: roams from the cowboy country 
of Kamloops to the Kootenays 
— over 20 B.C. loctaions in all. 
This is the dramatic backdrop 
for Richmond actress Fairuza 
Balk as she embarks on an 
aerial voyage ot discovery 
through B.C.
B.C. Pavilion staff worked
Our home is British Columbia 
our marketplace the world
One of the world s largest equipment 
dealerships is pased in British 
ColumPia.
Finning tractor & Equipment CO.
Ltd., estaPlished in 1933 as the 
Caterpillar dealer in B.C., is now a
multi-national company with
operations in western Canada, the 
northvrestern united States and the 
united Kingdom.
Finning sells, finances and services 
Caterpillar products in British 
Columbia: the Yukon; the Mackenzie 
valley and Arctic coast. .Northwest 
Territories; Scotland. Wales, the 
industrial Midlands and southwest 
England and is the ' Preferred dealer 
in Poland. The company also buys ana
sells used caterpillar equipment
worldwide.
operations in Alberta, 
Saskatchewan. Washington and 
Oregon distribute associated
products such as air compressors, 
rock drills, compactors cranes ana 
aerial work platforms
This equipment is used toharvtSL. 
haul and process trees; tc build 
highways, dams and railway !in«; “ 
extract and quarry metals, mincran 
and aggregates; to sea.rch for and 
develop oil and natural gas resources; 
to install pipelines; to lift, carry and 
store materials; to generate po'.ver 
for facilities, vehicles, vessels and 
other manufacturers’ equipment; to 
erect and maintain commercial and 
residential buildings.
To service this equipment in these 
applications. Finning has more than
2 250 employees at 55 locations in _
North America and 10 locations in n.e
united Kingdom. __
Finning is proud to be ts coraorate 
partner in Expo S6.
finning
with O’Brian and Director Rob 
Turner to develop a solid siory 
line — something rarely seen m 
e.xhibition films.
“Most of the e.xhibition films 
vou see are documentaries, 
comments Turner. ‘“'Ve vc at­
tempted to add an clemeni of 
drama and entertainment.
.And the film will be a 
show'case of B.C. talent. Direc­
tor Turner is a Vancouver resi­
dent and all of the crew are 
from B.C. O’Brian has produc­
ed several films in B.C. in­
cluding ’‘The Grey Fo.x and 
the critically acclaimed film 
“My American Cou.sin — shot 
in the Okanagan.
A crew of designers, special 
effects people ana camera 
operators took two film units 
ihro’ughout B.C. last summer to 
shoot the complex film se­
quences.
The theatre itself' is an in­
novation. Images will be seen 
on a massive, 2»f-nietrc wide
screen and .sound will be 
reproduced through a six-track, 





Marine related exhibits and 
acuviiies will be seen at two 
locations of tlie B.C. Favihon.
One of these is the East 
Wharf located adjacent tojme 
Discovery B.C. building, mis 
will be home for the ivanhoe — 
a 33 metre lo.ng towboat loving­
ly restored in teak and brass. 
Once the piiue of the Kingcorae 
Navigation fleet, the ivanhoe 
will serve as the flagship of i-he 
B.C. Pavilion.
In the small boat marina, 
visitors can view kayaks, canoes 
and other small craft manufac­
tured in B.C. .At the other end 
of the scale, a cornrneric,il 
boatyard berth will feature the 
larser ships that work the B.v,. 
COSSI-
And look for the miniature 
“booming ground located in 
the water iheatre. This mode! 
boat .show features realistic 
tugboats, log barges, cranes and 
boom-boats made to ukraie. 
Created b\ the Nanaimo Model 
Club, these displays have won 
awards all o’ver North .America 
for their miniature radio- 
controlled designs.
There's miore boat­
building demonsiraiions, boom 
boats and a special dock where 
pioneers of the B.C. coast win 
tell their stories are all pari of 
the East \3’harf scene. Amd look 
for the continuous loggers 
sports show on a barge moored 
off the Plaza of Nations.
A“voyage”i
To create a showcase t’nai will 
thrill residents as %veU as 
visitors, the B.C. Pavilion is 
taking a “discovery ” approach 
to exhibits at the tnaia pavilion. 
By presenting images of B.C. 
from a new perspeciivc. 
residefus will feel they are seeing 
their province for the first time.
A. visit to Di.scovcry B.C. 
b-egins vviih the A\aik in tite 
Forest — an SO metre patiiway 
lined with trees and rrout-ink-d 
streams. Inside the niaur en­
trance visitors are vwlcomcu 
w ith photo murals of B-C. 
ciirvcii
figures. _
After the welcome, visitors 
will -’discover” ail that d-uni­
que and unknown about B.t. in 
the main exhibit gallery nearby. 
This is home to The Trees ot 
Discovery — four fumrivUC- 
looking exhibit towers which 
take visitors on vertkaj rtdi^ 
througli a series of exhibits.
Built on pilings which extend
25 metres below the building 
floor, the highest reaches 15" 
metres to the peaked ceiling 
above- Etch cefelraics B.C-
achieveme u in transportation 
and CO m m u n i ca £ i o n 5
technedogy, computers, med-cai
research auid similar fields.
An Underwater Thrill
The fcnrth “tree” is an 
undervvate” sirnmator fe,.ituring 
a dramaiie showcase of 8 C.'s 
siib-sea iiidustry. inside is a 
rrock-up oi the i-'eefi Rover, 
one of n any B C developed 
subniersifc cs used arounu the. 
"world..Visitor’s wii! : see 
Snowscan film imeges through;. 
Deep Rov er*s v iew-DOtt ss ili-ey 
pirtidpatc in an undersea 
rescue mb hon,
Vancou’/er-ba.‘'ed Cau-Uwe 
Services. Ltd. acted .as con- 
stilrants a id pros ided divers for 
the Show-can film sequence us­
ed in the dmuiation. Tiie Ckep 
Rover surmersib e was used e.\- 
eat-sivelv dong w iiii other B C.
" '^T
;
The Hcmourahle Don Phillips, Minister Responsible.
rhe Trc, 5 of Discover} are darttor 
iowers Mb ch sfejv case B.C ’sspkn 
of innovation.
dev’dope J subs. ^ ^
Other paitidpa.nis were ISt 
{f nternatsonal Submarine 
Equipnient) Ltd., a Port Moody 
company which manufactures 
liiuaaiincd submasibles such as 
the Hi-Sub, the Wrangler and 
the Dolphin.
The Ivan foe - flagship of ike B.C. 
Pavilksn - is jmt one of several 
marine e Jiiblts at the Cast MTzaft 
aieaof iteB.C. Pa’tnkm.
